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FRIDAY, AUGTYST 15, 1913.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMm'ImE ON FINANCE.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. in.
Present: Senators Simmons (chairman), Stone, Williams, Smith,

James, Thomas, and Hughes.
'I'here were present also: Senator Theodore E. Burton, of Ohio-

Senator Atice Pomereno, of Ohio; Representative William Kent, of
California; Representative E. A. Hayes, of California; Ion. James C.
Needham, of California; Representative Jidius Kahn, of California*
Representative John E. Raker, of California; Hon. A. Caminetti, of
California; lion. Royal E. Cabell, Richmond, Va.; Mr. Louis S. I et-
1mre, Stockton, Cal.; Mr. Paul Garrett, Norfolk, Va.; Mr. Isadore
Bear, Wilmington, N. C.; Mr. 0. G. Stark, St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. Thomas
E. Lannen, Chicago, Ill.; Mr. W. 1I. Reinhart, Mr. John 6. Dorn, and
Mr. A. Royer, of Sandusky, Ohio; Mr. J. J. Schuster, Cleveland, Ohio;
Mr. A. C. Krudwig, Sandusky, Ohio; Mr. William Culnan, New York
City; Mri. L. IV. Southiwick,'New York City; Mri. J. A. Barlotti, Los
Angeles, Cal.; Mr. Louis Landsherger, San Prancisco, Cal.; M-r. Thl~eo-
dore A. Bell, San Francisco, Cal.; and Mr. M. F. Tarpey, F'esno, Cal.

STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS E. LANNEN, OF CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. LANNEIN. M[r. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
represent the Ohio-Missouri wine makers and some of the wine makers
of New York, Virginia, North Carolina, and Illinois. These wine-
making industries of the East are the oldest wine-making industries
in America. The oldest Missouri member in the Ohio-Missouri
Association has been in business since 1847, and the oldest Ohio
member has been in business since 1856. The wine business was
established in the East long before these dates. The amount of
money involved iii the wineries and the grape yards is estimated at
about $100,000,000.

In order to explain the amendment, which we suggest to the coin-
mittee, to the law in question, I want to say that Wines to suit the
American trade can not be too sour. They can not, in fact, be too
sour anywhere. Furthermore, they must contain a certain amount
of sugar in order to produce a certain amount of alcohol or they will
not keep. They will go into vinegar. Our wines east of the R1tocky
Mountains are always too high in acids and usually too low in sugar.
For that reason there has been a practice in this country ever since
the first wine was made in America east of the Rocky mountains of
ameifrating that wine with water to cut down the acid and to bring
up the sugar content so as to make a sufficient amount of alcohol
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to keep the wine. That is a practice whibhi exists all over the world
wherever wines tire 1))tde ill ior-thei't climates. Our wines are 11ade0
from n1)ative A rivllil grapes that verle grownli here roil the seeds.
Those grip)evines are of such a nattlire that they can withstand the
terrillelrosts that we have ill the North. They Cat stand ai temlpera-
ture of 22' below zero and still survive, and we have such tetnpera-
tures ii) Illinois and somnet imes ill Ohio. It also gets very cold at
inlines in Missouri. In New York the temperature is very low.
These grapes, being native of America, can survive these'frosts.
It, is the only grape that we c1n grow ill this country. We have
tried to il1i])ol't the vines flrom California and grow the. grapes here,
but they will not grow ill the tiorther'n part, of this country. InCaliforn'a t he vines are not American vines. They are vines iil)orted

from the southernl part of .lEurope, and they flourish in California.
"Ileyare etitii'ely ditier-ett ironi ou1t. ville.

Ini or-der to "et1 at, this thing intelligently, I want to tj tet somle
author-ities to show tlitlt this is not otur ar-gumlenit about theewns
Inl the first place, onle of the( leading titthonities tit America, Mr. George
tusman, in his bok entitled "Anmerican Grape Growing and Wine

Making," 1907 edition, published by 'lh(, Ornge Judd Co., says'
A iiotnal lnust, io suit it prevailintg laste here, should conlain abolt four tholl-

8n"iaiiIs parts of acids, while in EI'lrope it varies from four and lalf to seven thou-
sanlths the taste there is generally in favor of more acid wines.

And again he says:
All wines, without exception, to be of good nd agreeable taste, illst cotain

froin four and a half to seven thon.andflis part o1 free acils, anld each musft containing
more than .eVen tlousanlhts part of free acids may b~e considered a.s having too
little water and sugar in 1)rolm)rtion to its acids.

Senator T[OMs. That is in a total of how inuch?
Mr. LANHNE. In the grape juice, Senator, as it, is pressed from

the grape.--.
Senator Tno.rAs. Bit what is your unit ? If you ha( said 40 per

cent I would ha ve understood it, but you say fotr thousan(lth parts.
Mr. LANNEIN. There are four pars in a thousand, Senator. Mr.

I-usmann says-
All wines, without except lion, to be of good and agreeable taste, must. Contain from

four und it half to seventh Ihotioandt h.s pqrt of free ac'ids, and ead'i muist ('ottainillg
more 0hati seven tholtusaldthIs part of free acids tnust be considered as having too little
wvater and sugar inl proportion to its ac'ids.

We can not make such wine in the Eastern States, year in and

year out, east of the Rocky Mountains without using something to
cure that condition, and I want to cite as an authority on that point
the Universal Encyclopedia of 1900, which, in an rtiele by .W.
Hilgar1d on ''Wine and wine making,' says:

The Nvines of the 'States east of the Rocky Mountains made from Anerican grapes
only, differ from lose of Europe and all other countries in mostly po:'ezsing more
or less of tIe (foxy) aroma of lhe berries. As in Europe, the must often tails to acquire,
north of the Potomac, the desirable amount of sltgar.

My iinvestigations- made -among southern gentlemen who are. here
to-day have shown that the same condlition prevails south of the
Potomae as north of the Potomac, and so I make the statement that
this condition exists anywhere in the United States cast of the Rocky
Mountains.

"A I
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The wily we deal with this matter in t his country is this, When we

l)reSS out our grape j,ice, we test it, to see' how niuch cliid it lius xylieu
te gra11pes C0n1 ill ill the fl'~l from the farmers... After lsc('rtaillinlv

the amlounlt of aicid that is there we Odld enlolugh water to cutC that
tome1 inl standings, andl so we cut it; down to alout six parts ill it. thou-
SOe Il stal, ig an € s o oci ti

41tl(I, and thon add gli sugar to bring tile alcoho. contents up. to
about 13 per cent. That is the way it, is ilone in this country; tlt
is tlI( way it always lilts beeln done anld that is the way it always must
,)l doe 'Illh 1 lin; erii p art, of Illinois or the northern part of the
United States east of tie Rocky Mountains, and 1 am informed that
it iiust be done that way also ill the southern )art ('list of tile Rocky
Mountains.

The bill ill (fIlestion wolild put all the wine makers ill this country
cast of the Rocky Mountains out of buisiless. I want to show you
wliy. It says here on lagn 71:

That upon all winos or liquors known or nominatedd as wines (other than distilled
spirits) not made exclusively from fresh grpes., berries, or fruits, and 1pon all wines to
which havo boo added spirits distilled from ally material other thanl gripes, berries,
or fruits exclusively. except pure nletral alcohol there shall bo lOvied, collected. and
paid buforo reitova'l from the placo of manufact're a tax of 25 cents on each and every
wine gallon where Iho alcoholic streigfli of suich wine does not exceed 21 per cent,
by voh11 a, and upon till such wine s or liquors contaiig n111 alcoholic strength of
oer 2.1 per cen"t, bv voluimie, there shall bo) levied, colheckd (1, and paid it tax ati the
san1e rate ms i)O8ed by law on distilled spirits.

'That says to lis getlemetn in the easterl pat of the Unite(d States

that we nust mak o111 . dr0 win;e exclusively from tie juice of the
grape or pay a1 tax or 25 cenits a gallon onl eatch andl e vry gallon.
'lThat relates to (ry wines, and I presume that you genillenei 11 know

a great deal about winie making. A dry wine, is a vine that is comi-
pletely fermented, all the sugar having beeli turned into alcohol.

he part of the bil which I have just quoted dells then with our dry
wine made from grades and blackblerries in this Country lland pro-
vides that we must, make that dry vine from the straight, unaltered
grape jue or pay a tax of 25 cents a gallon on it.. We cami not do it..
There is no disp)uting that. You have put in a proviso here which
you say wvill euiable us to iet that diliculty. You saiy-or some one
has saild to us, presumal)ly through {tt ils proviso-th'at you give us
20 per cent of sugar and wv;ater. The proviso says:

That he lax herein impose 111111 llot be held to apply Io plle sweet ine 1ade
exclusively from fresh grapes, berries, or other fruits to which has been added before
or during 'fermnitat ion, sugar, pure boiled or conlensed grape nimt, o water 11o
exceeding in either cae 20 per cent of the weight of stich wine.

Now, the way ill which wines are made in the eastern part of the
+ Unied States is this: Ave take the grape juice and ferireit it into a

-(Iry Avinc,. bmCause ou1r grape( juice is no0t sweet emiOUgh to n1i11ke Witte
i 'any other way. Even our ho0usewives and farmers' wives have to
sweeten the gi'.)e juice, nlld if the grape juice is not sweet enough to
suit the taste, how can you ferment any sugar out of it and say you
have a sweet wine ? The grape juice is not almwa1ys sweet enough to
(rink in the-nortlrni 1)art- (if the United Statesl wit, hourt its I)eillg

I sweetened with cane sugar. So we take the gral)e jui(e 1and make a
dry wine out of it and then we sweeten it with cane suga'r, just the

saine as you woull sweeten a culi) of coffee., If we wantt to make a
gallon of sweot wine we take a gallon of dry wine out of our barrel
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1111d swOetei it with sugar. But bear in mind that that dry wino has
been Com)pletely fermented. It is a fermented wine, and yet you
say to us in this provisoo ' "that the tax herein im)osed shall not )e
held to applly to pure sweet wine." You do not give its any relief
oil our dry w€ine at, all. You say it shall not 1)e hel( to apply to puree
sweet wile made exclusively fromin fresil grapes, berries, or otiler fruits
to which have 1)een added, before or during fermentation, sugar, pure
boiled or condees('d grape must or water not exceeding in either case
20 per cent of I he weight, of such wine. We do not a(ld sugar to our
sweet wine during or before fermentation in this country. We add
it after fermentation, and so this bill puts its absolutely out of busi-
ness in the eastern parts of the United States as regards our dry
wines and our sweet wines also. It fits conditions ill California,
because that is the way thly make their wines in that State. Their
grapes contain so litich sugar that., they caln fenient )ait of the
sutal out of thlll and then leave enough'in there so that their wines
will still ho sweet. They arrest tile fermentation )y putting ill free
brandy which they have had all these years. T Ihat bill was drawn to
fit their conditions, not our con(litions, and it would )ut us here
entirely out of business.

Even though you were to change that, word "sweet" to "dry
wines," it would not meet our conditions here year in and year out.
If the princilple of making a merchant.able wNie out, of what would
otleiwtse 1e flll nit lrli( nllfaht aile wine is a correct priiciple, then you.
should permit its tIo make our wine, ill(] if 20 per cent is not enough,
we should have what is required. In the aiendlllent which we have
offeredA we are not asking for any l)(orcomtiage. We are asking for a
bill which will pernlit is to (u't ourl' acid down to five parts per
thousan(dI wili-is the lowest that we (1an cut it (lown to and still have
ai good Wille. We iust bring oul alcohol lp to 1:3 per velt ill order
to k(ep it. In Some years w, illay lihv to (d( onl a litlO water.
If our acidl is eight p)airs of a1 tholuslind, we lave to cui it dowin.

The CIIAINIiAN. lOil (10 lot ]put alny alcohol in your dry wines?
Mr. 1,ANEN. No, indeed; we do nlot.
The CiIIAMMAx. )ou are contending that you ought not to pay any

tax ull01 ally of Vollr wines, are voil ?
Mr. IANN N. WVe are cOntol(lig that, we ought. not to pay any tax

ol ny of our wines that are niide lhere only )b y such additions ais will
make , thei nierclialtale wines. I I

TIme ClAIIIMAN. Ar' you not coiiteliililg that there sholll he 110
tax on any wiles lhalt ftyou iake inl which yoll (do iot put alcohol?

Mt'. IAN*\E. '1hat is ot, conleltion.
The ('iAINIAN. Do you use an1y chemical CoMnIpoutnd
Mr. LANTEN. We (10 n1ot.
Tihe ('mIAIRIMAX. 11hat, (10 you say with regard to the wines in which

they use chemical compounds

Mr. LAxNEN. I do not know what you ean by chemicall com-
pouids."

'h1e ('lAIINIAN. It has beein represented to us flita what are called
spurious wines are made bv the use of certaili chemical compouiids
in the Iac o--of alcohol- for the : liise-of fortification ,-

Mi'. JANNIEN. The free-brandly law gave Cialifornia an advantage of
$1,07 a gallon over our easternwine iiiakers. Our eastern members
could not take a(lvantage- of the free-brandy law. They could not-
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get tile brandy free of tax in the East, because the law was draw in
such a way that they couhl not produce tile brandy. 'liat neces-
sitaIted our eastern men making what you call the spurious wines.
We hav( oflereil an amenlldnent to Sto) the use of this pomace wine,
as it is called. It would stop the use of poniace wine, stop the use of
chemicals, and stop the use of everything that is complained of here.
All that we are asking of you gentlemen is to permit, us to make a
merchantal)le wine under our nlimatic condition". that will not, be
taxed. All we are asking is to b placed on an equal basis with
California.

Senator TioMAs. Is it your position that we should tax California
wines an(Il not tax your wines ?

Mr. LANNE.. No; we are asking for equality. California has the
same conditions that we have. 'heir acid is too low. In order to
make a merchantable wine they have to add acid, anld if the principle
as applied to them to make a merchantable wine is a correct. one, we
ought to have the Sallie principle here to make a merchantabhle wine.

Sellator SMiTI. ])o Iot iltvO to reduce t ho acid ?
Mr. lANVFN. We li\,e to r(luCeO acid by adding water.
Senator Smi'rii. 'lhey add acid and you reduce acid ?
M[r. JAxxlx. Yes, sir.
Senator STONE. Do f understand your position, then, to bo that

you favor striking out of the bill all of this California wine and the
eastern wine ?

Mr. IANEN. No. This part of the bill beginning at time to) of
page 71 was drawni to place a tax on spurious Wines themselves. I
am not talking 1ow al)out the tax of $1.10 a gallon.

Senator Smriu. Do you leave us any tax on tle balance
Mr. INN. On th e splurious wines ?
Senator SMirTl. No; I understood you to say that you would be

put out of existon(,e. I low much revenue (1o you l)rIol)oSo to leave
us oil the l)alance ?

Mr. lj.Nxxu,,. The revenue we have bet paying is $1.10 a gallon.
So far as, we arer concerned, on that point we aski you to i)( Its reason-
able as'you can.. Some of our eastern people would be very glad to
have you* reduce the tax to a point its low as you ('o1lhl 'nluke it.
Now, 'I am talking here about the tax on the l)ranlly al the alcohol
that is used to fortify.

Senator S'oxE. You say you pay $1.10 a gallon?
Mr. lANxax. We have'piid "13.10 a gallon all threo years.
Senator STONE. For what.?
Mr. LAN .nx. For alcohol to fortify our sweet wines with.
Senator JAM ES. It is the same as ilhe whisky tax ?
Mr. L.N,,n. The salme as the whisky tax; yes, sir.
Senator STONE. Do you use alcohol in your dry wine ?
M. ].NNN. Only wvhen we make sweet wine' out of it. We add

the cane sugar to the dry wine ani then we ad(l alcohol to fortify that.; I I I-to k it fro m going back to alcohol and the sweei, wine
from becoming wine again.

Sillator S'ro' %|iv (10 you not, make brandy oit of your grapes
for use in fort.if . .

Mr. LA .\. •Because the law would not perhllit us to (10 so. In
the first place, it. provided that the man who would do that nitlstl)o
a distillr and he must have his winery at his vineyard.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Furlthermoire, it provided that (he wvinle must le Iure giape juice
before you could fortify them and take advantlage of the laws. I
havo j ust explained that our wiles are not. made from straight, grapojuice in this country.Senator JA31 Es. Vou ell i asking us to reduce the tax on whisky or
alcohol, if we can. If we r(e(uce it for you, we wAoul have to reduce
it for everyone else, and thart would afleet, our revenue, woul it not

Mr. LANNEn. I suppose it, WoUhl.
Senator S I rrn. 1 (1o not slppose volu ask us seriously to reduce the

tax oi lileollol '?
MP. LANNEN. You have asked us what. the wine makers would

like, find that is what they would like. [ Ive here a number of
copies of our. proposed ameivilindment which I. will leave for the various
mellmbei's of tlhe committee.

he (HrAIRMAx. The J)Oillt Mr. I.anlen is niaking is this, as I uin-
derstald it,: Ife has to blly all his alcohol and pay a tax of 8:1.10 on
it, while his conipetitor in California ik pernittedf under this law to
manufacture that alcohol ald he )avs only 3 cents a gallon tax on it.
That is youir Iil, is it, not, M'. 4a1i1lel.Mr'. IANNEN. 'l'hat is my - in .

Senator Smirrn. You have not stated why you can not manufactureyour own alcohol.
The ClIIl,,im 'x. Ife said that it was )ecause the law required the

distiilley to be at. the winery. I however, 1 can not see why3 the dis-
tillery could not be at t he winerv in yIolr. section of the country, Mr.

mnneti, as well as it can in California.
Senator SM r'u. I e has not stated the conditions that make that

feasible ill California and not fea,;ible in tile East.
A[r. Ihevre are the conditions. The wine makers in the

Eastern States can not take advantage, of the law for the following
reasons: First, the high price of the eaw;tern gralei makes it far
cheaper for the eaten wine maker to buy the tax-paid spirits and
Imy the distiller's profit, in addition to tle [ax of $1.10, tian it would
1 e'for him to li'ocluce his own spirits from the high-priced grapes lie is
require d to use.4 Oulr grapes here cost us at the lowest price $30 a
ton, and the price runs as high as $80 or $100 a ton. In CalifoIrni
the price ranges from $5 to $15 a ton.

Senator SmI'i.. . The poini 3ou wish to make is that the people in
California ave able to produce gral)e: cheaper than you are in this
l)art of the country ?

Mfr. JANNEN. Y'"S; that is a fact.
Senator Sirrir. That would be an advantage that they would be

entitled to, of course?
MN [r. LANNE,\N. It is clStOmary in California to have the vineyard at

the winery and in the East it is customary for the wine maker to have
his wimlory in the cities or towns, while tile grapes are grown bIy tho
farmers in the coiutry. in California wilve growing is controlled by
a monol)oly. Our grapes are gathered from t, small far'mers
throughout the country for 20 miles (hstaflt fro e winery, and,
ftirthe r than tlat, they h must be lhtlel in wagons hipped "i cars.

The CIAIIMAN.. YOU 1nem1 tlat tie cost of the 31 illery would be
so great that a malln making a small amount of wine could not afford
to ive a distillery at his vineyard, and that the vineyards are not
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assembled in your section of the country like they are in C, lifornia,
so that there would be one winory for a numbler of adjacent vineyarls ?

Mr. LANEn. I do not 1now that I. understands exactly whalt Nyou
mean. In the East the (ollitfiofls have beenl this way;: The wine
makers have established thenliselves in the towns, while the vineyarIs
are in tihe country. TIe grapes are groown by individual firmers
throughout the country. Our wine makers ale wine makers ald not
gril) growers.

Senator TilomAs. It is your contention that in Clifornia they are
bot)h wine makers and grape growers ?

M'. LANNEN. Yes, sit'.
Th ird . Tax-free spirits nfty oldly be used tit a villeyald, and as

before shown, the eastern wineries are not, located ft tfhe vineyards.
Fourth, Grapes produced iln Esterlli States do not ihvays cetiail

a sufficient aolllOulnt of stgatr Itand produce tile sillnlr(ld of slaechllrille
required by this law, and frequently the eastern grapes are so high in
acidl that te wile lado from them must bie amll eliorated with water
and sugar and thus rendered ineligible under this fort if-ing tw.

The 1FAI R'mAN. Phie law requires tile distillery to be at te vie-
yard, but the law does not. present tile owner of that vineyard from
buying other gra pes and mal nufaeturing tihenl tit thai vine%'ard, (loes
it? I have a vineyard and I have it, distillery; I have eolil)lied with
the law. Now, my vineyard is not suflicetoply large to justify me
in going to tile e('X)ellse of platin1' up a distillery, I;ut cal [ niot, as
all owner of that vineyard iil tiat, (Jistillery, 6uy gr)'es from mlly
neighbors and do the (dist illg, thereby briml'gng inyself within the
terms of the law ?

Mr. LANN,,. A strict reading of the law would hardly justify that
interpretati on.

Senator d,Jmi.,s. Could they not take the alcohol out of a bonded
warehouse '?

Mr. IANINE"N. Yes. Furthelnmore, tie 1 l)al(ly lrodueel flol east-
ern grapes is too high ill acid flavor to use iii'fortifying wines, is I
understand it.

The Cih'AIRMA'N. Now is that so ? That is a renison, if it is so.
Mr. LANNEx. I will asl some of these genitlemein here who are wiine

makers. I will ask Mr. Starke.
Mr. STARK. Our brandy is too high in flavor and gives at brandy

taste instead of t wille taste.
Mr. , ANNEN. Furthermore, as I said before, one part of the law

provides that we can lot fortify a, gAhlized wine. A wile that lils any
water to it call not be fortified.

Sena4tOr S'.ONI'. HOW 11nmuch tax Call your wille staii(d ?
Mr. LANNE-,. That I (to not know.
Senator STONE. You say 25 cents t gallon is too much. Could it

stand 15 cents a gallon ?
Mr. LANNE. lEvery 15 cents would be 15 cents on us.
Senator TiomiAs. f you fortify your spurious wiles with nleuitral

alcohol, you do not pay 25 cents uilder t ji bill as it is drawn, do yott ?
Mr.'LANNEN. Yes; that is the point I am madng.
Senator TmioSIA s. Tile bill provides tlat--

ulpofi all wines or liquors known or denominated as wines (other than distilled spirits)
not made exchlsivefy from fresh grapes, berries, or fruit, and ttpo all wines to which
have been added spirits distilled from any material other thmu grapes, berries, or
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frtits, exchlivel', exeept plre neutral alcohol, there shall Ie lvied, collected, and
paid before r(m Ival from the place of imanufact'|re, i lax of 25 ('elntS Oil (clh anl1d
everY wie gallon, etc.

Now, suppose you fortify your wines with neiltral alcohol, (1o you
pay any tax at al1?

Mfr. LAXNEIN. 1 do not construe it that way. As an attorney I
could not agree with that colnstrulctioll. Califoirnia wanted to comlpel
us to use brandy; so they say, "You can not add for fortifying

)urpfmes spirits (listilled from any material other than grapes,
)erries, or I ruits exclusively, except itlre neutral alcohol. 'If you use
anything else you will have to pay a tax."

Senator JmEs. What else (do you wvis1 to use?
Mr. LANNEN. We (to )ot wislh to use anything else. It, is a fact

that we have -to add water and sugar to our wines here in the Eat.
Senatol" TitOMAS. )'oit meanI1 to yOul' 1)lI'C WileS ?
Mr. IANNEN. Yes; to our pure ,vwines.
Senator JAMEs. You stated a moment ago that a man who owned

a vineyard and did not own a distillery could not go to a bonded
warehouse to fortify his win os. Were you not mistaken about that?

Senator SMITh. Ile said 'ic cold, bilt that lie would have to pay
a tax.

Senator JAMES. But I mean without paying a tax on it.
Mr. IiANNEN. I (1o not construe it that way.
Senator JAris. Here is the law:

That under sueh regulations and official supervision, and upon the execution of
stteh entries alld the giving of stch bonds, bills of lading, and other security as tho.
Comnmitsioner of hternal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treas v
itry, slhll prescribe, any ploducer of pure sweet, wine as delined b' this act mul
withdraw wine spirits from any speciall bonded warehouse free of tax, in original
packages, in anV quantity, ot ]es.4 flan 80 wine gallons, and m1ay luse so lmch of
the same a4 may be required by him, muder such regulation, and "after the filing of
such .ti('e1 and ; bonds, and th(, keeping of such records, and the rendition of stch
reports w to mterials and products and the (listribuli of tlhe same as the Com-
mnlsstouer of Internal revenue, with lhe approval of lhe Secretary of the Treasuuy,
shall pres.cribe, in fortifying the pure sweet wines made by him, and for no other
)ur)ose.

Mr. LANNN. Now, Senator, a law must be read altogether.
Senator ThbOMAS. It, seems to me that this is a matter of too great

ill)ortianCO to b) conllfne( within the limits of an hour's discussion,
an I woull sulgest that these gentlemen who are now l)resenting
their views to ti ucli committee be given all of this morning, and that
we meet agai to-nIoirow morning at 10 o'clock and give the gentle-
men on the other side from 10 unil 1 o'clock to J)rsont their views.

The Ctmnti t,,. If there is no objt)Clion on the )art of the com-
mittee, that will be (lone.

Senator Smrrn, Mr. Lantnn, is it your point that you have to put
in sugar and water, aid tie effect of putting that in takes away from
you the priVilece of withdrawing the alcohol from the )onded ware-
hoiuses free of C1iargo?

Mr. LA NINN. That is one point.
fr 'iT'RPM 'I We arm under, tie same obligation, Senator Siith.

Senivior STrriT. I was not referring to Cali'ornia; I was asking par-
ticularly vith regard to the East.

Senator WILLiAMS. What you want to (10 is to take in tho nust,
the hulls, and add. w atr and sughr and' alcohol and then sell the
material that is left as wine?

...........
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Mr. lrX. I 811 thlut orii people h've lblulonled thait practice
ent irely. Ill t'he first plice, it, hils hveel Illisre)resenft el to you gel-
tlomoli down here its to Nvillit W) lite wi11 18.

In Order to clear u1) this sittliLl iol, 'We have a)lpeauredl hn, e fore
your coilitt&'ee 13(re 11l'erilig an alliinilient vhiich would uhbso-
itely prolil)it file maufnett iIe of thft% wine.

'i11e C(IIAIIMAN. 'hUe IMaM1fletIIre of f)OIlaCe NiI, .
N[p. LANNEN. 'Ye: the nuuanufa.tiure ol p cOf ]oilae wine.
The (IIMACN. That is tile only wine in which they put these

chemicals, is it ?Al.l.n,,. Yes. Therefore that eiimilte, s olorin l atlr
1and ehieinlieals f1nd leave" us only wiat wNe al)soltl have to have.

Senator Wha,1Ms. I lid not, uIsk you about tl;L. I ased you
if what yoil A\altel to d) Was to !aike the must, the lulls, and add
water. ali sugar anud alcohol 1111a1Iilke out of. it sounetlhilg you call
Nwine and, sell itI as such, without. any coloring i111).ter or chelnjicids ?

Mr. D,,.,. 1)o you ilieani that the juice that ha,; been i)res,:,,,d out
of the hull at. thai. tilije ?

Senator M\'Ll.IM8. Most of it: yes. And let it, soak in lhie vater
anld sugar and alcohol and then sell it as wvinle

Mr. 711NN 0. hat is just, What we do not, \vallt to (l, Senator.That, is loiolaee m ic.
Sellator SMITI'i. Yol want all anindlnit, !hat. will allow you, to

the normal juice, to add vater lu1d sugar, enl gel. the aukofiol you
need free 

r

Mr. 7iANN EN. 'l'o get the alcohol we want free.
Senator SMrPil. lrom the bondel warehouses without paying,, a

tax on it ?
Mr. LN,,NE. We want fhat if California is given free brandy.

That. would place le East 01 oi it par \it h the Wvsl.
The CnlRMIMAN. But if California is not given free brandy, you do

not ask that?
Senator SMI'I. Then you want to pay for all your alcohol that

you use?
Mr. LANNEN. We want to pay for it, and we ask you to be as

reasonal)le a.s you can with it.
Senator JAMEs. Have you ever read this section 45 of tile internal-

revenue law?
Mr. lAN N . I have. I was just going to sny that section 42 of the

law states that ally producer o' pure sweet wines, wV'ho is also a dis-
tiller, authorized 'to sel)arate from fremented grape juice, under
inteWrnal-revenue laws wine spirits, may use, free of tax, in the prep-
aration of such sweet wines, uder such regulations and after the
filiiig of such notices and bonds, together with th( keeping of sih
records and the rendition of such reports ito ma trials and 14ro1dilts,
as tihe Coinuissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of

,, scrtary of the rreasury, ntaY prescribe, so1mch of such Wilnospirits so sel'arated b~y himl It's liay 6e necessary to fortify tile winle
for' tj L ieserVation of the saccharin matter contained tbeeinn Tle
effect it'is that he may use Wine spirits free of brandy tofortifyhis_,~I C w il -ri " fo-..... . :... h...

own \iies. That parlagralAl that you read said tlat he might 'vih-
draw a certain amount of that brand~l but, I say that that nwans that
the man who puts it in there may wItiudraw it, aiI it ntst be rea(l in
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connection with section 42, which says that he must produce his
own brandy.

Senator J'fAMES. I (10 not see how you can place that construction
upon it, when it says that he miy withdraw wines and spirits
from any bonded warehouse free of tax.

Senator WILLIAMS I want to call your attention to this proviso
here in the pending bill. I understand the complaint to be that you
can not add water. Hero is the proviso:

Provided, That the tax herein imposed shall not be held to apply to pure sweet wine
made exchsively from fresh grapes, I)erries, or fruits, and upon all wines to which
'have bee added before or during fermentation sugar, pure boiled or condensed grape
must, or water not exceeding in either case 20 per cent of the weight of such wine.

Mr. LANNEN. Senator Williams, e have to add sugar and water to
our (Iry wines in the East, and we make more dry wines than sweet
wines. As I said before, that proviso relates entirely to sweet wines.
H-ow can we make (ry wines? We could not add a drop of water to
a (ry wine in the East without paying the tax of 25 cents.

Senator SMITH. The bulk of your manufacture is dry wine?
Mr. IJANNEN. Yes; the bulk of it is dry wine.
Senator IuGmES. You want to be permitted to do with dry wine

what this permits you to (1o with sweet wine?
Mr. LANNEN. The same thing.
Senator WILLIAMS. What (10 you mean by (ry win-a sour wine

that has not been artificially sweetened ?
Mr. LANNENW. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIA',\S. This merely relates to the sweet wines. The

reason why you are allowed to use the water with the sweet wine is
because you use the sugar. If there is any prohibition against your
using water in connection with the dry wine, I would like you to call
attention to it.

Mr. LANNEN (reading):
That upon all ines or liquors known or denominated as wine (other than distilled

spirits) not made exclusively front fresh grapes, berries, or fruit, and upon all wines
to which have beeni added spirits distilledfrom any material other than grapes, berries
or fruits exclusively, except pure neutral alcohol, there shall be levied, collected, and
pai before removal from the place of manufacture a tax of 25 cents on each and every
wine gallon.

Senator WILLIAMS. That applies only to wines that are not made
from fresh berries or fruit. What do you want to make wine out of I

Mr. LANNEN. We have to put in water and sugar.
Senator WILLIAMS. This says that upon all wines not made ex-

clusively from those grapes and fruits there shall be provided this
tax, provided, however, that you may add water and sugar to the
sweet wines.

Senator SMITH. Ho wants to add water and sugar for a dry wino,
too.

Mr. LANNEN. Furthermore, in the East here, in making our dry
wine, we have to make a' merchantable dry wine first, and then it
takes about 10 per cent of sugar to sweeten it. Therefore you see
that, whilo this appears to be 20 per cot hore, even though it applies
to all winesi dry and sweet, it, allows us only 10 per cent of sugar aind
.water for purposes of perfect ing our, dtry vine That is not enough.
Xt might be enough i some years, but not enough in other years.
Tliere]oie we simply ask that your committee allow us to reduce the
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acid down to that pohit where the wine will not be too sour--that is,
,five parts per housand-and permit us to add enough sugar to mako
Ole alcohol content. up to such a point that the wilo will not ferment
.and go into vineg a. In some years we have to add more than others.
I do not think that I could give you a limit for it. The point is that
we add enough to make a mereliantablo wine out of it. There is no
use in giving .I ly permission unless you give us that permission,
If you say that we can add soine sugar and water and that is not
enough to make a merchantable wine, we might as well not have any
permission at all. ou can ask any of these wine makers here from
the East if it is not true that that condition exists. Mr. Ga'ett, is the
largest maker of Scuppernong wile in this country. )ou have to add
:sugar and water, (10 you not, Mr. Garrtt?

Mr. GARR'u'rr. Yes, sir; in some years.
Senator WiLrmAs. Do you have to add over 10 1)er cent?
Mr. GAItiE'mr. In some years; yes, sir.
Senator W iIAIrS. I have found the trouble with Scuppernong

wine to be that the jtice was too sweet, Instead of needing sugar,
I think it needs somethingto reduce the sugar content.

Mr. GAmnTiimT. The &uppernong grape will run from 8 to 9 per
mill acid in the average years. Th wine exceeds 7 per mill acid.
When it exceeds 7 per mill we have to add sugar to cover u, to
some extent, the excess acid.

Mr. LANNEN. This is what we suggest: On page. 71, line 18, after
the word "Wine," insert the following:

And providedfurther, That the tax here imposed shall not be held to apply to a
dry wine made by fermentation of crushed grapes, berries, or fruit or juice of the same.

Wines are sometimes made by 1)ressing out the juice of the grapes
and fermenting that, and sometimes the grapes are l)ut in tie vats
whole.

The CHAIRMAN. If that were adopted, then the tax of 25 cents
that we have imposed would apply to what?

Mr. LANNEN. To spurious wine.
The CHAIRMAN. Nothing but slinrious wines?
Mr. LANNEN. To nothing but spurious wines.

And provided further, That the tax herein imposed shall not be held to al)lly to
a dry wine made by fermentation of crkished grapes, berries, or fruit or juice of the
same under proper collar treatment and corrected by the addition of a solution of
refined cane beet, or dextrose sugar to the crushed grapes, berries, fruits, or juice of
the same before or during fermentation, so that the resultant product does not con-
tain l ss than live parts per thousand acid and not more than 13 per cent of alcohol
by volume after fermentation: Provided, Thatgrape juice from which such a dry wine
is made shall show a reading of not less than 10 on Walling's saccharometer at a temper-
ature of 000 P. before such sugar solution is added as aforesaid.
I That is to prevent green grapes from being used. A reading of
10 shows that the grapes contain, a certain amount of sugar, so that
green grapes can not be used. Ripe grapes must be used. If green
grapes Wore used, there would be more acid. So we are coipdlling
the vin0 makers to use ripe grapes.

-Nor shall 1id t4 apply to a dry wino made a6 stated in this proviso and sweetened
with sugar which:does notifteroase the.volume of the wine more than 15 er cent and
fortified so that the total alcoholic content of stueh wine does not exvee 24 per centof alcohol by volume, and such Wine shaltlbe egarded as pure sweet wie within ,the
meaning of tIs act, Wfi -nottaxiable uder tlib act May be blenided without the
blend beink subject to the tax provided for in the act,
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Now you will see that ill adding the sugar and water we simply
ask that we be permitted to ad(h enough water to reduce the acid to
not less than five parts )or thousand. Therefore you cani not cut
your acid down moree than that. That controls the addition of
water. Suppose we have 18 per cont of sugar. We know that that
grape juice would produce only 9 per cent of alcohol by the for-
mentation, and we add enough sugar so that the alcohol iii the wine
would lhe about 11 or 12 per cent; not enough sugar to produce more
than 13 per cent; but 9 per cent of alcohol is not enotigh to keep the
wine. Ihat is all we are asking you for, and then we say that, having
Iiaide our dry wine, we should be permitted to add a sufficient amount
of sugar to sweeten that dry wine and make a sweet wine out of it.
I say 15 per cent here for the reason that a great many of our eastern
wine makers ma ke blackberry wine, anld wite the grape wine may be
sweetened with l0 per cent of sugar, the same is not true of the black-
berry wine. I understand from those who make the blackberry wine
thatC they require at least 15 per cent of sugar to sweeten it.

Senator STONE,. Have you stated this morning any reason why
you can not pay this tax of 25 cents per gallon and do business?

Mr. LANNEN. I had not considered tiat feature of the matter,
Senator. I have considered the feature that under this law we wore
compelled to pay 25 cents per gallon on our wine, while California
was not co;ipelled to pay that amount. I am not prepared to answer
your question other than by saying it is a burden on business.

Senator WILLNrS. Do you mean that under the pending bill Cali-
fornia would not be compelled to pay this tax on tihi grape brandy
that she uses?

Senator SrITt. But he says she would not have to pay 25 cents
per gallon on the wine, while the people lie represents would pay not
only for the alcohol, but 25 cents per gallon on the wine, and Cali-
fornia would sittlypay on her brandy and not on the wine.

Senator STONE. What is the average price of these eastern wies?
Mr. STARKE. Eighteen and a half cents to 75 cents.
Senator WILLIAMS. If California did make the same sort of wine

you are talkihg about, she would have to pay the 25 cents, would
she not?

Mr. LANNEN. Yes, sir; but her natural conditions are such that
she does not have to make that kind of wie.

Senator S.UIT. You say that her natural conditions are such that
she does not have to make that wine, and there is nothing about
your wine more than any other wine that should subject it to 25
cents a gallon?

Mr. LANNFN. Not a bit. Our wines are more truly wines after
ad(lding sugar and water to them than any wines produced in this
country. Our grape juices here, oven after they have sugar added
to them, and after they are cut down with water, are more truly
grape juices and taste more of grapes than those produced anywhere
else. i

Senator STONE. What is the average price of Ohio wines per'gallon? -:: - -...,. " i

Mr. LANNEN. Dry wvine sweet Wine?SenatOt STONEt. Well'both.
Mr. LANNEN., Mr., RImliart, will you say what the average price is

'of dry wine
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Mr. REINIART. A dry wine, that is what we call wine under the
specifications considered here, not to be below 5 per mill acid, would
be 32J conts to 75 cont0, if sold its soon as bottle ripe.

Senator SMITu. A gallon?
Mr. REINITART. A gaUon. That "s, if it is sold when it is bottle

ripe. If it is carried, the first year it makes a difference of about
20 per cent, and then the price goes on up.

Senator STONE. What about the sweet wines I
M[r. REINHART. If you have to pay $1.10 for brandy, the sweet

wines made under this act would be higher. If you wanted to
sweeten a 321-cent wine, you would add ti sugar and wine spirits
which you would use in fortifying it.

Senator STONE. Can you not state a figure that would be an averageselling prico ?Mr. REINHART. An average selling price would be probably 60

cents.
Mr. LANNEN. What has been the price of your sweet wines
Mr. REINHAT. They sell at various prices, but as high as a dollar.
Senator STONE. Can you tell me anything about, the price 'per

gallon of the competing wines made in alifornia?
Mr. REINHART. In February the California port, with 20 per cent

alcohol, sold at 121 cents per gallon, and Angelica and Muscatel
were sold at 18 cents to 20 cents.

Senator THOMAS. In San Francisco or in the East?
Mr. REINIIART. That is in San Francisco, and you would have to

add 7 cents freight and the price of cratage.
Mr. LANNIEN. That contained 20 or 22 per cent of alcohol, while

our wine never contained near as much.
The CHAIRMAN. As you gentlemen who have spoken this after-

noon have not had quite an hour, you may have 5 or 10 minutes
more to-morrow morning. We will give you that additional time in
order to equalize the amount of time between the two sides.

Mr. LANNkEN. We would like to have it.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will then adjourn until 10 o'clock

to-morrow morning.
(Thereupon, at 11 o'clock a. m., the committee adjourned until 10

O'clock a. m., Saturday, August 16, 1913.)

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1918.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FiNANOP,

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m.Present: Senators Simmons (chairman), Smith, Thomas, Hughes,
and James.

There were also present: Senator Atlee Pomerene of Ohio; Hon,
James C. Needhani of Caifornia; lin. Royal E. Caiel, Richmond,Va.; ;M. Louis S. rWetini~re, Stockton, C)a; ;Mr. Paul da'rtt., :Nor..
folk, Va..; Mr. Isadoro Be r Wimington N. 0C -Mr 0-. Stark-, St.
Louis Mo - Mr. Thomas E. Bannon, hicago, ill.; Mr. W. H1 Rein-
h4r, f1r,'Yhni 0. D~orn- iand'AMr. A. Roor,, 'of $Anuky- OVh iJ. J. Schuster, Cleveland, Ohio; Mr. A. 9. KrudwigSandiskyOho!

642-18---2 - . .....
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Mr. Rilliani Culnan, Now York City; Mr. L. W. Southwick, New
York Cit'y; Mr. J. A. Darlotti Los Angeles, Cal.; Mr. Louis Lands-
bergor, San Francisco, Cal.; hr. Theodore A. Bell, San Francisco,
Cal.; Mr. M. F. Tarpey Fresno, Cal.; Mr. W. R. Porter, of California;
and Walter E. Hildreth, of New York,

STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS E. LANNEN, OF CHICAGO,
ILL.-Continued.

Mr. LANNEN'. Mr. Chairman, in order to place this matter before
you in a concrete form, I will just read this statement which I have
prepared and which wll take me only a few minutes.

Our position on the bill is as follows:
In reference to paragraph 254j, lines 3 to 25, inclusive, where you propose to put

a tax of $1.10 on each proof gallon of wine spirits, grape brandy, or neutral alcohol
used for fortifying sweet wines, we have no recommendations to offer, except that
you be as lenient as possible regarding the amount of the tax.

Page 71, lines 1 to 18, inclusive, in which you propose to place a tax of 25 cents a
gallon on spurious wines, we are heartily in favor of taxing spurious wines. But this
part of the paragraph should be so amended as not to include standard commercial
wines made east of the Rocky Mountains. As the paragraph in these lines particu-
larly states that wine should be made exclusively from fresh grapes, berries, etc.-

rho CIIAIUMAN. We call not in a tariffl bill say "Wines made in a
particular section of the country." You will have to find some other
way of differentiat.ing. See if you can not frame some provision
that would carry out your thought without undertaking to apply one
'law to one section of the country and a different law to other sections.

Senator THoMAS. 1 do not ui(lerstand that you want that section
in the statute, but that you want a law that will operate impartially
throughout the country.

,Mr. LANNHIN (reading):
As the paragraph in these lines particularly states that wine should be made exclu-

sively from fresh grapes, berries, etc., and as our wines contain an addition of water
added to ameliorate the excessive acidity, but which does not reduce the acid below
five parts in a thousand, and have an addition of sugar to produce alcohol not to exceed
13 per cent in the finished product, this paragraph on spurious wines would tax not
only spurious wines, but also our standard commercial wines. Hence the amendment
which we offered yesterday, in which all we ask for is to Uo allowed to add water to
reduce the natural acidity in the grape juice down to not less than five parts in a
'thousand and add sugar enough to produce alcohol, not to exceed 13 per cent in the
finished dry wine. This wilt standardize the eastern wines for all years favorable
years as well as unfavorable ones. This is a safer standard than to limit tie amount
,f sugar and water to a certain per cent, because our standard would limit the amount
of water and sugar in favorable years, when the acidity is low and the natural sugar
high, to the amount actually necessary, and in all years would 1imit the amount of
water and sugar to actual necessity.

Water is added to our wines to reduce the excessive acid and sugar is added for the
purpose of making up the deficiency in natural sugar contained in the grapes, as the
amount of naturalsugar contained in the grades is generally deficient. This amount
of sugar and water does not lower the quahty of our wines, but, on the contrary,
improves them, because our grapes have an abundance of flavor and character.

he sugar added for making dry wines produces only a small amount of the total
alcohoIlin the finished dry wino, and the total amount "of alcohol created by both
thle natural sugar and added sugar never exceeds 13 per cent in dry wine, which is
the maximum of alcohol ever cqntained-in ourstandard dry wines.

SWT WINS..

Pkir swet wine are made from our'standard dry wines by simply adding sugr
othi standard iry wines no t to exceed 15 per cent byvolume. Thi sugar is addsfor sweeitenlhg purposes only. Ten 'per cejut of sugar for iswteeteniing purpose is
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sufficient in most instances except for the Scuppernong wine and blackberry wine
of North Carolina and Virginia, which requires 15 per cent by volume, Our sweet
wine, after having the sugar added to it for sweetening purposes, is then fortified
with wine spirits, grape brandy, or neutral alcohol, and after clarification is r. stand-
ard sweet wine. Our sweet wines are made as occasion demands during the year
from such dry wines as we have on hand.

By inserting in our amendment that the grape juice must show a reading of not
less than 10 on Balling's saccharometer we guard against the use of unripe grapes
which have an excessive acidity, thus throwing every possible safeguard Fround
the standard proposed, so that only that amount of sugar and water actually neces-
sary may be utie.Only under the standard we have asked for can we produce merchantable wines

in the Eastern States.

We have one member here from Missouri who would like to say just
a word to the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. We have not much time to give you now. I would
like to ask the gentlemen representing the other side if they would
have any objection to ofir giving five minutes to the Missouri mom-
ber, and if that would leave the other side sufficient time within which
to present their views? As there seems to be no objection, the gen-
tleman from Missouri may now proceed.

STATEMENT OF MR. 0. G. STARK, OF ST. LOUIS, MO., REPRE-
SENTING THE MISSOURI WINE INDUSTRY.

Mr. STARK. Referring to bill H. R. 3321, paragraph 254 , I beg
leave to submit the following requests for your kind consideration:

When the sweet-wine law of 1890 was enacted, it was so worded by.
its sponsors, the Californians, as to bar us in Missouri and the East
from its privileges. They built a fence around it and locked us out.
It expressly forbilds the use of spirits free of tax for fortifying sweet
wines such as we are compelled to make under our climatic conditions.

We make only dry or commonly called sour wines during vintage
season. We add sugar and water to the crushed apes, including all
the juice thereof, and we add enough to reduce the fruit acid to 5 or
6 per mill and to fix the alcoholic strength at 11 to 121 per cent.
Later in the season when this dry wine is sound and ripe, then we
make sweet wine out of it by sweetening it with sugar and preserving
it with spirits. We can not make wines any different in Missouri nor
in the East.

We want our wine recognized and we object to having same classed
as spurious. We are satisfied to have spurious wines taxed out of
existence.

We claim that other good wines, such as wo make, or any good
wine made anywhere in the United States, can not stand any taxing
whatsoever.

We believe that a small tax on any spirits will not be a hardship
if same are used for fortifying.

We want to be enabled by)law to use fortifying spirits in our class
of sweet wines on the same basis as Californans do, no matter what
the tax on it may be. -

If we are burdened with- a tax on our pure dry and sweet wines-such as we areobliged to make, and th6: alifrians are not taxed
li-kewise, tlien they will crowd us o-tut.:of the market and we will all
b ut of businessin a very short time.
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Bona fide swoot-wine makers shoul be permitted to buy and use
other distillers' brandies and spirits for fortifying their sweet wines,
but we do not want to be limited to buy only California brandy
spirits and be put at their mercy to sell us or not sell us and t6 charge
us what they please.

Senator T11oMAS. You have been making wines in Missouri since
1890, have you not?

Mr. STARK. Since 1847.
Senator TiIOUAs. ftow is it that the law that has been in force

since that time has not, crowded you out?
Mr. STARK. We are doing very little in sweet wines just for that

reason. We are using tax-paid brandies and making a little sweet
wine, but we have to sell it at a big price to people who like the par-
tictilar taste of Missouri wine. We can not compete with California
sweet wines at all.

The CHAIRMAN. IS it not a matter of fact that in the East-and by
that you mean all that Missouri central west country, do you not?

Mr. STARK. Yes, sir; everything east of the RocIky Mountains.
The CHAInMAN. In the East is this brondy made under conditions

that allow you to use it free of tax in the fortification of your wines?
Is it made at all?

Mr. STARK. We can make brandy.
The CIAIRMAN. I klnow that; but do you make it under conditions

that allow you, under the law, to use it free of tax?
Mr. STARK. No, sir. No matter where it is made, or by whom it

is made, we can not use it, because our wines are sweetened.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that; but the question I am asking

you is whether or not, as a matter of fact, to any extent whatsoever,
and if so to what extent, this brandy is made in the East under con-
ditions that allow you to use it in fortifying your wines?

Mr. STARK. We are allowed to use it, but we have to pay a tax on
it of $1.10.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I understand that; but if it is made in com-
pliance with this law you can use it without paying the tax?

Mr. STARK. No; we can not. We surely would if we coull.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not do it, and that is sufficient evidence

that you can not do it under the law In that section?
Mr. STARK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Garrett asked me if he could be heard for five

minutes. I do not know which side he is connected with, and-I would
like to know if there is any objection to his having five minutes?

Mr. GARRET'r. I want only a minute or so to introduce a brief.
Mr. TARPYir. As long as we have time to present our case, we do not

object.
Senator Tiol&AS. You have until 11 o'clock, but no longer.
Mr. GARnrPT. I simply want the privilege of introducing my brief.
The CitAIRMAN. All right, it will be printed in the hearings,

:The brief referred to reads as follows:

IN liE PsoIospn TAx oN SPIRtS UsED IN SWEET WINES.,

T6 the iwnorabl FiaComnzittee, United $A~ite8 1senate:Sinc6 the'wonderhtl deVelopmnift ofthe grape lau stry ihnCaltfornia betweoin 1880
and 1800, there has beun waged. an utnfortunate contkovery as to the co 'iaritve
mnerits of the methods of wine making in the East and Westi Which-has found its Oulmi-
nation in a proposal to tax the spirits used in preserving sweet wines.
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Tile eastern practice since the earliest times has bon and iMt to ferment the grape
sugtur into spirits and sweeten with refined sugar, as against the ('alifornia method of
preserving tie grape sugar with spirits, or fermentation, versus preservation.

With familiarity with bothsituations acquired by 35 years of participation in both
sections as wine merchant and producer, I beg, in behalf of tile grape growers and wine
makers, considerate treatment at the hand of your honorable committee and of
Congress.

W eliminate from the discussion what are kaown as pomace wines; that is, wines
made by the addition of sugar and water to tjore or less dried grape skins. All are
agreed flint this line of work should be eliminated and, as I understand it, pomace
wines are eliminated.

Taking up some of the conditions confronting eastern wine makers, we find that the
grapes adapted to thle soil andi climate are native to America, there being no wholly
successful attempt to cultivate, for commercial purposes, European grapes in the East.
We have the Catawba, Concord, Delaware Nortons, Seuppernong, I' lowers, and an
infinite variety of others, many of them witi distinct clncteristics.

Dealing in generalities, the characteristics of eastern grapes, as compared with
European varieties, growing in California, are light in percentages of sugar, high per
cent of acid, and pronounced flavors a d aromas, which in some sul)tle way seem to be
identified with the acids.

It is well enough to say that "wine is fermented grape juice exclusively." Few
wines in this country or abroad come under this clasgification. Additions,'modifica-
tions, and other maiiipulations under the general term "cellar treatment" are prac-
ticed everywhere. Just where these corrections are legitimate and fair to start or stop
is hard to define on any "two and two is four" rule; for certainly, if it should be deter-
mined that "wine is fermented grape juice exclusively," it does not follow that all
fermented grape juice is good wine, nor does it condemn entirely wines preserved by
the addition of spirits.

This controversy has centered about the correction of acids by the addition of sugar
and water. In a wine containing excess of natural acids, there are several ways in
which the fault maybe corrected. It can be chilled-prcipitated by cold. To utilize
the seasons is not always practicable or altogether satisfactory. To chill by artificial
refrigeration requires a plant so expensive to construct and operate that it is out of
reach of the small producer. Another method of reducing acids is by "plastoring"-
using marble dust, charcoal, otc.-but this has been so universally condemned as to
be unworthy of consideration. It is impracticable and always forbidden in the ethics
of good wine makers. Highly acid wine can be blended with a wine low in acids,
provided both wines are otherwise sound, and will blond or "marry," producing a
result that is satisfactory in improving the wine. While this method is to be heartily
approved if successful, it is not infrequently attended by disappointing results.

u tong other recognized methods oi reducing acids is adding water or "covering
acid with sugr. To make a sweet wine, the last suggestion alone may be

sometimes resorted to, as in making biekberry. To add water to blackberry reduces
the color, so that it is considered better to cover up the acid by adding greater quan-
tities of sugar, and this is made prcticable from the fact that for years consumers
have been accustomed to blackberry as a cordial rather than a wine, And, as its use
is chiefly medicinal, taken in small quantities and not as a beverage, the excess sugar
is not objectionable.

Let us, onl the other hand, consider scuppernoug. Ini many seasons the scupper-
nong will develop 8 (or even 9 in at very bdseason) lit acid. I am informed that other
eastern grpes run even higher in acids in bad seasons, though of this I have no personal
knowlde. A iine showing 8 in acid is -unpalatable, especially wvliem the flavor of
the grape is; as; pronounced as is the scuppornong. To cloak thle acid with sugar calls
for more sugar than is palatable or digestible. But you canl reduce this excess acid
by add ig water, each 10 per cent of water reducing the acid about I degree. A sweet,
Scuippernxong testing 7 acid, 8 or 9 sugar, and 13 per cent spirit, Is a most delectable
beverage and. highly esteemed. If thie acid remains 8, 'o muit cloak, it with'more
sugar, or complaint comes that the wine is "sour"'. Until restrained by the forytifj lugrgulationis to A maximum addition -of 10 pietwtei a uary to re( tce
the acid 0J or 7 per ept, less sugar being 'the 4 required to establish 'a satisfiuctor
enliium in the finished wine.

With varying seasons fid at different period of the same season, there is a variations
in the per cent of Augai carried in th rs rp.An -essenti foactor in esitsblishin

a rade is tt secure uniformnity year lifter year. -I a St to likeV Califrn I witi .mu 'of its late area planted to grape, may varietieiof whic bond p~eTO 'rc itsg49
Of acids and sugar can be much More oAsily regulated bbening than in the at
where the varieties of grapes are net so-oextensive, and whore thle area available t'o
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draw from islo much smaller. Even if California is available to draw from, the types
of wines made there do not always blend harmoniously with eastern wines, Soewines are materially improved by blending the wines from both sections, but thereare others, such as the scuppernong which do not blend successfully with Californiawine. Are we then to be debarred from utilizing such grapes as tile scuppernong,
because they will not blond, or are we to be permitted within reasonable ii stations tocorrect excess of acids and supplement deficiency of sugar by adding refined cane
sugar (granulated) without the charge of making spurious wine?Using specific illustration, suppose we have a year in which the sugar in the Catawba
grape is 18 and the acid 8. If we make a dry wine from thiq without corrections, wehave a spirit content of 9 per cent, acid 8 per mill. This is not palatable wine to theconsumer. It would be a much more desirable wine with 10 per cent spirit and 6 or
6R acid. Shall we freeze it or "plaster" it or reduce it with water? To get theadditional I per cent spirit shall we add corn spirit, or grape spirit, or ferment it byadding refined cane sugar, which, during fermentation, is "inverted" and becomesgrape sugar, and is then turned into, not rum, but grape spirit through nature's
laboratory?

With reference to sweet wines, the practice in the East. differs from that in California
in this respect: In the East prior to the time of free fortification we fermented every-thing "dry," converting the grape sugar into spirits, and then sweeten with refinedsugar. The contention was that this gave a cleaner, more brilliant, and more easily
clarified wine than by the ('alifornia method of arresting fermentation by the additionof spirits. Tie fortifying regulations require fermentation arrested while there isstill not loss than 4 per cent fermentable sugar still in the wine. To make sweet winethe requisite sugar is added to the partially dry (formerly wholly dry) wine to suit thetaste of the trade, and to prevent further ferm tatin a 'maall percentage of spiritsis added. If the wine is intended for bottling, from which the air is excluded until
oyoled for use, a very snmiall percentage of the spirits, not over 2 or 3 per (cent, is needed.I tie wine is to be shipped in barrels, which may, while being sold, remain fcr indefi-
nite periods partially filled, and frequently kept in semitropical temperatures, itrequires a little raorealcolhol or spirits to make it safe against spoiling. On the otherhand, to clarify many California wines it is frequently necessary to add with thogelatin, etc.. a small percentage of tannic acid to make the wines hld clear.

In (alifornia (where wi now make more wine than in the East) sup tpbse the mustshows 260 sugar, Balling scale. This sugar, ii fermented entirely, will make 13 percent spirit; but wishing to retain 60 of theorape sugar in the finished wine we stop
fermentation when the scale shows about 12 sugar. At this stage we have fermented140 of sugar into 7 per cent spirit, and have 12 actual sugar left. If a standard 20 percent spirits wine is wanted, we add 13 per cent spirit and have a standard 20 by 6California port. (I have purposely omintted confusing statement as to "allaret"
and "actual" sugar.)

Now comes an apparently contradictory condition: Time and again we have tried
the California method of producing a sweet wine in the East and the resultant type ofwine is so different as to be hardly recognizable. We would have to create an entirely
now market for Scuppernong made by the California method of arresting fermenta-tion and, on the contrary, we have been keenly disappointed in our efforts to makeCalffornia sweet wines by the eastern plan of fermenting "dry" and sweetening withrefined cane sugar. Each method seems best suited to the product of the respective
sections. A California muscatel or sherry may show as low as 4 in natural acid anid be"standard."

Coming to the question directly at issue, the tax on spirits used in fortifying, to
assess a tax of $1.10 per gallon on the spirits used adds to the cost of production 30 cents(or 160 per cent added cost) per gallon for standard port made by the Californiamethod. Can the industry stand such an added burden, especially one which has not
paid dividends for seven years past?

The question has been asked, What tax do the wine men recommend? Few indus.tries ask to be taxed, but as a guide we attach to the original copy of this brief a blank
form of contract of J, B. Bradford & Co. with grape growers, which form of contract isin general use between grape growers and wine makers, and indicates that a tax in anygreater sum than 10 cents per gallon on the spirits will automatically cancel such
contracts, --These contracts are generally made for periods of 5 to 10 years."'To raise the present tax of 3 cents per gallon to I0 cents per gallon will add approx-imately 15:per cent to the intitial cost f production (20cents), or about 3 cents per
gallon. Ifa maniufacturing enterprise has not earned 20 per cent on its actual invest-ment for several years past how can it stand all added expense to its initial cost of 15..
per cent and'6xist?
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Can the tax be passed on to the consumer without materially curtailing consnmpi
tion? It has been remarked that in the difference between an initial cost of 20 cenis
for now unfinished wine and a selling price of 76 cents per quart bottle or $3 pergal.
Ion there seems to be a sufficient margin to stand the proposed tax of 30 cents a gallon.

Very little California wine sells tothe consumer for over $1 per gallon. Add to the
first cost of 20 cents the carrying and shrinkage charge of 20 per cent per annum (24
cents), which is not more than sufficient to cover actual expense and the uniform
price to the wholesaler for 1-year-old port of 271 cents per gallon is not more than a
fair profit. The wholesaler pays a cooperage and freight charge of 14 cents, which
brings the wine to his door in car lots at 411 cents. He sells it to the retailer in small
lots at 50 to 0 cents, and the major portion is sold by the retailer to the consumer
(chiefly foreigners) at from 15 to 25 cents per quart.

Our laws do not permit wines sold even in bottles for home consumption, except in
licensed retail liquor stores, whose percentage of profit is necessarily high to cover the
license, in addition to rentals and other expenses.

The proportion of California wine sold to the consumer at 75 cents per bottle JA
negligible, less than 1 per cent. Can 150 per cent be added to our first cost, and our
present rate of consuiption, now only four-tenths of a gallon per capital (the low est of
any civilized nation), be maintained? Production is Already ahead of consumption.
It takes from 5 to 10 years to bring a good vineyard into profitable bearing. Shall
those vineyards now growing, the sole dependence of jicir owners, and rep esenting
many years of labor and their total investment, be torn out, or encoma ienwit given,
to plant more?

One other point we wish to touch en: With all respect, to the suggestion of landing
the wine for taxes, we do not think the suggestion can be worked out successfully,
Wines must be under constant supervision, racking, blending, refilling, so that their
identity is constantly being merged with other wines. Failure to do this work pun (tu-
ally is to ruin the quality and destroy all the value. Will any bonding company issno
a bond covering such conditions, when the bond is twice the tax (30 (;ents) and three
times (60 cents) the initial cost of the wine itself (20 centss? Tl'e ))rops8itif161 seems to
resolve itself into the financial ability to pay the tax pron)tly, and how such a lax
can be financed by any but the biggest or anizations, if even by them, seems iml-
possible.

Respectfully submitted. Paul, (iAnumII;Tr,

Concurred in by- Norfolk, Va,

W. E. lIhLnDrTI,
President American in e (owers Association, Iamnondsport, N. Y.

SOL BEAn & Co.,
Wilmington, N. C.

This agreement, made and entered into this - day of -, 191-, between
J. B. Bradford & Sons, a copartnership, whose principal place of business is Bruce.
ville, Cal., the first party, and , of -, county of -, State of California,

- heirs successors, or assigns, the second part,-,
Witnsseti that the first party hereby buys and agrees to receive from the second

part--, and the second part,- hereby sell- and agre6-- to deliver to the first party,
all of the wine grapes produced on the vineyard owned by the second part-, during
the seasons of 1912 to - , both inclusive, the said vineyard being more particularly
described as follows, to wit:

Aproximnatoly - acres, situate - in the county of , State of Call-.forn a.

Varieties as follows:
The second part- agree- to deliver the said grapes free on board cars at - or

at any other point equally distant and accessible to thosaid vineyard, as the first
party may direct. Such grapes at the time of delivery to be free from mildew, ripe
and sound and in good condition for wine, making, and to contain not less than 2aper- ceit of sugar, Balling scale', at o60 F, temperature.

The first party agrees to pay for all such giapes the sum or price of $i0or ton, in
the following manner: One-half cash, payable as the grapes are delvero, and one.
half on the let day of April following delivery. - ne-For any of said grapes containing loss than 23- or cent of sugar, Balling scale, at
60 0 F. temperature, proportionate deductions shall be made from said prico of $10
per ton.
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All cars for the delivery of grapes to be furnished by the first party, but the first
lrty is not totbe hld liable for loss or damage to grapes from delays beyond its con-
trol in furnishing cars, The first party has the right to limit by notice in writing
to the second part- the amount of grapes to be delivered daily, but shall not limit
"the second pa rt- tq. dully deliveries equal to h ss than of -- entire crop.

In the event that laws are passed relating to prohibition, which will render the
Inaking or marketing of wines In the Stote of California illegal, this contract may, at
the option of the first party, be canceled by it by giving wri tn notice of such cancel-
lation to the second part,-.

In the event of fire, earthquake, or other damage occurring at the winery or wineries
to which the grapes are being shipped, the first party shall have at least 10 days either
to make repairs to such winery or to make other arrangements for crushing ouch grapes
without being held liable for damages to the second part- for not receiving grapes
during such 10 days, and the second part- may sell or otherwise dispose of any grapes
hot so received by"ie first party.

Should the United States laws be modified so that the tax on the brandy used in
Jortifying be greater than 10 cents per proof Fallon, or should they be otherwise modi-
fled so that it would, in the judgment of tie first party, materially affect the wine
industry, then the first party may at its option, cancel this contract by giving writ-
ten notice of such cancellation to the second part-.

The second part- agree- to sell to the first party all Tokay grapes which
Way grow on - vineyard, aid may not ship as table grapes, at $7.50 per ton,
delivery and terms as above.

In witness whereof, on the day and year first above written, the parties of this
r~ontract have executed the same.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,

County of , s:
On this day of -- , in the year one thousand nine hundred and

'before me, a notary public in and for said county, personally ap eared
o known to me to be the , and - known to me to te the

of the -- that executed the within instrument on behalf of the
therein named, and acknowledged to me that such executed the same.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal in
said county, the day and year in this certificate first above written.

Notary Public in and for the County of -- , state of California.

J. B. Bradford & Sons, a copartnership,

By 
[SEAL.
[SEAL.J

The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from Mr. Hildreth.

STATEMENT OF MR. WALTER E. HILDRETH, OF U1RBAVA, N. Y.

Mr. HLDRETH. I am the president of the American Wine Growers'
Association and am also president of the Urbana Wine Co., of New
York State. I-have read Mr. Garrett's brief and am perfectly willing
to subscribe to it, but, furthermore, I want to say that if all were
honest and sincere in wishing to do away with, the pomace wine, and
the California people are sincere ;n regard to allowing us the proper
amelioration of oUr wine, there will be no difficulty. -Last spring

ith the aid of the PUre F'ood and Dru' % Bureau and the Inten 1
revenue Bureau, wAe' framed u a bill ich is known asHouse bill
4982, the Underhil bll." i This Underhill bill does notIclude the tax.
It it theold61 sweet wie bill ju- -as it wa, B4t if there i4 any dis-position to; tfx pomtAce wine, I tink is bfil isa proper one. Wtotke
t ai foundatiOh for that tax. The bill was framed after stdying the
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Australian, Swiss, French, and Italian wine bills. Some of tie Cali-
fornia people were opposed to it. We afterwards took the matter lip
and the great mass of the California people joined us in the bill, and
a great many of the eastern people also joined Us, I think that you
will find that this bill will define it as closely as desirable. If it is a
question of a tax, if we have to pay it we will agree to pay it.

The CHAIRMAN, We will now lear from the people who are repre-
senting the California side.

STATEMENT OF MR. M. F. TARPEY, OF FRESNO, CAL.

Mar. TARtPEY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the gentleman who
presented the case on the part of -the eastern wine growers yesterday
t1d you whom he represented, etc. I come here in representation of
the grape growers in California in distinction from the wine makers.
I live in the central part of the State of California and in the center of
the sweet-wine-growing district of that State. I listened with some
satisfaction to the eulogies the gentleman paid to the indigenous
grape of the country, the wild grape of the 'United States, and the
aspersion which it more or less conveyed of that vagant grape from
Europe which we have succeeded in domesticating in California, and
which has been the admitted wine-producing grape of the world for
centuries.

I do not believe there is any idea lingering in the minds of the gen-
tlemen of this committee that California has had any advantage over
Any other portion of the United States in relation to the winebills of
the past,- with the exception of the advantage that God gave it in
climate, soil, latitude, etc.

When the -wine bill of 1890 was passed it was the first l)ure-food
enactment of this Government. The pure-food enactments have
taken the attention of the people of the United States, and I doubt
to-day if the gentlemen of this committee, or any lawmakers in this
country are (isposed to contravene the laws that have already been
passed, but, on the contrary, they are disposed to make more specific
and impose more drastic l)ro visions upon persons who make what we
call spurious articles of food.

Senator SMITH. Does the law require them to be labeled to show
that they are artificially made and spurious?

Mr. TARPEY. The law of 1890 does not but I hold in my hand a
decision rendered by Dr. Wiley, F. L. Dunial), and George B: McCabe,
of the Board of Food and Drug Inspection, which was approved by
Mr. W. M. Hays, Acting Secretary of Agriculture. It is dated Wash-
ington, D. C., August 21, 1909, and is entitled "Food Inspection
Decision 109. The Labeling of Winesl'

(Tite decision referred to reads as follows:)
On June 30, 1909, a hearing was held boeforothe Secreta+y of Agriculture and the

Board of Food and Drug Inspection on the labeling of Ohio and Missouriwines., After
giving full considorationto the data submitted, the board is of the opinion that the
term . Wine"' without modification is an appropriate name solely for the productmade
fromi the normal alcoholic fermen.ation of 6e ji1c of sound ripe grapes, without
addition or absttictio t either prior or subseluen't to fermentation, except as such
may occur In the usual cellar treatment for clarifying and Rging. The addition of
water or sugar, or both,- to the -must prior to +fermentation is considered improper,
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and a product so treated should not be called "wine" without further aracterizinit, A fermented beverage prepared fron grpe imust by addition of suarwoulproperly be called a "sugar woie," '$or the product may be labeled in such a fashionas to clearly indicate that it Is not made from the untreated grape must, but withthe addition of sugar. The consumer 'is, under the food and drugs act, entitled toknow the character of the product le buys.

Senator SMITh. You do not contend that the action of water andsugar makes it a drug wine?_ T'r. TAI. Y. We say that it is not entitled to the name of wine asexpressed in the rulings of the Depart ent of Agriculture; that itought to be specified what kind of wine it is. oSIenator SMITh. Have they not made wines that they put realdrur in ?
TAn, y. Yes; all kinds of wines have been made. We of Cal-ifornia who are gape growers are particularly interested in havingwine made from gaapes. Our People have been following that indigs-.try for years. "he gentleman who previously J Said that theyhave been 50 or 60 years ongagd in that enterprise. It is only nec-essary to recall to the mindsof you gentlemen that since the tine ofthe advent of the missionaries, 200 years ago, theyhave been groingrapes in California. We have the wild grape n California as oinas they have in this part of the country, and the mis.ionaries found,before our time, that good wine could not be made from it. Theysent abroad, and went to tremendous labor in time and great ex-pense, antl eventually they found grapevines that were proper forproducing sound wine in California. They domesticated those vinesin California, and they have been there from *that (lay to this. We.do not pretend to make any uso of the wild grapes for wine making.The decision to which I I reviously referre(dcontinues as follows:od'ence was offered on the preparation of "wine" from the marc. In these casest appeared customary to add both water and sugar to the nmrc and sometimes to usesaccharin, coloring matter, preservatives, etc., to make a salable article.In the opllion of the board no beverage ean be made fromthe iare of graes vhichisntitled to be called;"wine," however further characterized, nless it go by the

word " imitation." The words pomace wine" are not satisfactory, since the product
is not a wine in any sense, but only an "imitation wine," and should be so labeled.Senator SMITIL Was not that order or decision set aside by anotherorder that allowed them to be simply called Ohio wines and Missouri
wines?

Mr. TARPEY. In what is known as the circular of the three Secre-taries-the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary of Commerce andLabor, and the Secretary of the Treasury--a ruling was made whichwe hold and contend was absolutely in contravention of the pure-food act, and we are going to take up that matter before the de-partment here before we leave and r, est a rehearing, with the ex-pectatmn of having a decision that wil comply with the pure-foodre ulations as they are written into the statute.d-o not thiik that we of California have any excuse to make tothe.gente n of the East because we produce a better grade thanthe, do. .s Senator Smith very justly said yesterday, when zMiLanrien was speaking -tha was 'a natr, .od... e 0 ben.. , w iaht
,y uo n an o t ha .. .. % . . which,you do iiot want to ta a k way from themrdo you"? And I thought1t was extremely rp' .ertie,'t and to th pint Or methoduof makigwine differ somewhat from fh,,r, as , w _i to yo as f lya sble. They te, y h .en g p Ps y as b efld

as, " PoqIMe. th eU you that their grape ntho fisnstance A6
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not contain sufficient sugar to enable them to make any wine, dry or
sweet, and when they crush their grapes in order to ferment them at
all, they are obliged to add sugar immediately to the must. That is
No, 1. Now, you gentlemen will take into consideration that every
unit of sugar means a half unit of alcohol, and every unit of sugar
they use means a half unit of alcohol they are using, and they have
been paying no tax upon it. They then ferment down, the solution
of grape juice and sugar.

In his opening statement yesterday the gentleman from Chicago
stated-I am going to use his language, because I can not as graph-
ically describe it as he did himsel-" ' n order to explain the amend-
ment, which we suggest to the committee, to the law in question, I
want to say that wines to suit the American trade can not be too sour.
They can not, in fact, be too sour anywhere." Now, they say, "Our
wines, even after the introduction of the sugar, are too high in acid,
and we must add water in order to~reduce the acid contents," and so
they then add water.

Senator HuoGHEs. He meant they must not be too sour, not that
they could not be too sour. The impression that he made on me was
that the wine must not be too .our.

Mr. TAItPEY. Of course it must not be too sour. It can not be too
sour or it will not be potable.
Senator HUGHES. I did not understand the gentleman to state that

the wine could not be too sour. ie said that it must not be too sour
or it would not suit the trade.

Mr. TAItPEY. Perhaps I took the wrong view of it.. In any event,
they always have the sugar barrel at one side of the vat, and they
have the hose at the other side of the vat.
Senator SMITH. That does not make an impure wine. It does not

make a wine that hurts the system if you drink it. It may not make
as good a wine as you make, but it is not anything that the law ought
to stop if the people like part water, part sugar, and part grape juice.

Mr. TAiIPEY. Dr. Wiley has expressed himself upon that subject,
and I presume he receives credit from the people of America for his
talents and capacity to decide such questions as that, and he holds
the view that they are unwholesome and injurious.

The CHAIRMAN. That putting water in the wine makes it unwhole-
some?

Mr. TAUPEY. Yes, sir; and injurious.
Senator SMiTH. Some people think if you do not have anything but

the water and the sugar in it, it would be more wholesome.
Mr. TARPEY. In any event, they now have that so-called wine, as

I have just described it, and they are fermenting it. By the way,
they get this alcohol into the wine through that sugar. 'I want to
impress that upon you geitlemen. The manner in which that
alcohol is in that wine after it is fermented is through the sugar that
they have put in it having undergone fermentation. The sugar thus
is converted into alcohol, and they say we now have dry wine with
i3 p0r cent of alcohol: We have reached that stage and then there is
landing. Then they say they desire to turn that dry wino ito sweet
wine, and in -order to turn it into sweet wine they aain use fther
sugar to bring it up to a condition wlich will meet the taste of the.
consumer as to sweetness..
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The CIAIRMAN. Before that sugar was put in, how much alcohol
was there in the grapes ?

Mr. TAnPnY. If the gentlemen from Ohio will tell us what their
grape contains in saccharine when they crush it, we can immediately
determine that. I think their grapes contain 14 per cent sugar at
the time of crushing, do they not, gentlemen?

(Addressing the gentlemen from Ohio; there was no reply.)
Mr. 'ANtrEY. I think we are entitled to an answer.
Mr, LANNEN. Twenty per cent; that is the maximum.
Mr. TARPEY. Here they say 20 per cent. When they are talking

to us they say about 12 per cent, and that they require from 20 to
40 per cent more sugar for the purpose of amelioration to provide
for the lack of sugar in their grapes.

Senator Hutonms. Is the sugar content the only thing that contains
alcohol?

Mr. TARPY. Yes, sir. Supposing they had 20 per cent sugar in
the grapes, they could produce at the outside but 10 per cent alcohol
by fermentation, so at the very lowest estimate-and I think the
gentlemen are giving themselves fully as good a reputation for their
grapes as they can-when they say 20 per cent, I have very serious
doubt;- but that does not concern any of us here at present. They
have certainly added to it at the very least 3 per cent alcohol on
which they have been paying no tax. We think they have been
adding 5 to 7 per cent alcohol, but they have certainly added 3 per
cent, according to their own admission.

The CHAIRMAN. By the use of sugar?
Mr. TARlPEY. By the use of sugar. They are paying no tax upon

that. As I said before, we are at the landing, and we desire to change
this dry wine

The CHAIRMAN. But you would not then contend that alcohol was
subject to any tax under any law in the world?

Mr. TARPEY. We are not permitted to put one pound of sugar in
ours unless we turn it into a commercial product and pay a tax.

Senator SMITH. Any act that we adopt with reference to sugar
would apply to you just as much as it would to them, and you would
have the same right as to sugar and water that they would have, but
you do not need as much. You have a grape that does not require
anything like as much sugar.

Mr. TARPEY. I do not know whether we quite understand it alike,
For instance, if we put sugar or water into our wines through the hose.
or in any other way-any kind of sugar-we can use it only for dis-
tilling purposes; for the purpose of making wine. When we add water
to our grape juice for further fermentation-we never to my knowi-
-edge add sugar-the material produced therefrom can only be used
for distillation. The Government official is standing there.- ie is in
charge all the time. We have not had a word with the Government
officials in years while this matter has been under Government con-
trol, and while it is under Government control we haye no annoyance
or bother whatever. Everybody is made to respect the laws, and that
is what we desire. As grape growers we do not want any man con-
ductig a winery anywhere to 6- able to do things outside of that law,
because if-he does he disturbs the whole foundation of the business.

They say that, they then take that wine and sweeten it. They
sweeten it up to so much per cent, whatever per cent it is, and they
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want now to make this 13 per cent of Ary wine into sweet wine.
They want to add additional sugar enough to make that sweet wine
so that it will become palittable and the people can use it. When
they do that-that is, again add sugar-they are again adding brandy,
and every pound of sugar that is used in niaking wine should just as
well pay a brandy tax as every unit of brandy, because every unit of
sugar will make a half unit of brandy, and sugar ought to pay
accordingly.

Senator SMITH. It is your contention that the alcohol in the wine
is produced artificially by the use of outside products?

Mr. TARtPE. Yes, "sir. They say that we of California have an
advantage. The chairman of the committee very properly said
yesterday that the committee could not make laws to meet the
demands of the people east of the Rocky Mountains alone; that the
committee is making laws fort he Nation; that the laws under which
we are all now working were made for the Nation.

Senator SMITH. But in making them we ought to make then for
the whole country?

Mr. TARPEY. Yes, 811'.
Senator TboMAS. You are stating that as a theory. In the past it

has often been observed as much in the breach as in the observance.
Mr. TARPRY. I am endeavoring to confine myself to the funda-

mentals, as nearly as I call. We of California have had our hard-
ships, I assure you. I was astounded yesterday .when the gentle-
man told you that their so-called wines sold for 60 cents to $1 a
gallon. Their wine--and I have a tremendous question mark after
that woid "wine"-and we are selling our pure product and have
been distributing it to the people of America, pure and from the
juice of the grape, at less than 30 cents a gallon, including every
dollar's worth of wine that was sold in bottles. Our bulk wines
have been selling certainly for not above 20 cents a gallon, and then
to compete we have to pay freight of 7J cents per gallon to this part
of the country.

I believe that the pure-food requirement is a grave charge upon
the Government; that it is the duty of the Government to see that
the housewife or laboring man or Wage earner gets a dollar's worth
of honest goods, in weight, in quality, and in purity, for every dollar
he expends for food. Who has any opportunity of testing the
foods that he buys? Why it is only through the chemistry depart-
ment of this Government that we are able to reach any idea of what
is being done. T he health of the citizen is the wealth of the Nation,
and while the Nation guards its money with the most zealous care,
while there is the most tremendous penalty for counterfeiting that
money, and while there is also a tremendous penalty for a man
getting another man's property by forgery, why is it not equally
reprehensible for a man to get the people's money under false pre-
tense that he is selling an article that is not fit, or at least is not
honostiis not what it is-represented to be? island upon the result
of the inquiry and study made by t-he gentlemen of the pure-food
bureau, and we of California beg you to adhere as closely as possible
to the pure-food laws, because they are the greatest safeguard of
both our health and our wealth.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Tarpey, I am afraid that you are getting Off
a little on lines that are not quite pertinent, to the purposes of this
inquiry. We want to get at facts.
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Originally, as I understa~l it-and if I am not correct I wish you
would correct me-this law with reference to the use of brandy wines
for fortification purposes allowed any producer of sweet wine to use
this brandy for purposes of fortification without paying tax, did it
notI

Mr. TARPEY. Yes, sir; it did and it does.
The CIIAIRMAN. Then it was changed so as to require the distillery

to be at the vineyard, was it not?
Mr. TAIIhPY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell me who did that and what it was done

for? Originally anybody producing sweet wines in this country was
permitted to use this brandy wine to fortify them withoutpaying a
tax; then somebody came here and got that law amended so that
nobody could use that brandy wine for fortifying sweet wines unless
the distillery was at the vineyard.

Mr. TARPEY. No; that is not exactly the law. It said only vine-
yardists.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, who got that changed and what was the pur-
pose of that change?

Mr. TARPEY. I do not know who got the change, but the purpose
is very plain. We were struggling against what we understand and
call and what is generally known as the "Brick vineyard."

Mrt. WETMVOR]. The gentleman from Missouri and the gentleman
from Ohio know that thoy made misstatements when they said that
these eastern people could not legally use this California brandy
free of tax.

Senator SMiTII. I make the point that no witness has a right to
say that another knows l made a mistake. He can correct the
statement and give us the facts and we will be glad to have them.
I would not allow them to say, Mr. Wetmore, that you had inten-
tionally made a mistake.

Mr. WETAIORE. I stand corrected. I would like to ask Mr. Hil-
dreth this question: If D. H. Maxfield, of Naples, N. Y., (lid not
withdraw brandy directly from special bonded warehouse No. 31 in
the first district of California, and ship it to Naples, N. Y., -and fortify
wine with it, free of tax, except for the charge of 3 cents a gallon;
also if approximately 1,000 barrels of high-proof California grape
randy were not shipped to special bonded warehouse No. 2, at
Rheims, in the twenty-eighth district of New York, and withdrawn
from there by wine makers of New York State and used in the forti-
fication of wine, free of tax, except for the charge of 3 cents ? ,

Mr. TARiPEY. You gentlemen of the wine side of the matter have
had your time for argument, and if you will be kind'enough to allow
me a poor grape grower, to finish my statement, I would appreciate it.

Thi chairman asked the question as to why the:law was changed.
The reason was that they were making wine, though not from grapes,
in what we call the brick vineyard. That was the vineyard that
those gentlemen established in - the cities; brick vineyards where
they did not require any grapes

A formula of the Ohio wine-makers' methods of making wine can
be found filed in the office of the Internal-Revenue Department here.
The formula was brought out through a lawsuit and is unquestioned.
The formula is as follows:
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They first take a mass of the old grape skixis, resulting from repeated
fermentations and containing nothing but the skii of the grape, which
they press into a cake to prevent itrentirely rotting an dwvhici they
denominate as a cheese: and they dump '450 pounds of that, into
a vat and then throw in 1,250 pounds of sugar and then add 650 gal-
lons of water, and that mass they ferment lown, and the resultant
liquid they dignify with the name of "wine." This process they con-
tinued ill efilftely, and it was because of this process and this "brick
vineyard" that it, became necessary to have the Congress of the United
States make that alteration in the law, because the law was originally
made to protect the l)roducer of grapes.

Senator SMrTn. You add the term "'vineyard " as a matter of sar-
casm; it is not a vineyard at all ?

Mr. TAJPEY. Certainly not; they had a brick house, and they made
more wine in a brick house than we could raise in vineyard,; extending
as far as the eye could reach.

I am here endeavoring to convince you gentlemen that it is the
industry of the tiller of the soil that should be entitled to protection
before all the wine manufacturers in the world. We have introduced
immigration to California from all over the world. Small families
have settled there. They have small holings of land. They have ia
small patch on which they raise a few chickens and support a cow,
and the balance of the lan(l is devoted to vine culture, which lands are
cultivated intensively. They are settlers located there, anil they are
good American citizens, raising families, and enriching the Common-
wealth, and they are entitled to the first consideration of this body
before any "brick vineyard" institution.

Senatoi SMITH. What I would like to hear from you is whether
or not it would be proper for us to tax all kinds of artificial brandy
that goes into wine? That is the real question.

Mr. TARPEY. We think so. We think all artificial brandy should
be taxed, and all artificial food of every character should be taxed.

Senator SMiTH. Why is not wine brandy an artificial stimulant
just as well as any other alcohol that goes into wine?

Mr. TARPY. Wino brandy is a natural stimulant, and as I have
the greatest respect for the discernment and wisdom of the gentle-
men of this committee, I believe that when they finally determine
this matter, if they impose any tax at all on natural brandy, it will
be such a moderate tax as will bring the Government a revenue, which
this proposed tax most certainly will not bring, andi at the same time
will not wipe out the grape-growing industry. I have convincing
hope and faith that you gentlemen will do that.

Senator TiloSIAS. I assumed, perhaps erroneously, that you gen-
tlemen were opposing that part of the paragraph that propose(l to
repeal the act of 1890?

Mr. TARPEY. We are most certainly opposing it; but as I am
admonished that my time has elapsed, Mr. Bell wi answer that. We
of California, I think, without any difference of opinion whatever,
favor the.law of 1890.

[By permission of the committee, Monday, August 18.]

When my remarks were brought to an end on Saturday by the
rising of the committee, I was endeavoring to show how the Ohioans
made their wine, and I will now resume that part of my argument.
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From the opening statement of Mr. Lannen, representative of the
eastern wine makers, I extract the following language:

The way we deal with this matter (of making wines) in this country is this: When
we take our gtape juice, we test it to see how much acid it has when it comes in in
the fall from the farmer. After ascertaining the amount of acid that there is there,
we add enough water to cut that acid down to about five parts in a thousand * * *
and then add enough sugar to bring the alcohol contents up to about thirteen per
cent.

From this it plainly appears that their grapes are unfitted to make
wine at all, and the amount of water they add to cut the acid and
the amount of sugar they add to produce 13 per cent alcohol they do
not disclose; but it is plainly evident that without the addition of
the water and the sugar they could not make any of their so-called
wine.

It requires no argument to show that if a sugar barrel and a hose
may be employed it making wine the necessity for growing grapes
becomes a nonessential, or at least inconsequenial as to the quantity
of grapes produced, for with a small amount of grapes, by the addition
of water and sugar, the juice of a few grapes may be stretched to such
an extent that any attempted competition with such a "brick vine-
yard" by the farmers of the country who produce grapes would be-
come and be a ghastly joke.

The original sweet-wine bill of 1890-the first pure-food enactment
of the Government-was passed in the interests of the farmer, the
producer of grapes, and the grape farmer to-day bears the same rela-
tion to the "brick-vineyard" producer as does the honest butter
producer to the oleomargarine manufacturer, and it was only after
lengthy consideration by Congress and repeated rehearings compre-
hending a close fundamental study of the matter that the oleomar-
garine producers were brought within the scope. of the law and their
product, placed under the supervision of the Internal-Revenue De-
partment.

The cases of the grape growers and the butter producers are
analogous, and even aside from the consideration of the moral aspect
of the subject or the necessity for supervision over spurious" and
unhealthful products, the tiller of the soil should be and, I believe, is
first in consideration of the lawmakers of the country. The cry is
"back to the land," but the tendency of modern life is to center in

,cities, andto induce people to enter into the production of raw
products is the problem of the day; and surely that problem can not be
advanced or benefited by enabling spurious products to be produced
by sophistication and spurious manufacture where the raw product,
healtfiful and honest, may be raised from the land.

As to the argument advanced by Mr. Lannen upon, behalf of his
clients that they can not procure grape brandy for the fortification
of their wines, refraining from using a harsher term, I state that
that is not a fact. Tho'fact is that the California grape grower and
distiller has always made all of the pure grape brandy necessary
to fortify all the pure sweet-wine of the East, whenever the same was
ordered from or their requirements made Known to the California
distiller. Every year pure 'g-rap brandy is made in California for
eastern customers, who receive the same in bond, and if under the
law, they are making really pure wines, they may use that brandy
to fortify thoir wines without the payment oT any other tax than the
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3 enits per gallon which the Government exacts to repay it for super-
vision, and which the California grape grower and diAtiller is obliged
to pay equally with everybody else, -The records of the Internal-
Revenue Department will prove the truth of this statement, as will
the records of two internal-revenue bonded warehouses in New York)
the internal-revenue bonded warehouse at Rheims, N. Y., Sib-
ley's internal-revenue bonded warehouse in Chicago, and others;
and as a further proof of the fact I state that I myself, through the
company of which I am president, the La Palotna Winery & Dis-
tillery, sold to Garrett & Co., of Norfolk, Va., in 1912, 500 barrels
of pure California grape brandy, containing some 46,000 or 47,000
gallons, and that the same was shipped to destination in bond, and
that it is assumed the same was used in the fortification of wine and
that if the wine to be fortified thereby was pure sweet wine as de-
nominated in the statute, all of the said brandy was used without
the payment of any other tax than the 3 cents per gallon which we
of California, as well as everybody else, have to pay.

Respecting the clause in the Pomerene bill now before this com-
mittee, perknitting the use of pure neutral alcohol, I state positively
that if permission be granted to use such spirits, no pure grape
brandy will be ma(le, because pure neutral alcohol can be made so
much more cheaply from a multitude of other things much les
costly than grapes; for instance, can be made from the cannery
refuse, from the sugarhouse refuse, from the refuse of pineapples
from the Sandwich Islands, of which a large, if not unlimited, quan,
tity may be landed upon the Pacific coast at a very low cost, and
even from sawdust and shavings, for, as you know, the distillation
of wood alcohol has been so advanced that latterly potable alcoholA
acceptable as such to the pure food department of the Governmeht,
has been made from refuse wood products, sawdust, shavings, slabso
etc.1 and that there already are in the country several factories pro-
ducing that product commercially.

Therefore, the result of the adoption of that clause in the bill
would be to induce all wine makers to use that character of pure
neutral alcohol, which can be produced for some 6 to 8 cents por
proof gallon, as against about 40 cents per proof gallon, the cost of
pure brandy distilled from grapes in the place where grapes are most
cheaply produced, namely, Ca tornia.

I therefore submit that it would be a misfortune to adopt those
words allowing the use of "pure neutral alcohol" in the bill, as th6
result would be to induce everybody to make spurious wines.

So there may be no misunderstanding of the term "proof gallon"
as adopted by the Government, permit me to state that according to,
Government standards absolute alcohol is 2000 proof, and that the
Government's "proof gallon" is alcohol of 1000 proof, and therefore
the Government gallon of p roof alcohlf or spirits is 50per cent a6oh6W

and 50 per cent water. Sugar produces one-half a-unit-of absolute
alcohol Mor every whole uhit of sugar, and therefore, according to Gov-
eminent standards of onehalf alcohol and one-half water, every pound
of Augar will produce 1 pound of 1000 proof alcohol, and therefore
every pound of shgar used in the manufacture of so-called wines pros.
duces 1 pound of proof alcohol and should pay the same tax as brandy
or spirits of the same proof.

0425--&----8
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Upon the revenue phase of the matter I desire to state that therevenue of $1.10 per proof gallon proposed to be taxed upon the userof pure grape brandy, and expected to produce a revenue of from$5,000,000 to $7,000,000 annually to the Government, would provedestructive of the grape industry of California and would not-andupon this point I am positive, absolutely so-produce the revenueexpected, nor any material revenue, because, first, the grower ofgrapes and the manufacturer of wines therefrom could not pay thatrevenue; they could not raise the money in any way, for the sumwould be so out of proportion to the value of their vineyards and theirwineries as to make the borrowing of money impossible. As an ex-ample, I will state that, for instance, a man paid, under the 3-centtax under which we have been operating, $5,000. Under the Pom-ereno bill he would be obliged to pay $185,000 which would beseveral times the total value of his vineyard and ills winery and allof its belongings. Furthermore, the banks and monetary institutionswould not Joan money on wine because of its unstable character asa commodity, as they dc not know what (lay local or State or nationallaws may be passed declaring that product either as contraband or notconstituting property. The instance above cited of the $5,000 previoustax and $185,000 proposed tax operates in ratio up and down to thefew large producers and the multitude of small producers, and theeffect is the same upon all in ratio to their holdings and productions.Second, the imposition of that $1.10 tax would imN l all producersto seek every known and ascertainable means of producing wines with-out the addition of grape brandy, and those methods would beadopted by all producers and would tend to absolutely wipe out theproduction of really pure wine as it is made in California to-day.
The California representative of the grape and wine industry ofCalifornia now in Washington prepared a brief upon this wholesubject matter, which I now take pleasure in filing with this statementas an elucidation of the subject, and I hope that brief will receive theserious consideration of the gentlemen of this committee.The modification of the sweet-wine law of 1890, that was men-tioned during mR apearance before you on Saturday last and whichis known as "Treilree Secretaries Decision," was an administra-tive repeal of a certain extremely important section of the pure-foodlaw, and was pronmlgated without the knowledge of any of ourpeople, and presumably without the knowledge of the people con-cerned in pure-food regulations. Tt is regrettable that administra-tive departments should take upon themselves legislative or legalinterpretation of statute requirements; and, therefore, as I stated onSaturday last, that "Three Secretaries" promulgation will be form-ally taken u with the Secretaries of the three departments whichsued it un er a former administration for the purpose of having itrecalled and permitting the'statute law to oblitaih in its pristinepurity.

..... .. nk you, gentlemen, -for thekind attention which_ has been
given.and the-courtesies extended to us during the present hearing,and beg to announce that we shall be very glad indeed to be of any*further service to the committee that we may be able to render.



STATEMENT OF MR. THEODORE A. BELL, OF SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL.

Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman anl gentlemen, we certainly appreciate
the courtesy that has been exten d-d to the representatives from Cali-
fornia. We have been in Washington some three weeks, and expect
to remain here until this matter reaches a final disposition. I have
been delegated to perform a task upon tho part of the grape growers
of California and the wine men of that State, and I feel, fr. Chair-
man, that it is utterly impossible for me to present California's cause
in the time that now remains, because you are considering a subject
that involves $150,000,000 worth of property in California and that
affects the welfare of 15,000 families in that State. I ask, Mr. Chair-
man, that I may be given, if possible, 30 minutes before this commit-
tee, because I have some ideas that do not entirely coincide with
either the expressions that have been made by the gentlemen from
the East or my colleagues from the West. I know that this com-
mittee desires to reach a proper solution of this very important
question.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bell, we will give you half an hour more on
Monday morning, if you wish it.

Mr. RELL. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Before you go further into your statement, I want

to get one matter cleared up in my mind. My understanding is that
under the present law anybody who has a vineyard can use this
untaxed brandy for the purposes of fortification.

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But anybody who is making sweet wines away

from a vineyard, who has no vineyard and is making sweet wines,
can not, do it?

Mr. BELL. He enjoys the same privilege. The Commissioner of
Internal Revenue has so held, and it is actually being done by some
of the gentlemen now in this room.

I he CHAIRMAN. Suppose he is making wines in the city of Washing-
ton and has no connection with a vineyard, but buys his grapes and
makes his wine here? Can he use this untaxed brandy for fortifying
that wineI

Mr. BELL. I do not know of any instance in which that question
hau arisen and been determined, but I thihk we could ascertain the
facts about it from the Department of Internal Revenue, But, Mr.
Chairman, if that were true, it would simply involve a slight modifica-
tion of the law of i890, because there is no disposition upon the part
of the grape growers or the wine makers of California to deprive their
eastern brethern of the same equal rights and opportunities.

The CHAIRMAN. My understanding Was that that was originally
true, bu that somebody came here and got an amendment which
only allowed a- man who had a vineyard to use this untaxed brandy
Is that so?

Mr. BELL. I am unable to answer that question at present.
Senator T[OMAS. This wine spirits, as it is called, is manufactured

in California exclusively, is it not?
Mr. BELL. I presume the bulk of it is at this time.
Senator TOM1AS. Do the distillers there manufacture anything

more than is necessary for their own consumption .

TARIPP SCHEDULUS,
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Mr. BELL. A~lout fivQ-sitxths of tho grape brandy that is now MUnu&factured in California is used for the purpose of fortifyin sweetwines; the other sixth is a commercial grape brandy that is sold in the
market.

Senator THOMAS. Then there is no supply for those who do not
have these distilleries in connection with their vieyar(ls?

Mr. BELL. The suply will hicreaso with the demand.
Senator THOMAS. Biut you have had the law for perhaps 20 years.
Mr. BELL. For 23 years. Of course the demand for pure grapebrandy, wine spits, as it is designated in the law of 1890, has steadily

increased hi California on account of the vast increase in the making
of sweet wine.

Tho CHAIRMAN. I understand that you gentlemen representing thePacific coast have no sort of an objection to a repeal of that amendment,
so that this privilege of using untaxed brandy for purposes of forti-fication may be used by anybody that makes sweet wine?

Mr. BELL. That is our attitude exactly. We have no desire todeny them a single privilege that is to-day enjoyed by any winemaker in California so far as the use of wine spirits is concerned,
because our position is "wine is wine," purity is purity, and wheneveryou leave that line 15 or 20 per cent you get into the realm of adul-
teration, and we wish to impress upon the committee that the Con-gress of the Utited States can not in this particular instance affordto deviate from the pure-food standards that have been promulgated
by the department. We know the defects of pure-food legislation inthis country. The men who were in charge of that great department
at the time solemnly protested when the Congress wrote a modifica-
tion into that law of 1890 permitting the use of 10 per cent of sugar
and 10 per cent of water. They got that, and California consented
to it at the time, and now they want to stretch it further. To do sowould open the doors to fraud, not upon the part of these honorable
gentlemen who are here, but upon the part of the counterfeiter.
There is a counterfeiter in every State who is looking for a crevice or
crack through which to get in, and just the moment that you writeupon your statute books anything that will permit the making ofwine or tiny other articles except along the lines of standard ofpurity you 'open the doors to the counterfeiters, and it will be the
counterfeiters who will come back and haunt the gentlemen hero
who are asking for this legislation.

Senator SMITH. What I want to know is, why brandy is notbrandy everywhere, and just as We tax apple brandy and peach
brandy, why we ought not to tax the -wine -randy; and if the winebrandy is used to fortify, why it should not be taxed ? That is what
we have had in our minds especially, and that is what we have hear
least about. The real question that we want to know about is whywe can not increase our revenues by taxing All sorts of bliandy.

Mr. BELL. Those are the points' that .I will direct my attention to
during the tim that has been allotted me. In Cafifornia hero isone ton of grapes and here is another ton bf grapes. This ton ofapes is crushed and used for purposes of making pure sweet wihe.
This ton of grapes goes to the distiflery. Instead of adding that tonof grapes to the juice of this ton 6f grapes, we send that ton of grapes
to th distillery and we extract tl6 vine spirits and put it ii there
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to make wine, not spirits. I know that gentlemen are confused on
this question of splits. By our tariff laws we say that any wine
produced that exceeds 4 per cent alcohol shall be classed as spirits
and not pay the taxes that are imposed upon spirits.

By our tariff laws we say that any wine produced that exceeds 4
per cent alcohol shall be classed as spirits and shall pay the taxes
that are imposed upon spirits. Under our internal-revenue laws,
and the one now under consideration, whenever the spirits in that
wine exceeds 24 per cent, it is no longer wine; it is spirits. Now, it
should not be taxed because it is simply used as one of the ingredients
for making pure sweet wine. You can not make a fortified sweet
wine without fortification any more than you can have rainfall with-
out moisture. You do not permit grapes to be fermented dry and
make a sweet wine, but you arrest the fermentation, and that also
acts as a preservative. There is no reason in the world why the
American people in the production of a pure wine should contravene
the policies that have governed every country in the world. Every
country in the world where wine is made has incurred this very thing.
Why? France has tried to drive out the hard (rinkers and encourage
them to drink wine, and here is a healthful, wholesome and delicious
drink.

Senator THOMAS. We are liable to go on a grape-juice basis in this
country.

Mr. BELL. Not as long as we have personal liberty and a man may
choose his diet; as long as he does not injure somebody else.

The CHAIRMAN. You take a ton of apples and you make cider out
of that one ton, just as you can make wine out of one ton of your
grapes. You take another ton and you can make apple brandy out
of it. Now, the law does not tax the cider that you make optt of
those apples, but it does tax the brandy that you make out of them.
If you take the brandy that you made out of those apples and put it
into the cider you would have to pay a tax on it?

Mr. BELL. We probably would.
The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. BELL. I want to say, Mr. Chairman, that I am not as familiar

with the cider trade. My forefathers used to make it in good old
Connecticut, but we do not make much of it in our country. I was
raised in the dry wine district of California. I will endeavor to-mor-
row to look up some of these intricacies regarding cider and report
to the committee on Monday.

The CHAIRMAN. 1-ow many gallons of pure grape wine will a gallon
f rape brandy fortify?
Mr. BELL. It is about 1 part in 4.
The OHAIRMIAN. One gallon of grape brandy will fortify 4 gallons of

sweet wine?
Mr. BELL. I think that is correct.
Senator THOIAs. Then it is one-fourth alcohol?
Mr. BELL. No, that would make about a fifth. Our ports and

sherries run about 20 per, cent. But I desire, Mir. Chairman, and I
thank the committee very much for the courtesy that is extended,
to take up some other branches of this matter on Monday, looking
to what believe to be a proper solution of the entire question.
. Mr. CABELL. As to your question regarding changing the law, Mr.
Chairman, I would say. that there Was no change in the law with
respect to limiting the bill to a distiller.
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In the original bill three classes of persons were provided for.
First, the man who owned a distillery. In order to obviate the general
provisions of the internal-revenue law which required brandy to go
to a warehouse the law was modified so that it cofild be taken directly
to the winery, if he made both wine and brandy himself. The second
was the man at the vineyard who wanted to get brandy when he did
not make any himself. I-T could withdraw it from any special
bonded warehouse free of tax. The third d was the exporter. The
origial law required aperson entitled to the privilege of free brandy
to be a vineyardist. No change was made in that so far as I am
advised. The amended draft of 1894 and the final (raft of 1906 all,
so far as I have ever heard, contained the provision that a man
must be a vineyardist. That was so construed that a very small
number of grapes was considered as a vineyard. The change was on
the amount of sugar and water.

(Thereupon, at 11 o'clock a. In., the committee adjourned to meet
on Monday morning, August 18, 1913, at 10 o'clock.)

MONDAY, AUGUST 18, 1913.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMiMTTEE ON FINANCE.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Simmons (chairman), Williams, Johnson, Thomas,

and Shively.
There were also present: Senator Atleo Pomerene, of Ohio; I-Ion.

James C. Needham, of California; Hon. E. S. Underhill, of New York;
Hon. Royal E. Cabell, of Richmond, Va.; Mr. Louis S. Wetmore,
Stockton, Cal.; Mr. Thomas E. Lannen, Chicago, Ill.; Mr. J. A.
Barlotti,'Los Angeles Cal.; Mr. Louis Landsborger, San Francisco, Cal.;
Mr. Theodore A. Bell, San Francisco, Cal.; Mr. M. F. Tarpey, Fresno,
Cal.; Mr. IV. R. Porter, of California, and Mr. Walter E. Hlldreth, of
New York.

STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS E. LANNEN, OF CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. LANNEN. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, on
the point as to whether any producer of pure sweet wine may with-.
draw brandy from any bonded warehouse free of tax, I desire to say:
I understand that under the internal-revenue laws only a distiller
or his attorney in fact can withdraw such brandy. Just the same as
when a man puts money in a bank, he alone can withdraw it. A
sweet-wine maker can not withdraw such brandy unless he distilled
it himself and put it in the warehouse. But I understand that there
has been a practice of permitting a sweet-wine maker to go to a
bonded war-house anywhere and withdraw the brandy in the name
of the distiller upon filing a power of attorney from the distiller.
Then such sweet-wine maker would use that brandy free of tax.
But you will observe that such sweet-wino maker did not withdraw
as a wine maker. He signed the name of the distiller to the papers.
Consequently, it was the distiller who withdrew the brandy whiile the
sweot-wne maker used it. By this practice it has been possible to
traffic in free brandy at a large profit to the distiller while the Gov-
ernment supervised the various operations both at the distillery and
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at different warehouses at a great expense for which it received no
returns, the 3 cents a gallon on the brandy covering only, as I
understand it, the supervision of the sweet-wine maker's fortifying
room. The Government no doubt has a record of all such transac-
tions. Now, from a standpoint of raising revenue, it seems to me
the query should be whether or not the construction I place on, the
law is correct, and if it is correct, whether it is too late to recover from
the distillers the full tax on the brandy thus merchandised.

Mr. TARPEY. Mr. Chairman, in consideration of the fact that on
Saturday last the little time that was allotted to me was by courtesy
extended to the other gentleman, and then that the balance was ail"
consumed in answering questions, I ask the privilege of doing what
the other gentlemen have done, extending my remarks to cover what
I expected to say, and filing it with your secretary, in order to have
it included in the record.

The CHAIRMIAN. You simply want to write it out?
Mr. TARPEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right.
Mr. TARPEY. I thank you, sir.

FOOD INSPECTIOx DECisION 120.

LABELING OF 01110 AND MISSOURI WINES.

The question has arisen whether fermented beverages made in the States of Ohio and
Missouri by the addition of a solution of sugar and water to tho natural juice of grapes
before fermentation may be labeled, under the food and drugs act, as "Ohio wine, or
"Mis.ouri wine," respectively, without further qualification. In Food Inspection
Decision 109 it wias announced that the term "wine" without qualification is properly
applied only to the product made from the normal alcoholic fermentation of the juice
oTsound, ripe grapes without addition or abstraction, except such as may occur in the
usual cellar treatment, for clarifying and aging.

It has been decided after a careful review that the previous announcement is correct
and that the term "wine" without further characterization must be restricted to
products made from untreated must without other addition or abstraction than that
which may occur in the usual cellar treatment for clarifying and aging. However, it
has been found that it is impracticable, on account of natural conditions of soil and
climate to produce a merchantable wine in the States of Ohio and Missouri without
the addition of a sugar solution to the grape must before fermentation. This condition
has recognition in the laws of the State of Ohio, by which wine is defined to mean the
fermented juice of undried grapes, and it is provided that the addition, within certain
limits, of pure white or crystahzed sugar to perfect the wine or the use of the necessary
things to clarify and refine the wine, which are not injurious to health, shall not be
construed as adulterations and that the resultant product may be sold under the name
"wine." Furthermore, it is permitted in sine of the leading wino-producing cOun-
tries of Europe to add sugar to the grape juice and wine, under restrictions, to romedy
the natural deficiency in sugar or alcohol, or an excess of acidity, to such an extent
as to make the quality correspond to that of wine produced, without any admixture1

from grapes ot the same kind and vintage in good years. It is conceived that there is
to difforence in principle in the adding of sugar to must in poor years to improve the
quality of the wine-than in the adding of sugar to the must every year for the same
purpose in localities where the grapes aroalways deficient.

In view of this practice, and having regard to the fact that fermented beverages
have been produced in the States of Ohio and Missouri by the addition of a sugar
solution to grape must before fermentation and sold and labeled as Ohio0.wino"
and "Missouri wine," respectively, for aperiod of over 60 years, it is hold a com-
pliance with the terms of Food Inspection Decision 109 if theproduct made from
Ohio and Missouri grapes by complete fermentation of the must under'proper collar
treatment, and corrected by the addition of a sugar solution to the'must before fer-
mentation so that the resultant product does not contain less than five parts por
thousand acid and not more than 13 per cent of alcohol after complete fermentation,
are labeled as "Ohio wine,, or "Missouri Wine," as the case may be, qualified by
the name of the particular kind or type to which it belongs.
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*A Ohio Qr. 14,i dry a1jij wino _Aeado 0 above stated a4i, twpeotep4 with Asp or solt dQes Ot inrease the yoiutne of the wine more tl) 10 per cutn8.rt oratm "Vin to;xs lil rts, !nay* be labeled as " Ohio setwn"o Msi-l aso "Oiweet wn"or "A isso'uri sweet Wine,0, as the case nmaj, e,'qtialifed by the nameof tile particular kind
or typo to which it belong.

The product made, i Ohio ond Misour by the addition of water and sugar to the
Pnmace o grapes tftm which the juice lip been p4rtjally expressed, vkxk by fer,nvnting thi9 zixture until a fermented bevQrae is produced, may be labeled
'Ohio pomaco wine" or "Missouri poreace wixe," as the cse maky be. If a sugarsolution be added to such products for the purpose of sweetening after fermentation,

they should be characterized as ".Sweet pomace winvs." The oddition to suchpredUcto o~f ay 8tificial e~loPg wVatter or ewetorng or preservative other than
sugar must be declared plaiily on te label to render such products tree from excep-tidn under the food and drugs act.

IFRANKLIN MACVE AGH,

,Seere ary of 1h TreIQry.
JAIJEO WILSON

Secretary ofAvriculture.
CuAttLEs NAQEL,

WAsINTON, D. C., May 18, 1910. Secretary of commerce and Labor.

STATEMENT OF MR. THEODORE A. BELL, OF SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL.-Continued.

'riTe CHAIRMAN. NOW, Mr. Bell, I think you had the floor.
Air. BELL. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, there are undoubtedly

i number of questions that have arisen in the Department of Internal
9 venue with regard to the construction and the practical operation
It the law of 1890 and its amen(hnents which can best be determinedby this committee by an inquiry from the Internal Revenue Depart.,

ment, because it is very apparent that we will not be able to agre
ivith some of the statements that have been made by our opponents
before this committee. But I believe, gentlemen, that an inquiryin that department will disclose the fact that the actual practical
Operation of this pure sweet wine law of 1890 and its subsequent
#,mendments has been equal and just and equally open to all of tho
makers of sweet wine in this country.

That law was formulated with three things in view, or three classes
of men under considbratton: First, the man who was a wine maker
And also a, dstfleor; secondly, the man who made sweet wines, but
Was not a distiller; and the exporter. There never has been a time
when the maker of pure sweet fortified wines has not been able to
Obtain all of the grape brandy that he needed in his business withoutp 0 g the full hare of $1.10. The records of tho office of the
Vommssioner Qt Internal Revenue disclose the fact that Californiajrandies in 1911 and prior thereto, and I assume the same in 192.
were shipped into eight or nine States east of the Rocky Mountains,and it was only last lear that Mr. Tafrpey hmself shipped frnon
F o Cal., to .t Garvett, of Virginia, 500 batrrol of grape. brandy
which . Garrett desired to use in the fortification of his sweet wine.SenatorThOMAS. You say thero neverwas a time when the makerf awotee wlIeo had to pay the ful Price of $1.10. Has he ha4 to pay

Ir. BELL. The 3 cents charge that is placed under the terms of
the law tocover the Government expenses of supervision.Senior TuOUAS. Three contA a gallon?
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Mr. BELL. Three cents a gallon only, and that is in the nature of a
charge, expressly so declared by the law itself, and is not in the
nature of a tax. Mr. Tarpey ;hipped those 500 barrels of grape
brandy to Mr. Garrett, selling it to hima f. o. b. Fresno at 25 cents a
gallon, which I am informed was about cost, if not just a little below
cost.

The CHAIRMAN. I suppose Mr. Garrett has a vineyard?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose Mr. Garrett had no vineyard, no pre-

tense of a vineyard, then could he have gotten it?
Mr. BELL. Under the strict and technical construction of the last

amendment to that act he could not have availed himself of the
privileges of the act.

The CHAIRMAN. I understood Mr. Cabell to say the other day
that if he had just a few vines planted, whether he made any wine
or not, he could get it. I wanted to ask Mr. Cabell if the department
had ever resorted to that sort of a subterfuge in the construction of
the law?

Mr. CAnDLL. I will answer that by saying that for 30 years the
construction has been that the purpose of limiting it to the vino-
yardists was to prevent this tax-free brandy from going on the
premises of the rectifier, where it could be used for all sorts of pur
poses, and could not be -traced. A rectifier can not ferment any-
thing on his premises. So it was not a subterfuge.. He had to have
some grapes of his own, crush them, and ferment them. Then,
under the general provisions of the internal-revenue law, lie could
not have a rectifying house within 600 feet of that place. So the
Government was safe in the knowledge that that would not go on the
rectifying premises. Therefore, as I understand it, from the date of
the extension of the law even a part of a city block in vines, so that he
could not have a rectifying place within 600 feet of that place, was
considered a sufficient compliance with the law.

The CHAIRMAN. I was not concerned so much with the reason of
the Government for making that construction, but I wanted to know,
as a matter of fact, whether, when a man who was not entitled to use
free, untaxed spirits because he did not have a vineyard, planted a few
vines out there from which he got practically no'grapes, but which
was a subterfuge for a vineyard, the (lepartinnt had been construing
the law to give him that privilege?

Mr, CARELL. It prohibited him from being a rectifier if he fermented
some of his grapes on the place. le could not then, under the gen-
eral law, have a rectifying plant within 600 feet of that place where
he fermented any of his own grapes. So that the size of the vineyard
has not been considered at all material, merely that he had a few vines
from which he got a small .quantity of grapes, and fermented -them
himself, so that he ,was a wo. i maker and noi a rectifier. What has
been the point of difference that has troubled for the 30 years of the
life of the tax; I am advised, and I think it is correct. ---

Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman, I am informed that that particular lirnita,
tion was written into the amendment of the law of 1890, not, so much
at the behest of the wine makers of California, or at all in accordance
with their desire, but was written there as an administrative precau.
tion, which Mr. Cabell has already explained, and I want to say on
behalf of the grape growers and the wine makers of California that we
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have not the slightest objection to the removal of that limitation,because we believe it to be purely a matter of department administra-tion, and whenever the Internal Revenue Department believes thatwith the removal of that one restriction and limitation they will beable to administer the laws of this country wih respect to the taxupon distilled l quors, California certainly will have no objection tothe removal of that limitation.
Now, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, this law of 1890, by mere cal-culation of time, was enacted 23 years ago. There has never beenan attack upon that law; there has never come any criticism of thatlaw from the advocates of pure-food legislation in the country; therehas never been any attack upon that law by those who are interestedin raising sufficient revenues to administer the affairs of our country-but that attack has come from the most unexpected quarter, andthat attack upon the pure-wine law is a flank movement, as it were,upon the part of the competitors of California wine makers. Theyare not so much concerned with the amount of revenue that this ad-ministration raises; they are not so much concerned whether it be 3cents a gallon, or $1.10 gallon, but they are simply endeavoring, in myjudginent-and I do not wish to do then any injustice, and will not, ifIcan help it-to jam and crowd California on this tax in order thatthey may obtain from California a concession of their definition of wine.That is the ultimate object and motive, not behind the honorablegentleman who is the author of tis amendment-not at all; but Imean among the people out in the State of Ohio, the wine makers ofthat State, who are not concerned with the question of revenue, butthey believe that if they can embarrass, hamper, burden, and drive,perhaps, out of existence some of the sweet.wine makers of the Stateof California, then California, in a spirit of self-preservation and pro-tection, will come to them and say, "Gentlemen, we -will yield toou. You may make wine out of sugar and water, which is calledpiquette' in he ol country; you can make that which is calledpiquette in the old country and sell it to our people as wine, upon a

platie with the pure wine ;f California."That is, the exact situation with regard to that law of 1890. Therehas not arisen any man or any considerable number of men, in thiscountry who has ever challenged the wisdom of that law, because Ithink it was the very first pure-food legislation placed upon the stat-ute books of this country, and the attack now comes in a veiled form,not for the purpose of revenue, but for the purpose of compellijig Cali-fornia, almost by coercion, from a legislative standpoint, to stand for
their definition of wine.

Senator WILLIAMS. We do not care ahout any agreements thatyouand the men from Ohio make.
Mr. BELL. I am glad you suggest that.Senator WILLIAMS. We are not paying any attention to agreements

between delegations.
.Mr. BELL. I intended to say that at the outset of my remarks. Ifit were possible, gentlemen, for all the wine makers of this country,East and West, to compose their differences and to agree upon thedefinition of wine and to stand for aimelioration or unlimited additionof sugar and water and all sorts of artificial fermentations and addi-tions, it would not, in my judgment, weigh, and ought not to weighin the minds of this- committee or the Congress of the United States,
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in determining this question, because the question is one that con-cerns the publc of this county, and the sentiment of America is
solidly and soundly behind the pure-food legislation of this country.
There never has been anything that has been done in recent years
that has been so popular, for the simple reason that it teaches dowin
into the very homes of the people, as the pure-food legislation and
the standards that have been established. I hold in my hand a list
of the standards of purity for food products that was issued by the
Secretary of Agriculture on June 26, 1906, and to-day is the law of
this country, and this very amendment which is proposed by the
gentleman from Ohio would annul and would repeal the standards
that are fixed here and have been in force for the last seven years.
What do they say? They say that wine is the product made by the
normal alcoholic fermentation of the juice of sound, ripe grapes and
the usual cellar treatment. That is the definition, whih is the basic,
foundational definition of wine; and all of the standard definitions of
dry wine, fortified dry wine, sweet wine, fortified sweet wine, modified
whe, sparkling wine, ameliorated wine, and corrected wine are predi-
cated upon that basic definition of what wine is; and that is what
wine is, and that is what wine has always been in all the history of
the world, just as it has been defined by this great Government of
ours; and now they would, with this amendment, set aside and annul
and repeal this law.

Why do they want to do that? They come before this committee
and thfey say that they can not lroduco a wine that meets the require-
monts of these standards of )urity; that their climate is such and
their soil is of such a charaotor that they can not produce that kind
of wine and so they want to entirely pervert the definition of wine
and make that which is not wine, but is rum. When you add sugar
and water together and ferment it you make rum; you do not make
wine. rhey may add some pomaco or some grape must to give it
color or to give it flavor; but, as a matter of fact, it is ruin they are
making whenever they ferment this sugar with the water.

It seems to ine their whole case is a confession, and besides involv-
ing them involves the whole principle that is here at stake, It is
true, gentlemen, that in California we can and do make a pure wine.
Personally I imagine it is because of our climate, because the Japan
current warms tMe shores of California and creates there a climatic
condition somewhat similar to the climate of southern Europe, where
the hot winds blow over the Mediterranean and warm all that section
of country. because we are producing im'California the same kinds of
wine that they are producing in the southern countries of Europe,
because we are growing the same grape. It is an exotic, but it
flourishes in California. We are cultivating the very same grape in
California that they are cultivating in Europe-in Italy, France,
Spain, Portugal, and portions of Germany. And why I Bocauso,gentlemen, the Franciscan Fathers, when they went into California,
brought, I imagine, a variety from Spain which they planted, cut out
its old name, and called it the "Mission," and they raised these grapes
around the missions there in California and made a good, sound,
palatable wine.

That aroused the interest of others, and after California became a
State, 11 years after it was admitted to the Union, in 1861, our legis-
lature appointed Col. Arpad Harazathy to go over to Europe on a
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tour of investigation in regard to viticulture, and he returned with
100,000 cuttings, representing 1,400 different varieties of grapo,
those grapes wore planted, and our legislature established in, the
University of California, and has maintained for years, a scientific
department for the study of this question. We have investigated
the question in that State and planted 359.000 acres in grapes. What
bind of principle would it be if we should t.uke away the natural
advantages, the things that nature has given to California in soil and
climate, and attempt to equalize them by legislation I I think we are
through in this country, gentlemen, with anything that looks like a
hothouse proposition;. we are through with those things that have to be
fostered, protected, vitalized, and kept alive by artificial moans; and
because they are not on an equality with us, because they are not
raising the same grape, they come to the United States Congress and

say, "You shall reduce 96 per cent of the pure wines of the country
to the level of the other 4 per cent," degrading, debasing, in my judg-
went, and trying to equalize by law the things that are not equal in
nature. They talk about amelioration, and that is a good word in,
deed. It has an alluring and a seductive sound. Our answer to
that is "ameliorate your grapevine."

You can not gather grapes of thorns or figs of thi.tles, and you can
not make wine out of anything else but a wine grapo. Some of their
varieties here in the East are table grapes, fit for other purposes
undoubtedly, lut not fit for wie making.. It is simply a proposi-
tion, if they can, of ameliorating the grapevine itself by a process of
selection to get those varieties and add the stocks that are hardy
enough and strong enough to stand the climate of the Eastern States
and at the same time make a good wine. They are doing it in north-
ern Germany; they are doing it in southern Russia, I understand 0t
present. The wor1. of California has been a selective process. It bas
become a sciehtific question in California, the selection of proper
stocks, the proper varieties, etc. Some thrive there and sone will not;
some make good wine and some will not make good wine.

T hey have also said here that they have to pay $3(0 a, ton for grapes
and that out in California grapes can )e produced for $10 a ton. Well
and good. Then they argue, at least the inference logically flows from
the statement, that they must get three times as much juice out of the
same ton of grapes as we (10 in order to make up the difference in. piee.There is the whole thing, gentlemen. Thi is a movement, without

uestion, to stretch and to increase the production of I ton of grapes,
We are content in California to get 1 ,0 gallons of juice out of a ton of
grape'g. Here in the East what do they want to do V They want to
squeeze out two-thirds of the juice, make it iito champagne or grape
juice, leaving the acid and the skin; and the acid lies very close to the
s kin, held in a small sack next to the skin. They take out the pulp
and the meat, out of which they can maka a wine, and then they takeone-third of the juice, with th skiand acid, adcom. here and say
it is too high in acid..

They also ask, in this amendment that if their grape contain I Qper cent of sugar, they may then -e pernittod to Idd unlimited
amounts of sugar and water, provided they do not inorqaso tho
alcoholic strength more than 13 par cont. I want to tell you, gentle-
mon, that a grape that contains only 1(0 per 0ent, of augar is not fit
lor making Wine, and that the people of thief country tauht -to be
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protected in their health, if not in their choice, from being tendered
a wine of that character. A grape containing 10 per cent of sugar is
a green grape and this law says wine is the product made from thejuice of sound, ripe grapes. That is the reason why )r. Wiley says
that that sort of a liquor-I will not dignify it by calling it wine--is
not fit for consumption by the people of this country, not so much
on account of the addition of pure sugar, or so much on account of the
addition of water, but from the fact that the very reason why they
add sugar and water is because of the fruit itself upon which they
pour the sugar and water and that renders the thing not only un-
palatable, but, as Dr. Wifey said, absolutely unwholesome ani un-
healthful for the American people to drink.

I desire to call your attention to this thing, gentlemen, which came
to my attention last night. Over in Europo, after the first fermenta-
tion, after they make their dry wines, re( or white, they go through
what they call a second fermentation, by taking the pomaco that is
left, and duringg a sugar solution upon it. But when that goes out,
they do not permit it to be called wine. They give to that the name
"piquette," which indicates in itself just exactly what it is, that it is
a pomace wine, and they do not make any pretenses of calling it a
pure wine.

These gentlemen have entertained the committee, and I was enter-
tained also, by their brief history of the wine industry in the East.
Gentlemen, I want to say to you this, and this will apply the same
to the cotton fields of the South, the great cornfields of the Middle
West, or the wheat fields of the Northwest. You can not understand
what the people of that State have suffered, the trials and the pr iva-
tions and the hardships which they have undeigono unless you have
been raised upon a. vineyard or among the vineyards of that State.
In my own case, my father went up into the mountains, being a
mechanic, and cleared 30 or 40 acres of land. I was 4 years of ago
at that time and continued to live there until I went out for myself
in my profession. They go out upon the mountain sides, and it
requires a vast amount "of labor; it requires that they live frugally,
that they live economically, that they save every nickel they can,
and they clear away the pine, the fir, the madrona, and the man-
zanita, and they plant a few acres of grapes. Then it is four years
before they get any ind of a crop; it is seven years before those
vines come into full bearing. There is one thing about the wine
industry that, in my judgment, distinguishes it fromn every other
industry of the soil in this or any other country, and that is the
amotint of employment of a good, clean, outdoor, wholesome char-
actor that it gives to labor, because there is something to do in a.
vineyard the whole year round.

Senator THOMAS. What is the character of your labor out there--
Japanese ?

Mr. BELL. Nb; what few we harve we want to et rid'of.
Senator To-rAs. I understand that.
Mr. BELL. The Japanese are employed hero and there, the Hindus

are ,employed, and the Chinese are employed. But up in my part
of the country, up in the Coast Range north of San Francisco, when
the vintage comes along-it lasts about six weeks-all the -schools
tak -a VadatiiYn, and the boys and girls and the' Women take part
ii the work. I have seen tay mother and my sister, as wbll as l1
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the other women in the neighborhood, go out into the vineyard
with their knives and pick the grapes. It is not a difficult task.
It is outdoors, in the warm sunshine, and is generally considered not
only good for the health, but for the pocketbook.

Senator THOMAS. Do not those conditions apply to viticulture
everywhere?

Mr. BELL. Yes. But I am speaking now generally on the l)ropo-
sition of the wisdom of placing this tax.

Again, take the history of viticulture in California, because I
want to lead up to and show you, if I can, the grave results that
are bound to follow in that State if any kind of tax be imposed on
the wines of California. The history of viticulture is divided into
two periods, commencing with the vines planted by the Franciscan
missionaries, and then up to the eighties or nineties, when great
scourge struck California-an insect that simply wiped out ali the
vineyards of California-and men who were considered well-to-do,
men who were building homes and improving their property, simply
went down the path of foreclosure, many of them to l)aupers' graves,
because this post left nothing but the black, (lead stumps of a vine-
yard. They had to be pulled up, or (lug out, and then the people
of that State went to work once more, with an energy that they
have, replanting those vines. They got the Riparia, and they
planted that, and then they got the resistant stocks from the old
country and planted them, and then grafted on the different varie-
ties making the root absolutely resistant, either grafted in the ground,
or bench grafted, grafted before the cutting or the rooting was
planted.

It took a good many years for them to get back on their feet, and
the wine business in California since 1906 has been in a precarious
condition. You have the figures before you showing that it costs
about $10 or $10.50 a ton to produce grapes, including the interest
on the investment, because it costs in the neighborhood of $300 to
bring an acre of grapes into bearing. It costs $10 or $10.50, and the
prices there to-day are ranging from %1O to $11 or $12 a ton just
about enough for the vineyardist to get a fair return from his labor-
most of them work in the vineyards themselves-and also a fair
interest on the invested capital. But occasionally the frost hits
them. I have gotten up, myself, many a time in the middle of the
night, when the thermometer got down to about 32, and lighted
fires all over the vineyard to create warmth and to create a cloud of
snioke so that when the sun came up it would not blast the vines.
If they get $10 or $11 or $12 a ton for their grapes they are about
able to make a fair return on their labor and a fair interest on their
capital invested.

If you put a tax on these pure sweet wines, I do not care whether
it be 1 cent or $1.10, in my judgment it first violates the principle
that there is no industry of the soil that ought to be taxed, We
ought to invite the people of this country to live upon the farms,
and e ought to try to create a liking for the farm. But my judg-
ment is that a tax levied upon any industry of the soil amounts to a
command to abandon the farm for the city life; and that industry
will not stand it. That industry can not stand a tax.

I am not pleading here mery as an advocate. M y father is a
wine maker. I am here as one who understands that busmess, and
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I have seen too much of the privation and too much of the suffering
and too much of the worry that has carried many a good man and
woman down to their grave in that State, and I know that you can not
impose a tax upon that industry without working immense and
tremendous hardship to the people of that State, for this simple
reason. Where will that tax fall? It will fall, wo say, partially Upon
the consumer, but it will surely fall also upon the small grape growers
of that State. Every man who has a vineyard in California ias not
a wine cellar, a vineyard of 6, 10, 15, or 20 acre tract-the average
vineyard in California contains less than 25 acres. Some of them
with 25 or 30 acres have their wine cellars, but most of the smaller
growers are compelled to take their grapes to the markets that the
wine cellars afford.

They depend upon all branches of the industry to take care of the
products of the State. We have 340,000 or 350,000 acres of vineyard.
About one-half of that total acreage is planted now in grapes that
are used exclusively for wine, the other half divided among table and
raisin grapes; but the raisin men and the table grape men in Cali-
fornia tave been aided by the making of sweet wines. They have
been able to live, for the simple reason that they have been able to
take their inferior bunches, which they would have sent to the trays
for drying, or sent into the markets as raisins or table grapes, and
particularly their second crops-because the cold weather comes on
and they do not ripen, they do not get the color, they do not got the
sugar-and send them to the distilleries. The distilleries in Cali-
fornia are taking care of now about 150,000 tons of grapes annually.
If either of these amendments, the original amendment, proposed by
the committee, or the other amendment, proposed by the gentleman
from Ohio, is adopted, we have no doubt that it will destroy the
market in that State for 135,500 tons of grapes that now go to the
brandy distilleries, and next your those grapes, gentlemen, will
simply rot upon the vines, and it will represent a loss of over $1,000,000
alone, those 135,500 tons.

But, more than that, the dry-wine districts of California, up where
I live, in Napa and Sonoma Counties, are going to suffer, too, because
there will be an overproduction of dry wines. Just the moment you
put a tax on the sweet wines of that State you force a lot of grapes
now used for making sweet wines into the dry-wine market, and
that creates an overproduction.

The question was raised here, and I realize that from a revenue
standpoint it is probably the most serious question that has been
asked of us during this hearing, why should the spirits that go into
the fortified pure wines be exempt from tax any more than any other
sprit, and I will answer that, because it has to be answered For
the simple reason that they are not marketed as spirits, and, as a
matter of fact, they are not spirits. Unless the wine is fortified--above 240, it- does not come under the definition of (listilled spirits,
it is not affected by the tariff laws, and it is not affected by the law
you have under consideration. That pure grape brandy that is used
for the fortifying of those wines comes from the grape itself, comes
right out of the same vineyard, you might say, or an adjoining vine-
yard, because there is the sugar in the grape, and you want to bear
In mind also, gentlemen, that sugar is potential alcohol because
it can be converted into alcohol, 2 of sugar making 10 of alcohol.
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What process does a man go through who wants to fortify
his sweet wines with this grape brandy? He has a ton of sweet
grapes, which he crushes in a vat for the purpose of making sweet
wine. He has another ton, and he decides he will extract the
alcohol from that for the purpose of fortifying the juice of this other
ton, and he simply sends it to his own little distillery on his placed
or to soie othe, distillery, for the purpose of converting the suga-
in this ton of grapes into alcohol, and then adding it to the pure
juice of the other ton of grapes. It looks to me as though it becomes
clearly an ingredient. It is an ingredient in the wine. The finished
article is wine, and not spirits, and that is the reason why the tax
should not be imposed upon the spirits that go into those wines,
the same as the tax is imposed upon other spirits.

Let me call your attention to this fact-and it is to be borne in
mind when a great, radical change like this is contemplated-that
the year following the passage of this law of 1890 there were produced
in California 1,080,000 gallons of fortified sweet wines. Under the
operation of that pure-winie bill that industry has been built up to
20,000,000 of gallons, and men and women have been encouraged
to devote theirlives to grape planting in that State. They have made
their investments, they have built up their industry, upon the theory
and the assumption that the Government of this country had put
upon its statute books a l)ure-ine bill, and they had a right to believe
that that pure-wine bill would remain intact.

Senator TnoM*AS. That is exactly the argument that every protected
industry has made before this committee.
. Mr. BELL. I know that it would be subject to that criticism, if this

were a protected indust-ry. But these gentlemen who are in here from
the Eastern States, when they ask for the imposition of a tax upon
these pure wines, are asking for a perverted protection, or an inverted
protection. They simply say that, instead of putting a tax upon the
wines that conic in from the old country, as there is now, and a tariff
to protect them. you should go out there and penalize their California
competitors. 'hey are asking for an interstate protection rather
than an international protection. I know it is the argument of every
protectionist. But this is not in the nature of a protective tari
this is not in the nature of a discrimination or a special privilege;
the' law was made simply for the purpose of encouraging in this
country the making of an absolutely pure wine, fortified with nothing
else but the pure juice of the grape.

The oCRAIUMAN. How does the foreign producer of these same wines
fortify them?

Mr. BELL. I think very much in the same way. Mr. Barlotti is
very much better acquainted with that question than I.

Mr. BARLOTT. About the same way, I should say, as in this coun.
try with the exception that they fortify them to a smaller degree;
and, furthermore, i Europe they do not use as-much sweet wine as
we do In this country, because they prefer the dry wihes.

Senator WILLIAMS. That brings me to something thht I wartt to
ask, whether we do not as a rule, fortify our wines too much, and
whether this exemption from tax on the grape brandy is hot one of thb
causes that led to that?

Mr, BEzLL. I am inclined to believe that when a tax is ithpo'?ed the
final result of the fortification way be loss than it is now. It is about
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an average of 20 per cent, but, at the same time, there are gentlemen
here who have a more scientific knowledge of this subject than I have,
and their briefs will be filed, and some of them have already been
filed, which will show to you gentlemen that, so far as your hopes to
raise any considerable revenue from this tax on pure wines are con-
cerned, they are very likely to be blighted.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am talking about the tax upon the grape
brandy.

Mr. BELL. Yes. By a different method of fermentation, by fer-
menting these sweet grapes-we will say there are 260 of sugar-
by fermenting them dry, they will have 130 of alcohol, where now
they ferment them down to 7, and leave part of tie natural sugar in
the wine. But if you are going to tax them on their alcohol, tie
natural thing to do will be to ferment the sugar that is in the grape
until it is wholly converted into alcohol. So you start with 13', and
then, if they add 3 or 4 more degrees, or if they a(ld 7, you have
cut your tax about three-fifths already.

Senator WILLIAMS. And you have a healthier and a better wine?
Mr. BELL. I would not say that you would have a healthier or a

better wine; and I am not prepared to admit that the imposition of
this tax will lead to the reduction of that fortification, for the simple
reason, again-and that is a thing that this committee must be most
careful aout--you must consider the introduction of pure neutral
alcohol, because if that be written into this law, the men who are
fortifying their pure sweet wines in California to-diy with pure grape
brandy, which costs them 40 cents a gallon, with grapes at $10 a ton,
will not use any more grape brandy, that is a .certainty, because
the will be able to get their pure neutral alcohol for 6 or 8 cents a
gallon.

I want to make one more remark, and then I desire to give the
committee a chance to ask questions. I want to say this, and I sup-
pose every time a Californian appears before a committee he has
something to say upon this subject? but I think this is material at
this time, at least. I was raised up in a district in California whore a
number of Swiss and Italians came in and cleared up our hillsides
and planted them to the grape, and I want to say to you this, that
our ifmigration problenis are going to increase upon the Pacific
coast. We want to close our doors absolutely, if Ave can, to immi-
grants from the Orient, and assimilate and absorb as many of the
white people of the world as we can. With the opening of the canal,
we are going to have an immigration problem upon our hands in
Californi-a, and there is no industry that attracts those people so
much as the raising of grapes. It is estimated we have more land
in California that can be planted to the grape than the entire area of
France. Those people, instead of remaining in tle big cities and
hanging around, go out io the mountains, on the hllsides, and clear

up those places. I have seen their-wives go out and grub up the
trees, and plait the vines. There is no better way, in my udgmont
because I have lived right in tle midst of them, of assithlhting and
absorbing those people, than to permit them to go out and have
their zown Vines and fig trees, give them a feeling of independence,
and they will become attached to our Government and our insti-
tutions.

6425-18----4
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Ono other point is this, and a very 1iplotan[t point. There is a,gret aniount of hnorted wino drunk in this country. Thoae peoplefrom Ohio, Now York, and Other Eastern States, can not compete
with those imported wines, because they are not making the same
wine*

Senator THjOfAs. I do not think anybody can. If a man wantsto drink im)orted wine he will pay a double price for it, just for thesake of calling it imported.
.Mr. Bim,,. t is a matter of education and taste. We do not saythat people should be compelled to drink wine or any other intoxicat-igbeverage. .But we say that when a man chooses to drink a wineie should be given an absolutely pure article. We are entering intocompetition with these imported wines; we are .ndea .vorin in Cali-fornia., to obtain the home market of this country for the home prodl-uets of this country, and we can compete with 6iese people, becausewe are making a wine from the same kind of grape they are. If youinclude in this bill a provision that allows this additional water andsugar, I say that you will absolutely destroy the reputation, the stand-ard, as well as the actual character of the wines that are produced inthis country. You will absolutely drag down and debase the winesof California, which are now winning a place for themselves in com-petition with those imported brands, and you will reduce them to thecommon level; yot will take 96 per cent anhd reduce them to the level

of 4 per cent.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you toll the committee whether foreign coun-tries producing wines tfiat will likely come in competition with yourwine impose any hiternal-rovenue or other tax upon spirits used in

their fortification?
Mr. WTmornE. I think the only foreign country that imposes a taxon the spirits used in fortifying whie is France. That is because theyare in a northern country there, and a dry-wine-raising country. Thesouthern countries, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Algeria, encourage thesmall fortification of wine." They fortify their wines to a less degreeof alcohol than we do, because under our law we are compelled to Have4 per cent of sugar, and it takes 20 per cent of alcohol to preserve thatsugar. The present law states that if the wine is eligible for fortifica-tion it must contain at least 40 of saccharine matter. If youwere drawing up a new law, we would suggest you cut that out, andthat would permit us to drop back to about 17 per cent of alcohol.We can not make amontillaio sherry here because it is dry, and it isfortified to about 17 per cent.
The CHAmmAN. What country do you fear most as a competitor?
Mr. WETMORE. Spain and Portugal.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not fear France at all?
Mr. WETMORE. No; France is a dry-wine-producing country.

They compote with our dry wines.
The C HAIRMAN. I understand you that Spain and Portugal imposeno tax of any kind upon spirits used for fortifying dry wines?
Mr. WETMORE. I[ think the ommsioner could -answer that btter

than I could.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you simply giving an impression, or have you

information?
Mr. WRTmnpO. I am just giving an impression.
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The (1AIRMAN. You had better look that tip and see if you can
not ascertain for us.

Mr. WETMORE. I think that ought to be answered- I think the
committee ought to satisfy itself. In 1879 the Senate Pinance Com--
mittee had a report upon that very subject made to them, but what
changes in the -European laws have been made since then I do not
know. England permits the fortification of ports on the docks. On
arrival in that country they permit them to be fortified. '

Senator WILLIAMS. I would like to have you drop a note to the
chairman of the committee, for the use of the committee, telling us
the provisions of our law, and how it compels the addition of 5 per
cent of sugar, and what amendment, in your opinion, would get rid
of that compulsion.

Mr. BELL. We will do that, Senator.
Mr. WETMORE. It is right here. It says:

And such wines shall contain not more than 4 per cent of saccharine matter, which
saccharine strength may be determined by testing with a Balling's saccharometer or
must scale.

Mr. BELLt. I understood you to say that it required 20 per cent to
preserve that amount of sugar?

Mr. WETMORE. Otherwise it will ferment.
The CHAIRMAN. In case this tax is placed, suppose you should

resort to other methods of fortifying, as I understood you to say a
little while ago you might (10. Would you not, in that way, impair
the character of your wines very much?

Mr. BELL. I would assume so, myself. I believe that a wine is a
better wine by being fortified with grape brandy, which is made from
the pure juice of the grape. But if the doors are opened to the use
of pure neutral alcohol, it will be used in this eastern country for the
purpose of fortifying wines, and it comes down to a question of
dollar and cents in California. Of course, the wine maker in Cali-
fornia is going to use the cheapest thing he can, and he can save
money by using pure neutral alcohol, because this can be made very
cheaply in California. They are shipping in now the pinealle refuse
from the Hawaiian Islands, and even alcohol made from sawdust
and shavings has passed muster with the Department of Agriculture,
and is declared fit for consumption. They would not save the tax,
but they would save on the price it cost.

The 0HAIMAN. They would lose in the quality. I understood you
to saythat you were very anxious to maintain the quality of yourwine

Mr. BELL. Oh, yes. I think undoubtedly it would lose in quality.
I rather rebel at the thought of adding pure neutral alcohol from
peaches, pineapplies, sawdust, etc., to wine, and calling that wine.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not really think that would happen, do
youI

Mr. BELL. I know it would happen.
The CnAiRMAN. You- would sacrifice quality- to expense .
Mr. BELL. We have gentlemen in this country who are looking to

quantity.
The&HAiRMAN. Why do you not do that now? You can got that

neutral spirits cheaper than you can the other.
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Mr. BELL. You call not Use it free. This 3 per cent appliet now to
the grape brandy only, and does not apply to any other fortification
agent at all. k

Senator WlLLIAMIS. As a matter of fact, do the eastern people buy
much of your grape brandy for the purpose of fortifying?

Mr. BELL. Yes; they are buying a good (teal.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do they get it -ith or without the tax ?
Mr. BmLL° They get it without the tax, and it is being supplied to

them now substantially at the cost of l)roduction.
Senator WILLIAMS. The market price less the tax?
Mr. BELL. No; less than the market price.
Senator TIIAS. Has that been the case right along, or since this

bill has been pending?
Mr. BELL. Right along. Mr. Tarpey shipped 500 barrels to Mr.

Garrett last year. But these gentlemen are not worried about that.
That is not keeping them awake a minute. That is not worrying
them in the slightest degree.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to find out what you are worried about.
Are you worried about foreign competition, or are you worried about
the probability that an increase ii the cost of your product may
lessen consumption? Which are you worried about?

Mr. BELL. We are worried about a number of things. But I was
speaking principally about their worries. These gentlemen are not
worried about the brandy question. What they are endeavoring
to do is to force us into a concession in the matter of the definition
of wine. They can get all the grape brandy they want.

Senator WILLIAMS. They can not force you into any concession.
If they did, that would have nothing to do with this committee.
We would pay not a particle of attention to your mutual concessions.
We want to get at the legislation as clearly as we can, for the general
public and not for you.

Mr. BELL. If yOU put a tax on this grape brandy that is used out
there, I want to say to you that, outside of perhaps the California
Wine Association, and possibly one or two more powerful companies
and individuals, I (do not know a pure-wine maker in California
who will be able to finance his business, because you can not take the
warehouse receipts for wine and put them up in the banks of this
country as collateral, as do the men who are engaged in the whisky
or the tobacco business. You can not (1o that. The wine business
has reached that precarious state where the wine itself or ihe ware-
house receipt is not taken as collateral security by the banking insti-
tutions, or the people who loan money, and I want to say you will
crush out every one of the independents-and California to-day is
producing 27,000,0i00 of sweet and -dry wine by independents. he
charge was made that it was produced by monopoly. I must correct
those gentlemen. There are 27,000,000 gallons produced by inde-
pendents. The whole State of California is full of. independent
operators.
-The CHAIRMA-k What-is the price of your'wine as compared With

the price of like wines shipped from abroad to this coutiry?
Mr. BELL. I have made no comparison, except, perhaps, up on the

Raleighiroof garden, or some place where I would have to pay for it.
The CHAIRMAN. After the foreign winepays the tariff duties which

range from '45 to 60 per cent, do not those wines command much
higher prices than yours?
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Mr. BarL. I think they do. They retail here at a much higher
price.

The CRAIRMAK. I understood you to say the other day that these
eastern wines sold at a higher price than your wines.

Mr. BRLL. I imagine they do.
The CHAntMAN. Then yours is the lowest priced wine in this coun-

try?
Mr. BELL. Yes; because we can produce them.
The CHAIRMAN. And the consumption of those wines in this coun-

try depends upon your cultivating the taste of the people for them?
Mr. BELL. Yes. The average price of sweet wines in California

in bulk, when *shipped from California, is 29 cents a gallon, and they
have been able, by putting their wines out at that price, to bring
those wines within the reach of most of the people. There are a great
many people who are not given to the drinking of alcoholic drinks
at all, but who drink ports and sherries for medicinal purposes, and
then they buy small barrels or small kegs for household purposes, and
keep them at their homes. We have been able to bring these wines
within reach of the people of this country, and a pure wine at that.

Senator SmvELY. NY-hen I came in. you were saying this whole in-
dustry substantially was built up on this act of 1890.

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator SIVELY. And that the reimposition of this tax would have

a tendency to put the cost of these wines above a reasonably compet-
ing)oint as compared with the wines of other countries.

Mr. BELL. Some one is going to suffer very much indeed, and ulti-
mately the man who has his little vineyard iii California it will crush,
and it will result in the tearing up of the vineyards and the general
demoralization of the wine industry of our St'ate if any tax1)e im-
posed.

Senator SmIVELY. Ths is the case of the imposition of a tax that
you object to, and not the case of the ordinary protectionist who
insists on imposing a tax?

Mr. BELL. It is quite the opposite in its practical operation.
'Mr. WETMORE. If the committee is still in session, I would like to

apologize to this committee for getting angry the other (lay in criti-
.cizing my opponents, and I wish also to apologize to them, and if I
have the consent of the committee, I would like to withdraw my
remarks front te record.

Senator B'U'RTON. Mr. Lannen and others would like the privilege
of.filing briefs.

Mr. WVETMOAtE. I would suggest that we havo a hearing another
day, when the conmittee may take the important-part and we be
-witnesses, answering such questions as they may wih to ask. We
have taken the floor and monopolized it.

Senator WXILLIAMS. I would suggest that the various briefs be
,referred to the proper subcommittee, and we can take them up in
regular order there.

Senator POMIERENE. Let me suggest that you designate a time
within which they should be filed.

Senator WILLIAMS. We can not do that now. As they come in
-they will be filed with the others,.

Senator PoME RiN1EN. This testimony will be printed, I take it?
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Senator WILLIAMS, If anybody wants it printed. I see no ne-
cessity of that, however.

Mr. LANNEN. Senator Williams, I would like to have the record
show, in connection with Dr. Wiley's decision on Ohio wines, a copy
of Food Inspection Decision 120 repealng that decision.

Senator WILLIAMs, We take for granted you will put in your
briefs everything of that sort.

(Thereupon, at 11.05 o'clock a. m., the committee adjourned.)

BRIEFS FILED WITH THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCE.

The honorable Committee on Finance, United States Senate:
In addition to what we have already stated, we desire to say:
Our position on the bill is as follows:
In reference to paragraph 254 , lines 3 to 25 inclusive, where you

propose to put a tax of $1.10 on each proof gallon of wine spirits,
grape brandy, or neutral alcohol used for fortifying sweet wines, we
have no recommendations to offer, except that you be as lenient
as possible regarding the amount of the tax.

Page 71, lines I to 18, inclusive, in which you propose to place
a tax of 25 cents a gallon on spurious wines-we are heartily in favor
of taxing spurious wines. But this part of the paragra)h shoul be so
amended as not to include standard commercial wines made east of
the Rocky Mountains. As the paragraph in these lines particularly
states that wines should be made exclusively from fresh grape rs,
berries, etc., and as our wines contain an addition of water added to
ameliorate the excessive acidity, but which does not reduce the acid
below five parts in a thousand, and have an addition of sugar to
produce alcohol not to exceed 13 per cent in the finished product, this
paragraph on spurious wines would tax, not only spurious wines but
also our standard commercial wines. Hence the amendment which
we offered yesterday, in which all we ask for is to be allowed to add
water to reduce the natural acidity in the grape juice down to not less
than five parts 'in a thousand and add sugar enough toproduco
alcohol, not to exceed 13 per cent in the finished dry iine. This will
standardize the eastern wines for all years, favorable years as well as
unfavorable ones. This is a safer standard than to liilt the amount
of sugar and water to a certain per cent, because our standard would
limit the amount of water and sugar in favorable years, when the
acidity is low and the natural sugar high, to the amount actually
necessary, and in all years would limit the amount of water and sugar
to actual necessity.

Water is added to our wines to reduce the excessive acid and
sugar is added for the purpose of making up the deficiency in natural
sugar contained ith- grapes, as the amount of natural sugar con-

tained in the grapes is generally deficient. This amount of sugar
and water does not lower the quality of our wines, but on the-cnn-
trary improves them, because our grapes have an abundance of
flavor and character.

The sugar added for making dry whies produces only a small
amount of the total alcohol in the finished dry wine, andthe total
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amount of alcohol created by both the natural sugar and added
sugar never exceeds 13 per cent in dry wine, which is the maximum of
alcohol ever contained in our standard dry wines.

SWEET WINES.

Our sweet wines are made from our standard dry wines by simply
adding sugar to the standard diy wines not to exceed 15 per cent
by volume. This sugar is added for sweetening purposes only.
Te per cent of sugar for sweetening purposes is sufficient in most
instances, except for the Scuppernong wine and blackberry wine of
North Carolina and Virginia, which require 15 per cent by volume.
Our sweet wine, after having the sugar added to it for sweetening
purposes, is then fortified with wine spirits, grape brandy, or neutral
alco&lo, and after clarification is a standard sweet wine. Our sweet
wines are made as occasion demands during the year from such dry
wines as we have on hand.

By inserting in our amendment that the grape juice must show a
reading of not less than 10 on Balling's saccharometer we guard
against the use of unripe grapes, which have an excessive acidity,
thus throwing every possible safeguard around the standard proposed,
so that only that amount of sugar and water actually necessary may
be used.

Only under the standard we have asked for can we produce mer-
chantable wines in the Eastern States.

Respectfully submitted. TIIOMAS E. 1LANNEN,

Attorney fir 'Eastern Wine Macers.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Augqst 16, 1913.

SUGGESTIONS REGARDING PROVISIONS op SWEET-WINE AMEND-
MENTS MADE BY THE SENATE TO 1-1. R. 3321, AS PRESENTED BY
W. E. HTILDRETIT, PRESIDENT URBANA WINE CO., URBANA, N. Y.;
SOL BEAR & CO., WILMINGTON, N. C.

To the honorable Finance Committee, United States Senate:
Tile question of fortifying and plreserving pure sweet wines by the

use of grape brandy, free of tax, is one triat has been investigated
and canvassed by every wine-prodhcing country in the world, and
the result has, up to the l)resent time, been unirhfomly i favor of
allowing the makers of pure sweet wines to so fortify and preserve
their wiies. The imposition of any tax on tile brandy so usedwould
of necessity so curtail the manufacture of legitimate sweet wines as
to practically )rohibit their use to a large extent. Much of the
sweet wines'made in this country are used, with very beneficial
results, in the preparation of certain medicines, cordials, and tonics,
the manufacturers of which if ultimately obliged to pay the t x on
the fortifying brandy would turn to the cheaper forms of ethyl
alcohol derived from corn, molasses, fruit parings, black scrap, Pnd
even wood or pulp for obtaining the alcohol necessary in their manu-
facture. The result would be that under such a tax there would be
but a small demand for legitimate sweet wines, and the necessary
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increase in the cost of such sweet wines would further curtail theiruse with the masses as a beverage and light tonic and drive the poorpeople to tile use of tile cheaper stron spirits as a beverage andtonic. These facts We feel would undeoedly curtail the manufac-ture of pure sweet wines to such an extent that the Governmentwould derive but little benefit from the tax as a revenue measure,and without a corresponding tax on the imitation wines pre%serve(l,by the use of chemicals would practically prohibit the manufacturepure sweet wines altogether, a fact which we are firmly convincedwill be borne out by an inquiry at the Pure Food Department. If,'however, your honorable body, despite our views in the matter andthat of all other wine-producing countries, feel that such a tax could(be levied without )ractically destroying the property of the vine-yar(dists and all pro(lucers of such sweet wines, and feel that theprovisions of the tariff bill as set forth at present in section 254Jshould be enacted into the law certain parts of that section ought to.be corrected or the result wouil! be almost prohibitory to the manu-
facture of pure dry wine.Page 71, lines . to 13, of the tariff bill provides for a tax of 25,cents per gallon on so-called pomace or imitation wine, the definitionof which is not sufficiently clear as to classification. There is beforethe House at present a pure-wine bill, H. R. 4982, which is the resultof a conference of the reasonable pure-wine makers of California andthe East, collaborating with the Pure Food Department and theInternal-Revenue Department, and based upon the -wine laws of allother wine-producing countries, which define what shall be an imita-tion wine and what should be allowed as ordinary cellar treatment ofpure wine, and we feel that such definitions should be attached tothe tax enactment on imitation wines instead of the exempting clause,

as defined in lines 13 to 18 of page 71.If, however, these definitions, in your judgment, would be toocumbersome to be enacted into the revenue bill, the word "sweet"on line 14, before wines, should be stricken out or the result would bea tax on pure dry wines with an exemption on pure sweet wvines, cor-rected as proposed. Also on line 18, page 71, the words "in eithercase" should be replaced by "in all," or the correction allowed foruntaxable wine would be aii addition of 20 per cent of sugar, 20 porcent of grape must, and 20 per cent of wat6r, or, in all, a correctionof 60 per cent, which we feel is not what the comumnitteo contemplatedas defining a pure wine. The last paragraph on page 73, lines 4 toincluded, provide that wines may be fortified under the old sweet-wine law up to January 1, 1914.
Under this provision, I take it, it wa- designed to allow the fortifica-tion of sweet wines produced in 1913 under tie old sweet law. In thenorthern sections of New York and-Ohio this would be practicallyimpossible, as our grapes are not all harvested "intil the first part ofNovember, and it wuoulo be practically impossible to obtain the brandyor the Governwuet. supervision for the fortifying of these wines befoiJanuary I even if the wines could be perfected fbr such fortificatiibefore ihat date, for which -reason if all sections of th country are tobe treated in a uniform manner I would suggest that after th'e words''January 1,1914," be added '"but shall not include any fInisled winesor wines in rcess of manufThesecorections

are vital to all pure-wine manufacturers; but. aS a whole, believing as
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we do, that the imposition of this tax would prove such n serious
menace to the sweetwine manufacturer of all the country both east
and west, and at the same time would be so uncertain of producing any
revenue to the Government, that it would be most desirable that the
matter might be laid over until such time as with the aid of the Pure
Food Department, the Internal-Revenue Department, and th legiti-
mate wine manufacturers a pure-wine bill could be enacted so as to
meet all of the legitimate demands both of the Government and
manufacturer.

Respectfully submitted. W. E. HILD aTII.

President Urbana Wine Co., Urbana, Steuben C0n(tdy, _V. Y.
SOL BEAR & CO.

To the honorable Committee on Finance, United States Senate:
The following amendment is submitted by the eastern wine makers

as an amendment absolutely necessary to bo made to enable them to
overcome climatic conditions and produce merchantable wines east
of the Rocky Mountains which will not be subject to the tax of 25
cents a gallon. If this amendment is not made, all wines made east
of the Rocky Mountains will have to stand a tax of 25 cents a gallon
while wines made in California will not have to stand such tax.

Amend paragraph 254 of I. R. 3321, as reported from the Com-
mittee on Finance in the Senate as follows:

Page 71, line 18, insert after the word "wine" the following:
And providedfurther, That the tax herein imposed shall not be hold to apply to a

dry wine made by fermentation of erllshed grapes, berries, or fruit or Juice of the same
under proper cellar treatment andl corrected by the addition of a solution of refined
cane, beet, or dextrose sugar to the crushed grapes, berries, frUits or juice of the same
before or during fermentation so that the resultant )roduct does not contain less than
five parts per thousand acid and not more than 13 per cent of alcohol by volume after
fermontation, provided that grape iuico front which such a dry wine is made shall show
a reading of not. less than 10 o Balling's saceharometer at a temperature of C06 F.
before such sugar solution is added as aforesaid; nor shall said tax apply to a dry wine
made as statedin this proviso and sweeetned with sugar which does not increase the
volume of the wine more than 15 per cont and fortified so that the total alcoholic con-
tent of such wine does not exceed 24 per cent of alcohol by volume, and such wine
ball be regarded as a pure sweet wine within the meaning of this act. Wines not
taxable under this act may be blended without the blend being subject to the tax
provided for in this act.

Page 73, line 6, insert after the letters "teen" a comma and the
words "but shall not apply to wines made prior to or in process of
manufacture on that date."

The following amendments are suggested as advisable and worthy
of the careful consideration of the committee:

Page 72, line 7, strike out the comma after the word "produce"
and ifsert in lieu thereof the word --" and."
. Page 72, line 1,- strike out the words "and shall" and insert in

lieu thereof the words "or may."
Pa-ge 73, line 5, strike out trie words "January first" and hisert in

lieu thereof the words "April first."

I
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BiF OF THE WINE INDUSTRY OF CALWORNIA, SUBMITTED BY
LOUIS S. WETMOF ATGUST 18, 1913, RELATING TO SECTION 254*,
H, R. 3321.

Hon. F. M. SIMMONS,
OMairman Finance Committee, United States Senate.

Sin: I beg to have submitted my brief to you in the form_ of ques-
tions and answers, which probably puts all of the questions thathave
come up during the hearing with definite answers to them, as I think
it would be very easy for you to refer to any particular question and
you would find an explanation of it.

Respectfully, Louis S. WETMORE,

President Stockton Chamber of Commerce, Stockton, Cal.

AUGUST 18, 1913.

Question. What is ,he object of section 254-, an amendment of
House bill 3321 ?

Answer. For the pu',,pose of raising revenue.
Question. How was this revenue to be derived?
Answer. By a tax levied on the brandy or wine spirits now used

in fortifying pure sweet wines.
Question. -low much brandy i, used in fortifying pure sweet wine?
Answer. An average of the past three years would be about

5,000,000 proof gallons. 'The maximum ever reached was 6,000,000
proof gallons.

Question. What tax is prol.osed on this brandy used in fortifying?
Answer. A tax of $1.10 per proof gallon.
Question. What is a proof gallon ,
Answer. A proof gallon is a liquid or wine gallon of brandy con-

taining 50 per cent alcohol; therefore, the tax of $1.10 per proof
gallon is a tax of $2.20 for each gallon of absolute alcohol.

Question. Is this the same tax that is collected on other distilled
spirits?

Answer. It is a greater tax, because the tax of $1.10 p~er proof
allon is collected on distilled spirits after they are withdrawn from

bond. Distilled spirits are allowed to be carried in bond for eight
years. It is safe to say that there is about 25 per cent of evapora-
tion, and the consumer'is only required to pay the tax on the amount
of spirits withdrawn. Therofore, the tax on brandy used in for-
tifyiig as proposed is 25 per cent greater than the tax on distilled
spirits, because the producer of sweet wines is required to pay the.
tax on the original gauge and all losses from evaporation have to be
stood by the producer.

Question. -How much sweet wine is )r6dii(bd?
Answer. The average of the past three years would be 20,000,000

gallons.
,Question. I-Iow much brandy is used to produce 1 gallon of sweet

wine?
Answer. The reports of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue

show that 5,000,000 proof gallons were used in producing 20,000,000
gallons of s-eet wine; therefore, it took 1 proof gallon of brandy
in 5 gallons of finished wine.
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Question. What amount of revenue was origindly anticipated or
suggested as being possible to collect under this amendment ?

Answer. Somewhere between $5,700,000 and $7,000,000, being
$1.10 per proof gallon on the present amount of brandy used in
fortifying.

Question. Is there any reason to believe that with the present
production of pure sweet wines, which average about 20,000,000
gallons per annun, that other methods could be used by which the
same results could be accomplished and less brandy used and con-
sequently less revenue obtained?

Answer. Yes; the present method of fortifying wine is to ferment
only a part of the natural sugar percentage of the grape juice into
alcohol (20 of sugar will ferment into 11 of alcohol). The present
average sugar percentage of California grapes is from 23 to 26 per
cont. This is allowed to ferment long enough to produce 7J per
cent of alcohol, leaving approximately 10 per cent of sugar in the
grape juice. To this, then, is ad(led 12 ° of grape brandy, bringing
the wime up to approximately 20 per cent of alcohol, which is the
percentage required to stop further fermentation and preserve the
balance of the natural sugar of the grape. Different wines of dif-
ferent types are fermentea to different degrees, but 71 per cent is
an average. This is the present method, wviich results in the use of
approximately 5,000,000 gallons of grape brandy in producing
20,000,000 gallons of pure sweet wine.

The other method is to ferment all of the natura-1 sugar of the grape
into alcohol and by adding concentrated grape juice a result can be
obtained by natural fermentation of 15 per cent of alcohol. (Labo-
ratory experiments have even gone so far as to develop 17 per con of
alcohol by natural fermentation.) The wine is then practically dry,
without any sugar percentage, and more condensed grape juice can be
added to sweeten the wine to suit the taste of the consumer. Then
it is only necessary to add 50 of alcohol in place of 1240 to have a
resulting wine at 20 per cent alcoholic strength. In other words,
the wine maker can very easily change his methods of wine mak-
ing so as to use only 40 per cent of the present amount of grape
brandy now used. The only reason that he does not use this method
at the present time is that the brandy is free of tax and the quality of
wine produced is superior to that which could be produced by the
method suggested. By this method the revenue derived would only
be 40 per cent of the amount originally anticipated, or less han
$2,500,000.

Question. Why do *'ou think people would use this new method
Answer. Because these wine producers are men of commercial

instincts and will naturally produce their wines at the smallest
possible cost to themselves..

Question. Are there any further conditions which would still
further reduce the amount of revenue that apparently could be
collected by this amendment?

Answer. Yes. Only about 3 per cent of the wine is sold in glass
bottles under brand names, the remaining 97 per cent is sold in bulk
(casks containing from 27 to 50 gallons) to 'tlie working or middle
classes of our people. The amoun of wine so consumed is directly
in proportion to the wages or income of these people, and if the price
of wie is increased the amount they can purchase will be (ecreased
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in direct proportion. Therefore, under the present method, the costof the wine would be increased at least 150 per cont and the consump-tion consequently decreased 50 per cent, hence the revenue whichcan be actually calculated as forthcoming would not exceed
$1,000,000.

Question. Does it not seei then that this amendment defeats its
own purpose, that of producing revenue?

Answer. Yes. It appears thIat the tax proposed of $1.10 woulddefeat its own purpose; that is, to the extent of revenue anticipated.I have shown that I really d1o not think that more than $1,000,000can be raised with a tax placed on brandy of $1.10.Question. Are not the sweet wines that are imported into thiscountry lower in alcohol than California sweet wiines?Answer. Yes. I believe that it is true, especially of the Spanishsherries, but Spanish sherries, especially the "Amontillado," are dry;that is, they are not sweet and naturally do not require a large amountof alcohol to perfect them. We can not make these kinds of sherriesunder the act of 1890, because the act requires us to have at least4 per cent of sugar before we can fortify our wines.
Question. To what part of the act of 1890 do you refer?Answer. I refer to section 43, which reads "and such sweet wines

shall contain not less than 4 per cent of sacharine matter."Question. Then you can not very well compete against these
Spanish sherries.

Answer. Not exactly, because the sherries that we make are sweet,and the consumer who prefers a dry sherry has to buy the Spanishsherry.
Question. But why is it necessary to fortify your wines so high'?Answer. In or(ler to preserve the grape sugar. To explain further,would say that the California port wine contains about 10 per centgrape sugar (Balling's test after dealcoholization). Now, if thesewines were not fortified up to 20 or 22 per cent alcohol, this sugar

would go on and ferment.
Fermentation can tale place lip as high as 18 per cent, though itis very hard naturally to Terment above 15 per cent; still if a winewas fermented up as far as possible in alcohol in one climate and thewine was a sweet wine, it might stand all right while it was in the-original cellar and probably just during the winter; then as soon asthe temperature changed in the spring there would be new fermenta-tion set up. These fermentations are vory difficult, matters to under-stand, because there are so many different forms of fermentation, the(esiredi one behig that which results in the production of alcohol by(lividilig the sugar into alcohol and carbonic-acid gas. The undesir-able fermentation is when a fermentation starts in under undesirableconditions -which is complicated with other bacteria and results in-producing acetic acid or vinegar. That is the result which you willget if sweet wines were not fortified high enough in alcohol to preventai unfavorable fermentation takiNg place.

. Nov, here is the proposition: T 1eO analysis of even imported portsinto this country milht show cells 18 or 19 per cent of alcohol, butthese are wines that I iave been matured and aged. When wines arefirst fortified l in order to have then in a commercial shipping con-dition, the wine must contain 20 per cent of alcohol before shipment.Now, al allowance has got to be made for filtering and handling wines
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in the cellars. There is a loss of alcohol in filtering wine, but there
is a greater loss in alcohol by evaporation. WIle the combined
evaporation of both the moisture and alcohol all runs all the way
from 3 to 10 per cent per year, the alcohol evaporates faster than tl;
moisture. It is the opposite of distilled spirits, because distilled
spirits sometimes increase in proof while in bonded warehouses, during
which time the volume of the spirit may have decreased by evap-
oration, but the volume of the wine is complicated by all the elements
of fruit juices, and the added brandy to the wine is ihe most unstable
or uncombined portion of that wine, especially during its first year.
The process of aging wine contemplates the complete assimilation of
the brandy until suc a time as the brandy is actually a component
part of the wine. During all these processes the alcoholic, strength
of the wine has been decreasing.

Commencing again, then, with wine at 20 per cent alcohol, finished
and ready for shipment from California: Tis is put in a new oak
barrel and, either by the affinity of oak for th spirit rather than for
the wine or some unknown cause, which would be very difficult to
attempt to explain, when that wine arrives in New York it has lost
a half degree in alcohol, and by the time that wine has been handled
from Now York back to the jobbers in the neighboring States and
from them to the retail dealers and from them to the consumer it
would be pretty safe to say that the alcoholic strength of the wine
reaching the consumer is somewhere around 181 to 19 per cent of
alcohol.

Therefore the alcoholic strength of wine from the time it was
originally fortified until it has reached the consumer has dropped
all the way from 2° to 30 in alcohol. And after the wine has been
thoroughly and completely aged and matured and handled the danger
of getting a new fermentation started up is not near as great as it is
during the first two years after it is fortified.

The higher the saccharine content of the finished wine the higher
the alcohol has to be in order tojreserve it up to a certain limit-that
is) to the limit of practically sirup when sugar itself becomes afiti-
septic.

Our method of mnakin sherries to-day require us to fortify them
up to about 23 per cent of alcohol, because they are heated for a period
of six months in a warm room at a temperature of about 140.,
and the loss of alcohol in these sherry ovens is very great, and the
producer must contemplate getting his wine out of the oven at a
little better than 20 per cent, so that lie will be sure tb have 20 per
cent when the wine is shipped.

Question. How was it, then, that the limit was put at 24 per cent of
alcohol ?

Answer. This limit of 24 per cent is the limit of alcoholic strength
to which wines can be imported into this country as wine; above that
strength they are dlesignated as distilled spirits. I refer you to para-
graph 249 of H. R. 3321, on page 67, which reads:

Provided, Thatany wines ginger cordial, or vermuth imported containing more than
24 per cent of alcohol shall be chased as spirits and paid out accordingly.

This is what determines the strength of wine, because the people
of this country are entitled to produce any article that is permitted
to be, importedinto the country, and if fortified wines are l)erfitted to
be imported into this country up to a limit of 24 per cent of alcohol,
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that is the limit that is to bopu't in a bill regulating the production of
wine within this country. Tbis limit might be reduced a half degree
or so, but it is not an important matter and the abuses are very small.

There has always been a contention, or feeling, rather, that Cali-
fornia wines were being used by manufacturing chemists solely for
the )urpose of getting the benefit of the alcoholic strength of those
wines. Now, this may be true in a very few cases, as you will always
find some abuse of anything that you try to do. However, the amount
of wine sold to the manufacturing cheniists by the California producers
duteing the year 1912 wts under 700,000 gallons. I believe that
more than tvro-tliirds of this was used legitimately in making medi-
cines, where the medicinal values of the wines were a very important
part of the medicine. If the other third was used for'illegitimate
purposes or for the purpose of avoiding a tax on distilled spirits
there could be other methods suggested to stop this abuse without
jeopardizing the whole 20,000,000 gallons of sweet ines that at e made
in California. I do not believe that a California producer should be
hel responsible because some little chemist in the East uses his wine
for an iflegitimato purpose .

Question. Is there not some provision in that law at the present
time in regard to rectifying with fortified wines that would prevent
any abuse on the part of the manufacturing chemist?

Answer. Yes; in the act of 1890 there is an amendment dated June
7, 1906, known as section 6, part of which reads as follows:

That any persoii * * * who shall rectify mix, or compound with other dis-
tilled spirits such fortified wies * * * siall, on conviction, be punished for
each such offense by a tine of not less than $200 nor more than $1,000.

Now, the object of this section was directly to prevent any abuse
iu the use of wines fortified with brandy free of tax. Before this
amendment was passed some of these manufacturing chemists used to
take California fortified wines and add other spirits to them, making
up a medicinal compound sometuines as high as 35 and often 46per
cent of alcohol; but this section prevents all of that, and you 4id
to-day on all of these chemical compounds on the labels of the bottles
that the alcoholic strength is somewhere around 18 to 20 per cent
so that this amendment of June 7, 1906, has evidently accomplished
its purpose and the abuses which this amendment are expected to
abate have been reduced to the minimum.

Question. What is the cost of producing a vineyard?
Answer.

Cost of land per acre ..................................................... $150. 00
'Roots, planting, and care first year ........................................ 24. 00
Interest, taxes, first year .................................................. 14. 00

Total cost first year ................................................. 188. 00
Second year, Prape stakes........ # ..... .......................... 17.00
Care and cultivation..................................................... 15. 00
Interest and taxes ....................................................... 16. 00

Total cost of first and second years.......................... . 230.00
Third year, pruning and care ............................................. 15. 00
Interest and taxes ................... I................................. 17. 00

Total cost f69 the three ears. ... ........ 268. 00
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Question. What is the cost of growing a ton of grapes?
Answer (based on our average of 4 tons per acre).

Cost of pruning and cultivation, 1 acre ....................... $15. 00
Interest and taxes ................................................... 17.
Picking 4 tons, at $1.76 per ton ........................................... 7.00
Hauling and delivering, at 76 cents per ton ................................ 3. 00

42. 00

Which equals $10.50 per ton.
Question. How mu~h brandy is made from a ton of grapes?
Answer. A ton of grapes contains on the average 160 gallons of

juice; '25 per cent, sugar equals 4,0000 of sugar; now fermented dry-
160 gallons of wine 12J per cent alcohol equals 2 0000 alcohol;- 2,0000
of alcohol equals 4,000 proof degrees of alcohol; 1 proof gallon is 1
gallon of 100' proof brandy; therefore, 40 proof gallons of brandy can
be made from a ton of grapes.

Question. How much sweet wine can be made from a ton of grapes?
Answer. A gallon of sweet wine averages 20 per cent alcohol and

10 per cent sugar (balling scale after dealcohohzation); 20 of sugar
equals 10 of alcohol; therefore, a gallon of wine contains the equal of
250 of alcohol. As shown, there are 2,000' of alcohol in 1 Ion of
grapes; 2,000' divided by 25 is 80; therefore, 80 gallons of sweet
wine can be made from a ton of grapes.

Question. What is the cost, then, of a gallon of Aweot wine?
Answer. The cost of raising the grapes, as shown, is $10.50 or

ton. This varies with different varieties, and in the sweet-wine dis-
tricts contracts for grapes are made from $10 to $12 per ton, averaging
approximately $10.50.
Purchase price of grapes ........................................ so
Freight to wineries averagege) ...................................... 1.00
First cost of crushing grapes ................................................ 1.25
Interest on winery ....................................................... 1.00
Insurance and taxes ...................................................... . .50
Cost of maturing and aging per year ........................................ 1.25
Charge of 3 cents for brandy used in fortifying ............................... .72

Total ............................................................. 16.22

Eighty gallons cost $16.72, hence, 1 gallon costs 20 cents.
Question. What is the average seeing price of sweet wines?
Answer. The average selling price for the past five years f. o. b.

cars California, has been 29J cents per gallon (not including the barrel).
This is the average for all varieties and all grades.

Question. Is the difference between the cost and selling price all
profit?

Answer. No; after wines are made they are concentrated at dis-
tributing points in order to furnish mixed carloads of wines of differ-
ent types to the trade and for blending wines'produced in different
parts of the State to established standards. This concentration costs
on an average 2 cents per gallon freight, and the care of the concen-
trating cellars 2 cents more. Then there is the selling expense, main-
taining of eastern branch houses, and commissions to salesmen. The
margifn of profit is quite small. None of the California wine houses
have made any money since the- earthquake of 1908. Some of the
largest, have not resumed the payment of dividends since that time,
and their stock is listed at the San Francisco Stock Exchange at 80
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per cent of par value while this same stock, previous to the earth-
quake, was soiling at from 80 to 86 per cent of par value.

Question. What is the purpose of the present charge of 3 cents per
proof gallon on brandy used in fortifying?

Answer. This is merely to reimburse the Government for its
expense in guaging the brandy and regulating the wineries producing
pure sweet wines, and is amply sufficient for its purpose. It is not
considered a tax, either by the Internal-Revenue Department or by
the producer.

.question. What is the proportion of pure sweet wine made in
California to the total amount of wine made in the United States?

Answer. California produces 97 per cent of the pure sweet wines
produced in the United States. All the other States put together
produce only 3 per cent.

Question. What other States have used brandy free of tax in pro-
ducing pure sweet wines?

Answer. I find among the reports of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue that the records show that the following States and Terri-
tories have used brandy free of tax for fortifying wine during the
years that this law has been effective-that is, between 1890 and
July, 1911: New York, New Jersey, North Carolina, Virginia, Ala-
bama, New Mexico Ohio, Missouri, Hawaiian Islands.

Question. Would it not appear then that these other States had
the same opportunities that California had?

Answer. It certainly appears to me they have and there has never
been any contention on this point until the present time. Section
43 of the act of 1890 provides that when a producer of pure sweet wine
is also a distiller, he can withdraw his brandy direct from the distillery.
Now, I always understood this to be a matter of bookkeeping. Where
the same man has given a distillery bond as well as a wine maker's
bond, there is no confusion in bookkeeping by the'transfer of the
brandy from his distillery to his winery; but where a distiller has oper-
ated in one man's name and the Winery in another it is necessary, in or-
der to keel) the records clear on these separate bonds, that one of them
terminate, and that so far as bookkeeping is concerned the first man
is required to deposit the brandy in a special bonded Warehouse.
Then the second man, the producer, on his bond, starts. in fresh again
and withdraws the brandy for use in his winery under the provisions
of section 46. I understand, however, that a new system has been
devised in tho Internal-Revenue Department whereby that can accom-
plish the purposes of their records and permit brandy to be withdrawn
from a ditiller operated in one man's name and transferred direct to
a winery operated in another man's name without confusing the
records; therefore, in drafting your new law, it would be well to
provide for such a method and I am sure the officials of thle Iiternal-
Revenue Department could explain just how to word such an amend-
mont to accomplish this purpose.

Question. But does not the law make it necessary for a producer
of =urc sweet wine to have what is called a bona fide vineyards?

answer. Yes. The intention of this was to keep these wineries
from being organized or operated in the large cities. A great deal of
trouble hadtbeen experienced in locating the fraud in the cities. The

natural place for a winery is 'i the district where the grapes are
grown, Which naturally insures that the wines be made from frash
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grapes and iiot from half-dried grapes or raisins. The intention of
this provision is simply this: Thiat the winery must be in the grape-
growing district. It is the desire of the committee to eliminate this
feature. There is no very serious objection to eliminating it, as it is
nothing to tile producer, but simply would probably put harder labors
on the Internal-Revenue Department in tracing down fraud and viola-
tions of any act that you might pass. I would suggest that you
require that the winery must be located in the grape-growing dis-
tricts, speaking geneially, and making your provision so that the
Commissioner of Internal-Revenue, in his discretion, could permit a
winery to be operated in an adjacent city.

Question. Did you not just state that California produced 97 per
cent of the pure sweet wines?

Answer. Yes and I think for that reason that very careful con-
sideration should be given California in weighing the arguments pro-
sented by other States. California has a natural climate adapted to
growing grapevines and can )roduce pure sweet wines without tle
use of sugar, and to legislate against 97 per cent of an industry, in
favor of 3 per cent, would be like an attempt to create artificial con-
ditions, which is precisely what I understand that the administration
does not desire to do and is for that purpose working out a scheme
to remove the features of protection from the tariff, thereby letting
products grow in their natural climates and under surroundings-that
the Lord intended them to grow in and allowing the consumer to
ultimately reap the benefit.

Question. What is the acreage of grapes in California?
Answer.

Acres.
W ine grapes exclusively ................................................. 168,500
Raisin grapes ........................................................... 110, 500
Table grapes ........................................................... 61,000

Total ............................................................. 340, 000
Question. What is the acreage of grapes in the Eastern States?
Answer. I believe that in the United States east of the Rocky

Mountains the total acreage of grapes will not exceed 80,000 acres,
and that at least one-third-of these grapes are grown in the State of
New York.

Question. What is the amount of money represented by the indus-
try in California?

Answer. Total investment in vineyards and wineries in California
is over $150,000,000.

Question. Your valuation seems to be small when compared to the
valuation as stated on the first day of our hearing, in which the
eastern industry was placed as an investment at $100,000,000..

Answer. Yes. The figures that I have given you represent simply
the vineyards and wineries. Probably the eastern gentlemen in-
tended to include in their figures the allied trades such as the cooper
shops and the acreage In Arklasas where barrel staves are grown,
but these features are just as much attributable to the Oalifornia
industry as to the eastern, I do not like to criticize their figures
but if only the wineries and vineyards were to be considered it would
appear as though his valuations for his vineyards exceeded $1,000 an
acre, whereas I have always been under the impression that land

0425--18- 5
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values east of the Rocky Mountains were really very much lower in
value than what they are held in California.

Question, What is the number of families engaged in grape grow-
ing in California?

Answer. There are 15,000 heads of families who have vineyards in
California, and averaging each family at five people would be 75,000
persons,

Question. What is the annual production of wines an(d brandy
in CaliforniaI

Answer. In 1912 California produced-

Pure dry wines .................................................... 24,000, 000
Pure sweet wines ................................................. 17, 797, 718
Pure commercial grape brandy ........................................ 1,700,000

Total ................................................. ....... 43,497, 718
Amount grape brandy iise(l in making pure sweet wines, 4,648,842

gallons.
Question. What did you moan in your statement by pure com-mercial grape brandy?
Answer. That is the brandy that is distilled and sold to be con-

sumed as brandy. It is deposited in special bonded warehouses and
a taxpaid when withdrawn and used at the same rate of tax and under
practically the same regulations as other distilled spirits.

Question. What is the difference between dry and sweet wine?
Answer. Pure dry wines are made by allowing all of the sugar in

the pure grape juice to ferment into alcohol. Pure sweet wines are
made by arresting the fermentation while the juice is still partially
sweet by the addition of pure grape brandy, which preserves such
sweetness, and no pure sweet wine can be made in any other way
for the simple reason that pure sweet wine contains nothing but the
pure juice of the grape and pure grape brandy.

Question. Why are the raisin grape growers interested in having
this amendment withdrawn?

Answer. The Muscat and other raisin grapes have two crops, the
first of which is put on trays in September, the second becoming ripelate in October and too lato in the season for drying on account of
rains; thus the raisin grower has to depend solely on the winery to
take care of his second-crop.

Question. Why are the tablc-giape growers interested in having
this amendment withdrawn I

Answer. Only the best bunches, containing the best grapes, are
fit for shipment to market as table grapes. The cost of transporta-
tion across the continent precludes the shipment of any bunches of
grapes that are not the very best, and the table-grape grower has
to depend on the winery to take care of the culls. In usual seasons
the wineries take about one-third of the table grapes, but often in
years where early rains occur the wineries handle one-half and
sometimes twoQ-thirds of the grapes grown by the table-grape grower.

Question. Why are the dry-wine men interested in the proposed
amendment (sec: 2541) ?

Answer. Because, first), it involves, and very seriously, the
standard of purity of California dry wines. They are also inter-
estel in the question of taxes on the brandy usedin fortifying the
sweet wines, because if that industry shotild be impaired by the
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amount of that tax, there would be an effort on the part of the sweet-
wine producers to make a large part of their grapes into (try wines,
and as it is hard to market the present quantity of dry wines produced,
it would seriously impair theii markets.

Question. Does not this amendment (see. 254,) agree with the
pure-food bureau in its definitions of what pure wines areI

Answer. No. It disagrees in many respects by permitting any
alcohol other than grapes being used in fortifying wines, and in the
addition of 20 or cent sugar and water.

Question. gat other alcohol could be used?
Answer. Pure neutral alcohol, as described in the amendment, can

be obtained from grain, refuse of canneries, refuse from pineapples
refuse from sugar refineries, and even from sawdust and shavings and
wood pulp. The Classen Chemical Co., of Seattle, Wash., are pro-
ducing a puro neutral potable alcohol from wood, sawdust, and shav-
ings, which, under the amendment as written, could not be excluded
in the making of wine.

Question. Why would producers of wine use other alcohol, if given
the opportunity ?

Answer. These neutral alcohols can be l)roduced very cheaply.
Those from pineapple refuse and sugar-refinery refuse can be pro-
duced as low as 10 cents per proof gallon. Pure grapo brandy costs
about 40 cents per proof gallon, when grapes are purchased for
$10.50 per ton, hence it would be 30 cents a gallon cheaper to use other
alcohol than grape brandy.

Question. What would be the result if producers of sweet wine used
other alcohol?

Answer. At the present time it requires a distillation of the product
of 1 ton of gra es to fortify the product in wine made from another
ton, hence if otter alcohol could be used the pro(lucer would not have
to purchase the ton of grapes now distilledd.

Question. If the producer did not purchase the ton of grapes now
distilled for this alcohol, what then would become of them?

Answer. First, the grower would naturally try to find other uses
for his grapes. Probably he would try to make some dry wine, but
as at the present time more dry wine As being produced than can be
marketed at a profit, therefore his outlet in this direction would soon
cease and if he attempted to make them into grape juice he would
find his market still more limited. The final result being that he
would find it more profitable to suffer his loss and destroy his vine-
yard, and in time go into other agricultural pursuits. The loss would
be very great, because his vineyard has taken five or six years to bring
into bearing and many lands on which grapevines are grown are not
suitable for other l)urPoses. This is especially true of grapes grown
on hillside which would not be used for alfalfa. It is also true that
many growers have borrowed money, pledging and mortgagifig their
vineyards for loans in excess of the market value of the bare land, and
in the destruction of the vineyard would loo all they p)ssess.

Question. Is there anything unwholesome about these other neutral
alcohols you speak of ?

Answer. I think that Dr, Wiley could answer that question better
than I could. Probably they are just as wholesome, but I should think
that those )roduced from sawdust and shavings would, in time, pre-
sent an odor or i esemblance to tuipentine. You see they are not
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produced as absolutely alcohol, th ere being from 5 to 10 per cent of*
material which carries with it the element of the product from which
it is derived. It is for this very reason that as grape brandy carries
with it the element of the grape it will add vory much to the quality
of the wine, because in maturing the boquet the essential part of the
grape derived in this manner develops wonderfully.

Question. Is it not working a harlsbip on the eastern wine maker
to compel him to use grape brandy?

Answer. No; it is just the other way. If these eastern wine makers
would use grape brandy, there would be a demand for twice the acre-
age of. vineyard that there is here in the East, and by that very fact
you would develop the eastern grape-growing industry by insisting
that they do use grape brandy. The cost of California grape brandy,
which they can always buy plus the freight, I should thin would be
about the same as the cost of eastern brandy produced from grapes
which mi ht cost a little more to produce, but not having any eight
I am under the impression that the eastern man woLu'd be on an
equality, especially if he would ferment out his pomace with what
natural juice is left in there, after drawing off his wino, and he dis-
tilled that for his grape brandy. He would have a great deal more
legitimate use for his pomace than he would in making the imitation
wines out of them.

Question. Does not section 3255 of the act of June 3, 1896, as
amended March 2, 1911, provide that the wine maker can add sugar
and water to this pomace and distill it for grape brandy?

Answer. No. That provision has been interpreted to mean that,
if he has originally added sugar and water to his wine, that he can
distill either the wine or the residuum of pomace for brandy, but he
can add no more sugar. I believe this amendment is a fraud because
any ferment of sugar and water produces what I have always called
ruin and not brandy. I do not believe, however, that this amend-
ment is a serious menace as long as the present interpretation is put
on it, but it is a very vague piece of legislation and should certainly
be repealed.

Question. Does not what is known as "Decision 120" permit wines
being made out of pomace and sugar and water?

Answer. I might say a good deal of my opinion as to the method by
which this decision was obtained, but it is one of the purposes of our
visit here to ask for a rehearing on this decision because this decision
is exactly in contravention of the pure food law itself. There is noth-
ing in the term pomace wine to indicate to the consumer that he is
drinking the fermented product of sugar and water that has been the
fermentation of an old skin of a grape that may have been used sev-
eral times previously for the same purpose. Neither is there any
idication in the term "Ohio whie," or MissoUri wine" that would

indicate to the consumer that he is drinking a product that may be
four-fifths a solution of sugar and water. Because there is no regula-
tion surrounding this decision that would prevent fraud by allowing
manufacturing, and by fraud I mean the manufacturer adding 40
pounds of tartaric acid to each 1,000 gallons of liquid so that his
resulting test would conform with- the decision.

Question. For what purposes is sugar added to wines?
Answer. Sugar is desired when grapes ripen below the normal per

cent of sugar they should contain. The addition of sugar has always
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been to compromise the condition of wine making in the Easterti
States or for the benefit of the 3 per cent of wiines made outside of
the State of California. There are no reasons for the addition of
sugar, because the same results can be obtained by condensation or
by the addition of pure boiled or condensed grape juice, so that the
finished product is entirely made from grapes. However, custom has
established this compromise to the extent that a maximum of 10 per
cent of sugar by weight is now allowed without discrediting the wine
under the act o)f 1890 as amended. The proposed amendment pro-
poses to increase this to 20 per cent, which would be a direct violation
of the pure-food law.

Question. For what purpose is water added to wine?
Answer. The manufacturers of wine desire to use water, and a very

little water is necessary, only for mechanical purposes, so as to handle
grapes along conveyors and with modern machinery. It is also
desired when grapes are too sweet and the wine maker desires to
produce a wine that is low in alcohol, but never more than 2'
should be reduced. Prof. Bioletti, who is an international expert on
wine making and who at one time was sent to South Africa by the
British Government to develop their wine industry in that country,
and who is now head of the wine making scientific department of the
University of California states in his Bulletin No. 213, a copy of
which I present to you that wine makers should be very careful about
the use of water, and that if more than 2' of sugar have to be reduced
it is better to crush some greener grapes in with the riper ones or
blend the wine with other wines that might be lower in alcohol. You
understand that to reduce 20 of sugar when grapes test 20 per cent
requires an addition equal to 10 per cent of the volume. That is
where we got at the limit which this violation of the pure food laws
can be placed so that the violation is not a serious menace.

Remember, that the consumer is entitled in buying wines to all of
the fruit properties of the grape or other fruit from which the wine
is derived as well as the sugar and alcohol, and when a reduction is
made with water or an addition made with sugar, the consumer
is being cheated out of just that per cent of the other fruit properties,
and when it goes beyond a certain limit we might as well give up
wine making and lot the consumer drink distilled spirits reduced with
water.

Question. Is there any necessity of using both sugar and water?
Answer. Absolutely none; they are used for absolutely opposite

purposes, one being when the grapes are too high in sugar and the
other when grapes are too low in sugar, the addition o both being
only for the purposes of stretching and adulterating the wine.

It is contended that the addition of both is for the purpose of re-
dueing- the amount of acid natural to the grape juice, b6 t thero is
somotling wrong when this contention is mado, because a comparison
of the tests made by Dr. Elwood will show that the acid contained in
the natural grape juice is not excessive except in one or two varieties
of seedlings, such varieties being unfit for wvme-making purposes as a
few varieties which are even grown in California, and which varieties
in California are used for the production of grape brandy for fortify-
ing the better varieties.

You see, a lot of these eastern wines are not really made out of
wine grapes at all. Just as there are table grapes and raisin grapes
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in California, there are table grapes and wine grapes here in the
East. I do not mean to say that some varieties of table grapes
will not give wines and might be classed as wine grapes, and that
there are some varieties of raisin grapes that might b classed as
either table" grapes or wine grapes, but there are some varieties of
grapes under each of these classifications that are absolutely unfit
for the purposes of the other classification. I want to make the
assertion that the scuppernong grape is not a wine grape never
was, and never will be. A very palatable "liqueur" may be con-
cocted from this grape, just as a very nice glass of lemonade can
be made out of a very, sour lemon, but I would distinctly class such
wines with lemonade: You might call them wineades or grapeades
or even scuppernongades.

It seems queer that some of these eastern wine makers have not
been trying to develop some of the very fine varieties of grapes
raised in Germany, where conditions are very similar to those here
in the Eastern States, and where other conditions in Germany may
be oven worse than they are here, anid I think if these eastern wine
makers can work along these lines they would soon be making a
wine here that was entitled to the name of wine. I think their
energies could be very much better placed in these directions than
in trying to concoct admixtures with grapes which are absolutely
unfit for wine-making purposes.

I believe that it is true that some eastern wine nmkers draw off
about half of the natural juice of the grape for making white wines
and champagnes. The color in a Concord grape is not in the juice,
but all directly under the skin, and this juice can be drawn of' per-
fectly white. Now, the acid of the grape is combined with the color-
ing matter of the grape more than it is with the saccharine matters,
and when they have drawn off this first two-thirds they have drawn
off the juice containing the highest percentage of sugar in the grape
and the lowest percentage of acid. The remaining liquor is higher
in acid and lower in sugar. Now, I believe it is for the purpose of
ameliorating or correcting these remaining juices that the wine
maker really desires to impress upon you the great need af having
unlimited rights to add sugar and water. There areeveral ways
of reducing this acid without stretching th6 wine with higar and water.

Question. What, are thnaA methods nf reducing this acid?
Answer. I will explain by mentioning four ways, and I presume

that there are some others:
1. The acid can be reduced by neutralizing it with lime or other

alkalies. This is very objectionable, however because it leaves a
taste in the wine, the taste coming from a combination of the volatile
acids in the wine which are solfble.

2. By tho sugar and water process which I have mentioned before,
but this is very objectionable, because they allow this sugar and water
to ferment, and when sugar and water is fermented it produces alcohol
or rum, so that they might just as well have added alcohol and water.

3. By blending these wines with wines made from Delawaregrapes
or other grapes which are lower in acid. This is the most practical
way.

4. By refrigeration; that is, by chilling or subjecting the wines to
cold, which will precipitate the acid. This can be accomplished very
easily in the Euastern States by simply opening the cellar doors and
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letting the temperature of the room chill the wine. By this method
you have a very practical and perfect way of removing the acid.
Eastern wine makers claim that this method would change the char-
actor of their wines, but are they not directly asking you to allow
them to change the character of their wines by the addition of sugar
and water? This refrigeratig process leaves all the natural fruit
properties intact.

q question. You stated that when sugar and water were added and
fermented, that it was the same as adding alcohol and water. Have
they not, then, really fortified their wine with alcohol?

Answer. Yes; absolutely so. And it does not differ in the least
bit as to the final result any more than when we add brandy in Cali-
fornia to our wines.

Question. Ilihn if we tax brandy, should we not tax the sugar?
Answer. Yes. One pound of sugar will produce 1 .potnd of

proof spirits, and as there are 8 pounds to a gallon, the tax on
sugar should be one-eighth of the tax per proof gallon on brandy
used in fortifying. If you contemplated the maximum of $1.10,
these eastern people, to be on the same basis as California, should be
taxed 124 cents a pound for sugar and, if a preferential is given to
California, they should have a preferential, so that their tax per
pound, as stated, is one-eighth of the brandy tax per proof gallon.

Question. Well, now, that you have explained this, to what ex-
treme would you go in it?

Answer. I would make a marked difference between the addition
of sugar to the normal juice of a grape when not added in excess of
10 per cent of weight of the liquid and when absolutely no water has
been used. I think that the worst grapes here have at least 15 per
cent of su.ar, and the addition of 10 per cent would increase them to
25 per cent, which is the average per cent of sugar contained in Cali-
fornia gia es.

I would make this distinction, in that when water was added also
then the sugar should be taxed; that is, when sugar is added alone,
I would not tax it, or when water is added alone I should not tax it,
because I do not think these violations of our pure-food laws are
really a serious menace, but when both sugar and water are added I
certainly would tax the sugar unless it is restricted to a very limited
increase in the volume of the wine, and the addition is made under
direct supervision of officers of the Internal-Revenue Department..

Question. Is there any occasion to add acid to any wine?
Answer. My remarks in regard to sugar and water apply to acid.

Acid is only added in wine-and then it is not free acid, but mostly
cream of tartar (tartaric potash)-in ordei to promote the activity of
either the wild or cultivated yeast use(i in fermentation and to assist
in the vindication of the wines. This is what we call "cellar treat-
ment,"

Question What is meant by the "usual cellar treatment"?
Answer. Usual cellar treatment means simply this: That in order

to aid the fermentation and vhification of wine, tannin tannice acid)
is used to help the wild or cultivated yeast cultures and1 to preserve
and prevent other fermentation than the fermentation from sugar to
alcohol taking place during thke fermentation of the wine, such other
fermentations being the formation of acetic acid, or vinegar, which is
very objectionable and occurs quite frequently. Sulpliirous acid is
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also used for the same purpose. Prof. Bioletti, the international
expert I spoke of, has published all exhaustive treatise on the benefits
derived from the use of sulphurous acid, especially in the form of
metabisulphito of potash, his study being along the lines of methods
used in Algeria. I present you with Prof. Bioletti's bulletin, No. 230.
Yeast cultures have been developed in a low medium of sulphurous
acid that have been powerful enough to create l)y fermentations from
15 to 17 per cent of alcohol naturally. Small amounts of cream of
tartar (which is directly a by-product of the grape itself) is used also
to aid fermentation and vinification of wine. Egg albumen and gela-
tin are used to fine and clarify wines. These precipitate themselves
and (1o not remain in the woine. None of these cellar treatments
increase the volume of -wine at all. Some eastern wine makers try to
compare the use of sugar and water with the use of materials in cellar
treatment, but they can not sustain their arguments because their
additions of sugar and water stretch and increase the volume of wine,
while the usuaFcellar treatment does not. The limits of cellar treat-
ment are all provided for in our pure-food regulations.

Question. Does not the present amendment contemplate a tax of
25 cents per gvallon on adulterated wines?

Answer. Yes; but 90 por cent of the adulterated wines 'as manu-
fectured now are defined in the proposed amendment to be pure wine
and the Government is thereby asked to give its stamp of approval
to such as wine and to omit them from the tax of 25 cents. The
present printed amendment even goesso far as to take a wine not
made from grapes at all, and by fortifying it with neutral spirits,
other than grape brandy, exempt it from the tax of 25 cents. It
does not provi e for taxing wines which are preserved by benzoate
of soda, benzoic acid, sahcylic acid, and fluorides, it being only
necessary to mark the package.

Question. Do you believe this tax of 25 cents sufficient if the
amendment were properly corrected?

Answer. Not entirely. The tax on imitation wines which are
derived from a fermentation of sugar and water more than anything
else are nothing more than distilled spirits except that they have not
been distilled, and they should be taxed in accordance with the
maximum amount of alcohol that can be obtained by a fermentation
of natural or cultivated yeast, say on an average 15 per cent of alcohol,
which represents 30 per cent proof spirits, which, at $1.10, would be
33 cents per gallon; therefore, it might be considered better to put
this figure at 35 cents, though I do not doubt but what 25 cents
would accomplish the purposes of placing these spurious wines prac-
tically beyond competition with pure wines, but they are not out of
competition with regular pur distilled spirits which are entitled to
protection from this method of obtaining alcohol as well as the pure
wine makers. I think Senator James, of Kentucky, will appreciate
this point.

Question. Will there be any incentive to make pure wines and
preserve them with benzoate of soda?

Answer. Yes; because by doing so the producer will escape all the
tax on the brandy that would have L!en necessary to have preserved
his wine, it being a well-known fact that the label on a bottle of
tomato catsup, indicating that it is preserved with benzoate of soda,
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does not in any way retard its sale. Consumers are not chemists
and do not kno~v these things.

Question. If wines can 1)0 preserved with benzoate of soda, will not
the revenue anticipated by tiLq section 1)e entirely lost?

Answer. Yes; absolutely so. The present printed amendment
defeats its own Purl)ose, besides destroying our standards of pure
0food and undermining the health of the l)15ic. .
Question. Now, aside from these matters of pure foods and neutral

alcohol and the tax, do you believe that the present printed amend-
ment is practical?

Answer. I do not think the present printed amendment is practical
for the following reason: That a winery could not possibly operate
under it, nor could the Department of Internal Revenue administrate
without actually making regulations beyond the law which would
lead to lawsuits and contentions that such regulations were nit con-
templated by the act.

Question. What part of it is not practical?
Answer. Well, first, the second paragraph of section 2541, in which

only so much of the old sweet-wine law as may be inconsistent is
repealed. To this extent one is naturally led to believe that all the
necessary restrictions, tests, and requirements of the old law would be
still left in full force, and it being only contemplated in the printed
amendment to tax the spirits so used.

These restrictions, tests, and regulations were made necessary only
because the brandy was used free of tax, so that the composition of
the wine so fortified could not possibly come ii contact with the use of
distilled spirits and for the general purposes of rectification. The
minute the spirits are taxed-even though the tax is limited to a differ-
ential based on the cost of production and for reasons hereinafter
mentioned-these restrictions tests, and regulations all fall away and
can not further be required of a wine maker as the relative cost of his
material precludes the necessity of any of those provisions.

The danger of losses from fire or other casualties require provisions
protecting a wine maker similar to the l)rovisions that now )rotect the
owner of distilled spirits which may be on hand at his distillery, in
transit, or in special bonded warehouses. It is not to be presumed
that any act would compel a tax to be paid on any articles subse-
quently destroyed by fire or other casualties; therefore, it is neces-
sary in writing an act of this nature to provide for such contingencies.

In a like manner it is necessary to )rovide for the recovery of spirits
used in the fortification of wiAi6. Also for thc refunding of taxes on
the spirits used where wines are actually exported.

'he third paragraph of section 254J is very confusing and can even
bread -to convey the idea that where adultlerated wiies tire fortified
with pure neutral alcohol (other than wine spirits) such wines would
be exempt from not only the tax of 25 cents per gallon, but also the
tax on the distilled spirits. It seems to read very plainly so as to
convey the idea that where adulterated wines (wines not made
exclusively from grapes) are fortified with pure neutral alcohol, that
they are exempt from a tax of 25 cents per gallon. Therefore a pro-
ducer of spurious or imitation wine could escape the tax of 25 cents
by slightly fortifying his product with neutral alcohol.

The proviso contained In paragraph 3 of this section seems to indi-
cate that wines which have been f"ulfy fermented could not in any way
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be sweetened so as to become sweet wine. That they must first be
sweet wine, and if so then this proviso seems to inaicate that the
manufacturer could add 20 per cent of sugar, 20 per cent of condensed
rape must, and 20 per cent of water. The act providing the limit of

24 per cent of neutral alcohol would poimit a formula for making sweet
winos, which would, under this act, be defined as pure wine, contain-
ing 20 per cent water, 20 per cent sugar, 24 per cent neutral alcohol
and only the remainder, or 36 per cent, would have to be derived
from grapes. The confusion in this proviso would seem to indicate
the urgent need of its being rewritten.

Inparagraph 4 the idea might be conveyed that these sweet wines
would have to be stamped. Wines can not be handled like distilled
spirits, which contain no solids, while wines during the first two years
precipitate very heavy sediment and require frequent changing from
one package to another, filtering, and blending. Where this section
applies to spurious or imitation wines, if these tax-paid stamps
referred to only apply to the tax of 25 cents, that provision can be
accomplished because the act contemplates the stamping of these
packages at the time the wines are removed from the )lace of produc-
tion, which would give the manufacturer all the freedom necessary
for racking, blending, and filtering his wines before they were finally
transferred to the shipping package, which would be stamped.

We have no comment especially to make on the fifth paragraph,
except that the constant contention of those portions of the ol sweet-
wine law applying to this act would probably lead .t constant law-
suits, the justice of which would be entirely assumed by %he private
opinion and interpretation of the court as to the relation of this
printed amendment to the old law.

The sixth paragraph would satisfy only possibly the consumer in
having knowledge of the preservative used, but it is not operative
under the Treasury Department, as ic is not definitely stated that
wines preserved with chemicals are to be taxed. The intention of
this paragraph should be included in the provisions of paragraph 3 if
any control of the use of such chemicals is to be placed in the hands
of the Internal Revenue Commissioner. The last paragraph is in
good order as it stands to reason that the final passage of this entire
bill, with the approval of the President, will not take place until the
coining vintage or wine season, is in actual progress; that it would be
almost impossible for regulations to be changed during a vintage
season. In addition to this, there would hardly be time for the
commissioner to actually prescribe the necessary regulations, as so
complete a change in administration would require an exhaustive
study of the conditions which would be involved in the new act.

Therefore, we call your especial attention to the urgent need of
rewriting this entire section, in order to make its operation practical.

REBU'rrAL ARGUMENT FOR EASTERN WINE MAKERS.

Honorable Committee on Fin'ance, Uniled States Senate:
1. We request that Food Inspection Decision No 120, of the United

States Departmnent of Agriculture (filed with the committee) be
inserted in the record with an explanation that it supersedes VFood
Inspection Decision No. 109 of the same department, and also super-
sedes the standards for wines read by Mr. Tarpey.
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2. The eastern wine makers do not subscribe to the Underhill bill
submitted by Mr. Hildreth. This bill may be acceptable to Mr.
Hildreth, because he is a champagne maker and could live under it.
The same may be true of certain other eastern wine makers. Mr.
Hildreth is president of the American Wine Association, which has
a few members in the East, btit having the large majority of its mem-
bers among the California wine makers. It can not be said to be an
association truly representing the East. The Ohio, Missouri, and
other eastern wine makers were not consulted about this bill when it
was drafted.

3. Mr. Tarpey indicated that the sugar we add to our dry winos to
sweeten them for sweet-wine purposes turns into alcohol. This is
not a fact. The sugar remains in our sweet wine as sugar, because
the very purpose of adding spirits is to preserve the sugar and keep it
from turning into alcohol.

4. Mr. Bell indicated that free brandy is always made from grapes
in California. This no doubt is true ii some instances, but the in-
formation we have received is that much of the brandy is distilled
from grape pomace containing water added to facilitate distillation.
(See sec. 43 of the sweet-wine law and note the words "from grapes
or their residues.") We set out section 43 of the sweet-wine law,
showing amendments, so that you may see what foreign substances
may be added:

SEC. 43. That the wine spirits nehtioned in section forty-two of this act is the prod-
uct resulting from the distillation of fermented grape juice (act of 1906) TO WICH
WATER MAY HAVE BEEN ADDED PRIOR TO, DUIINO, OR AFTER FERMENTATION, FOR TIE

SOLE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING THE FERMENTATION AND ECONOMICAL DISTILLATION

THEREOF, and shall be hold to include the product (act of 1906) FROM GRAPES OR
THEIR RESIDUES, commonly knoN as rape brandy; and the pure sweet wine, which
may be fortified free of tax, as provided in said seeion, is fermented grape juice only,
and shall contain no other substance whatever introduced before, at the time of, or
after fermentation (act of 1906) EXCEPT AS HEREIN EXPRESSLY PROVIDED; and such
sweet wine shall contain not less than four per centum of saccharine matter, which
saccharine strength may be determined by testing with Balling's saccharometer or
must scale, such sweet wine, after the evaporation of the spirits contained therein
and restoring the sample tested to the original volume by addition of water: (act of
1894) Provided, That theaddition of pure boiled or condensed grape must or pure crystallized
cane or bst sugar (act of 1906) OR PURE ANIIYDROUS SUGAR (act of 1894) to the pure
grape juice aforesaid, or the fermented product of such grape juice prior to the forltfca-
tion provided by this actor the sole purpose of perfecting sweet wines according to commercial
standard, (act of 1906) Olt TIlE ADDITION OF WATER IN SUCH QUANTITIES ONLY AS MAY

"BE NECESSARY IN THE MECHANICAL OPERATION OF GRAPE CONVEYORS, CRIUSIERS,

AND PIPES LEIADING TO PERMENTING TANKS, (act of 1894) shall not be excluded by the
definition of pure 8wed wine aforesaid: Provided, hower, That the cane or beet sugar
(act of 1906) OR PURE ANHYDROUS SUGAR OR WATER (act of 1894) so used shalt (act o1
1906) NOT IN EITHER (act of 1894) case be in excess often per centum of the weight of the
wine to be for iied under this act: (act of 190) AND PROVIDED FURTIt-ER, TIAT THR
AUDITION OF WATER HEREIN AUTHORIZED SHALL BE UNDER SUCi REGULATIONS AND

LIMITATIONS AS TiE OOMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE, WITH THE APPROVAL OF
THE SECRETARY OF THlE TREASURY, MAY FROM TIMe TO TIME IREsCRIBE; BUT IN NO
CASE SHALL SUCHI WINES TO WHICH WATER HAS BEEN ADDED BE EIGIBOILE FOR FORTI-

FIOATION UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACr WIIERE TRE SAME, AFTRE FERMENTA-

TION AND BEFORE FORTIFICATIONO HAVE AN ALCOHOLIC STRENGTH OF LESS THAN FIVE

PER CENTUM OF ThIEIR VOLUME.

5. Mr. Bell made a plea for California grape growers. We have
grape growers to protect as well as the Californians. We do protect
our grape growers by charging for our wines a price that will enable
us to pay our grape growers a tair compensation for their grapes.
We pay for our grapes from $30 to $80 and sometimes $100 poll ton.
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The average price of grapes in California is about 88 l)er ton. Our
rape growers are not complaining, while their grape growers are,
i California the wine makers pay the grape growers such a small

price for the grapes that they practically crush the grap>o growers as
hard as they crush their grapes, in order that. they may sell wines at a
price which they voluntarily make so low that no one can compete
with them. As a matter of fact, they have no competition on such
wines so far as price goes, and no reason why they should have such
prices if their wines are of the quality they claim for them. They
can not. coml)lain that our wines compete with theirs so far as rico
is concerned, because the cost price of our wines is higher than the
selling price of the California wines. Furthermore, our answer to
Mr. Bel 's plea for symj)athy for his thrifty inunigrants is that our
German grape growers of the Eastern States are just as thrifty as any
class of people on earth, and from the oldest to the youngest of tile
family are able to work and all (Io work. They are entitled to at
least the same consideration at the hands of Congress as the immigrant
families referred to by Mr. Bell.

6. Our motive in defending ourselves and demanding equality
before the law of the land has ifeen assailed. It has been stated that
we are fighting California in order to force them to help us standardize
our eastern wines. We can settle that point very shortly by stating
here to your committee that it will be entirel) satisfactory to us to
have you amend the present bill by striking out all of paragraph
254 I ;f Schedule I, after the word '" repealed," in line 25 of page 70
of the bill. But we assure you that this will not be satisfactory to
the Californians. They have had an advantage over us of about
25 cents a gallon on all sweet wines during the years the free-brandy
law has been in effect. Now that they Near they are going to lose
this particular advantage, they (lesiro to have a tax of 25 cents a
gallon placed on all of our eastern wines, dry and sweet. Hence
that part of the bill which begins at the top of page 71 (par. 2541)
and continues to the end of Schedule H. It is true that this par-
ticular part of the bill would tax spurious wines, but it goes so far
that it would also tax our standard commercial wines; and while as
to the former we have no complaint to make, as to the latter we
vigorously protest. The Californians, while strongly intimating
that we have been endeavoring to force them in some manner not
clearly explained, have yet failed to assert that they wore not in
any way connected with the drafting of that lart of aragraph 254J
of Schedule H, which begins at the top of page 71 ofhe printed bill,
'and continues to the end of the paragraph, and which would put us
in the East out of business. We believe the fact to be that through
that part of the bil they have endeavored to force us to help them
kill the whole of the paragraph 2541 because it should be remom-
bered that that part was not in the bill as originally introduced.

7. Mr. Bell comply ained of the reference made by Mr. Lannen to a
"monopoly" in California, and described the thousands of small farm-
era scattered over the State raisig grapes on small patches of land,
on the hillsides, etc. and apparently depriving themselves of many
of the ordinary comforts of life to succeed in their ambition to raise
grapes. But Mr. Bell overlooked the fact that the reference made by
Mr. Lannon was to the "wine growers." A wine grower is a person
who not only grows grapes, but also conducts a winery,r while a grape
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froWer is only a grower of grapes. We know the con(litions in Cali-
ornia with respect. to the grape grower, not as well as (foes Mr. Bell,
but well enough to extend to them our heartfelt sympathy, for while
we have learned from Mr. Bell some of the hardshfips they suffer, we
have learned from other sources that the root. of this e',il is to be
found in the wine growers of California, who have those poor grape
growers at. their mercy and who ire merciless, if reports we get are
true.-

8. The legal reasons why we can not take advantage of the free-
brandy law are as follows:

(a) 'lie conditions of the law are:
(1) That the beneficiary under the law must be a producer of pure

sweet wine; (2) that he must also he a distiller; (3) that Ihe use of
the wine spirits free of tax shall be begun an( complete( at the vine-
yard of the wine grower where the grapes are crushed. 'These con(li-
tions fit California, but do not fit the East, because in the East the
wine makers have their wineries in the towns, while the grapes are
grow n by indel)endent farmers, who haul their grapes to the wineries
the same as they haul their oats and other grain to the grain elevator.

The law provi(les in section 43 that the pure sweet wine that may
be fortified is fermented grape juice only. It then makes certain
exceptions. But owing to the fact that we make a dry wine first and
then sweeten it afterwards, the exceptions are not broad enough to
permit us to sweeten and fortify our commercial dry wines and make
sweet wines out of them.

(b) There are other reasons why we can not take a(lvant age of this
free brandy law, but the two reasons set out above are insurmount able
for us in the East, unless we would resort to some subterfuge to avoid
the law or take chances and violate the law by adding to our wine the
necessary amount of ingredients to perfect them, and which amount
would be in excess of the limitations of tie law

9. Mr. Tarpey referred to our native American grapes as "will
grapes," which they did not pretend to use for wine-makling purposes
in California. It would be well for the committee to understand, and
we believe it will suffice for you to understand, that these "wild
grapes" are the Concord, Catawba, Delaware, Elvira, Riesling, Ive's
Seedling, Noirton's Virginia Seedling, Goethn, Niagara, Scuppernong,
Virgin, Elizabeth, Worden, Diamond, and other varieties that can be
found in the cultivated vineyards of*the East, and include our regular
table grapes.

10. Mr. Tarpey stated, in effect, that if they in California put sugar
or water, any kind of sugar, into their wines, they could use the wine
only for distilling purposes. This is not a correct statement of the
law. Section 43 of ote law does provide that the pure sweet wine
winch may be fortified is fermented grape juice only and containing
110 added substance "except as herein expressly rovid(led." By
referring to what is expressly provided, you will see tlat. a wine con-
taining pure boiled or condensed grape must, or pure crystallized cane
or beet sugar, or pure anhydrous sugar, and also containing water in
such quantities only as may be necessary in the mechanical operation
of grai cdlnveyers, crushers, etc., "shall not be excluded by the defini-
tion of pure sweet wine aforesaid," and consequently may be fortified.
Another proviso immediately following says that the amount of sugar
and water added shall not '"in either case ' exceed 10 per cent. This
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means that they may add lOper cent of water and 10 per cent of sugar.
If the law had been intendedto allow them a total of 10 per cent, the
words "in either case" would have read "in tho.aggregate." In addi-
tion to this the law gives them the right to fortify wit i14 per cent of
added brandy. Thus their wines may contain 34 per cent of foreign
substances, namely, 20 per cent of sugar and water and 14 per cent of
brandy, and still under this law be considered pure sweet wine. We
understand one contention to be that the words "in either case,"
referred to above, should be construed as if they read "in the aggre-
gate." But even on this construction of the law, they could add at
least 10 per cent of the mixture of sugar and water and 14 per cent of
brandy, making a total of 24 per cent of added substances. How-
ever, since the proviso in lines 13 to 18, page 71, of schedule 2541 of
the bill pending before your honorable committee, provides for the
addition of 20 per cent of sugar and water or grape must, and as we
believe the California peoplehave been in some way connected with
the drafting of that proviso we are inclined to believe that our con-
struction of the pure sweet-wine law now in existence is correct, and
that they have the right to use 20 per cent of sugar and water and want
to continue that right. However, this is only a surmise on our part.
But oven though the wine contains only 24 per cent of added sugar,
water, and brandy, and such a wine is a legal wine under the free-
brandy law, it is not a pure wine according to the argument of the
Californians that a wine must be entirely a product of the grape. In
addition to this permission which they have, to add 34 per cant of
foreign ingedients according to our construction of the law, or at
least 24 per cent according to the strictest construction of the law,
we ask you to consider that we directly asserted in our opening state-
ments io the committee that they in California have to add acid to
their wines, and we fail to find any denial in the record on the part
of the Californians. Furthermore, by reading the swQet-wine law
carefully, you will observe that while provision is made fol adding
sugar ai(i water or grape must, no provision is made for adding acid.

11. The argument made by the Californians touched on pomace
wines. We again reiterate that we are in favor of having the present
law before your committee put a tax on pomace wine at the same
ime it stanilardizes standard commercial wines for the entire country.

All we are asking of your honorable committee is due consi(leration
for our stan(lar(l commercial wines. . We are not asking you to recog-
nize pomace wine or to permit the use of drugs or chemicals.

12. Mr. Bell said, in effect, that it would be impossible to harmonize
the different views as to the meaning of certain sections of the free-
brandy law. Mr. Lannen had just stated that under a practice which
had existed it was p-osible to traffic in free brandy. Mr. -La nneni
raised the point that a sweet-wine maker could not withdraw brandy
from any bonded warehouse unless such sweet-wine maker had him-
self distilled that brandy and put it, into the warehouse. Mr. Lannen
pointed out, however, that there had been a practice, and we under-
stand it still exists, of permitting distillers of brandy to sell the brandy
to wine makers and that these wine makers would use the brandy for
fortifying wines, while the distiller was given the benefit of halving the
$1.10" tax relitte(l, and in lieu thereof paid only 3 cents a gallon
because the brandy was used by the sweet-wine maker for fortifying
purposes. We do not see how" there is room for any doubt on this
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point. The whole law, if read together, leaves no doubt but what it
was not intended to create a condition whereby free brandy would be
at a premium as a common article of commerce, to be bought and
sold the same as any other article of commerce. The law was at best
but an effort to foster the grape-growing industry and not to enrich
the distillers of brandy or give them an advantage on tie open market
over other distillers. Neither was it intended that the Government
should stand a great expense of supervising the production of such
brandy in distilleries, and then keeping track of it in one or two ware-
houses, wherever the distiller might see fit to ship it. in furtherance of
a sale of that brandy, without, any compensation whatever. The
only compensation that the law provides for the Government is 3
cents a gallon on the brandy for supervising the use of the brandy in
the sweet-wine-producing room. The Government gets nothing
other than this out of such transactions, while the distiller is in a
position to and does demand a largo profit. He has an advantage
under such a practice, of the difference between 3 cents a gallon and
$1.10 a gallon which must be paid for any, other kind of spirits.
Surely the law never intended this, and by its plain reading does not
so intend.

13. Mr. Tarpey gave you a formula which lie claimed to be our
formula for making wine. What lie gave you was a formula for
making the poorest kind of pomaco wine. In fact, the product lie
described would not even be pomace wine. We understand that for-
mula has been circulating around among the Senators a great deal.
We want to give you the facts about this matter, as follows:

() The Ohio or Missouri or eastern wine makers were not involved
in the matter referred to by Mr. Tarpoy,

(2) The formula is not the formula of the eastern wine makers.
(3) The matter grow out of a dispute between a rectifier in Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, and the ex-Commissionor (Cabell) of Internal Revenue.
The rectifier wanted to produce neutral spirits from a mixture which
he designated as "grape pomace" and use the spirits thus obtained,
by the fermentation of such mixture, for making compound liquors
in place of buying tax-paid alcohol. The commissioner said it was a
violation of thi law. We understand they agreed on a statement of
facts upon which to base a lawsuit, and that in that statement of facts
some such formula as Mr. Tarpey sets out was agreed to. We under-
stand the lawsuit never was started. We had nothing to do with the
matter one way or another. It was not a wine maker's matter; it
wns a rectifier's matter. Mr. Tarpey's reflection on its in this behalf
we believe to be entirely unjustified, and we believe you also will feel
likewise about the matter upon even a-superficial investigation of the
real facts.

14. We take this occasion to thank your honorable committee for
the opportunity you have given us to be heard and for the kind con.-
sideration you 'have extended to us.

Respectfully submitted. TiroMAs E. 1LANNEN,

Allorney for Eastern 1ine Afakers.
WA,9,sNOTON, D. C., August 19, 1913.
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REBUTTAL ARGUMENT 3Y O. G. STARK, OF ST. Louis, Mo., FOR TIlE
Missouni WINE GROWERs.

Honorable Committee on Finance, United States Senate:
I will endeavor to present to you some real inside information on

the Amorican wine industry which will point out to you why we Mis-
sourians and our eastern colleagues are to-day pleading before you for
our just cause.

I respectfully submit my request to have my testimony printed
into the records.

Reluctantly I must assert that a number of the Californians made
statements which are subject to correction.

Mr. Bell, of California, attacked our motive in requesting the repeal
of the 1890 free-brandy act. We have no questionable motive at all.
We stand before you with clean hands and a just cause. We do not
care how much tax your committee sees wise to impose on brandy
spirits or any other kind of spirits to be used in fortifying sweet wines,
as long as we in Missouri are permitted to use the same various classes
of spirits at the same tax to fortify our own class of good sweet wines
made in the only manner that sael can be made in Missouri in order
to be palatable'and wholesome. Our thrifty, hard-working German
wine growers in Missouri and Ohio who make our dry wines just like
they and their fathers used to make same in Gormany, got tired of
having the Californians produce fortified sweet wines on which they
were getting an advantage over us of from 25 cots to 30 cents per
each gallon of sweet wine because of their position under existing
Federal laws to use the brandy spirits at a nominal tax of 3 cents pr
each proof gallon instead of paying $1.10 per each proof gallon, as we
have done for many years, and which discriminating congressional
act has stifled the progress of the eastern wine industry which was at
one time considerably In the lead but which now is by far outgrown by
the California wine'industry in California, where the wine makers
under favorable and discriminating Federal laws have amassed tre-
mendous fortunes, and they can't reconcile themselves to lose such a
good thing.

We asked that we be placed on an equality with the Californians;
that we either be )ermitted to fortify our particular class of amelio-
rated sweet wines with brandy at a tax of 3 cents a gallon or else that
the'Californians be obliged to pay the same tax of $1.10 per proof
gallon on brandy that we pay.

We demand eiluality as good American citizens and taxpayers. If
the fion. Senator Pomerene in his wisdom saw it to be in the interest
of our great Nation to ask for a tax of $1.10 per each proof gallon of
spirits added to sweet wines for l)reservation, then such tx is on-tirely satisfactory to us in Missouri, and we bow our heads to your
decision, but when a favorable law is assed which can be enjoyed
only by the Californians, then even tie peaceful German Missouri
wine growers will rise in protest.

There is no revenge inour hearts against the Californians, but we
only ask equality. 'The records will not show one utterance by us
against them or their wines at the hearings. We only pleaded for
our just and honest cause. On the other hand, the Californians
wasted two mornings of your valuable time talking sentiment, prais-
ing themselves, criticizing our wines, and Col. Tarpey, of Fresno,
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Cal., compared us with counterfeiters, forgers, and mioonshiners, while
Mr. Wetmore invited our only Nissouri number and one of our Ohio
members to join the Ananias Club, all of which was unjustified and
uncalled for and, unbecoming of gentloneen. They did not talk on tho
pertinent material points at issue. They only revealed vulgar greed
and sefisihness.0 on their part. That much to explain our motive.

The Californians are paying 3 cents and we pay $1.10 tax on spirits
used for fortifying. 'llhe discrimination is $1.07 per proof gallon.
Under the law 14 l)0r cent, or 28 proof, may be a(lded io the sweet
wines. Twenty-eight times $1.07 pr proof gallon makes 30 cents
per gallon sweet wine discrimination against us. Don't you think
we have cause to "holler" ?

The Californians have introduced about all the wine laws in the
past, either in the open or through their friends in New York State-
a handful of champagne makers. And right here I wish to state
that champagne makers should have no voice in still dry-wine and
sweet-wine laws. We never were consulted in any one instance.
Hereafter we want to have representation and be informed when
wine laws are introduced for enactment.

As $1.10 tax will put us on an equality with Californians, they
enlisted the aid of eminent talent such as ex-Commissioiers of Inter-
nal Revenue Hon. Mr. Cabell and Hon. Mr. Yerkes, and also ex-Con-
gressmen HIon. Mr. Needham and Hon. Mr. Bell, both of California,
and others, and some one caused an amendment to be attached to the
Pomereno free brandy repeal bill, and that amendment hits us hard
and is a "joker." This amendment putting a tax of 25 cents per
gallon on spurious wines, which amendment puts our good standard
ameliorated wines in the spurious class, not only taxes the sweet
wines but also the dmy wines; hence this amendment now puts us in a
worse position than ever; it gives the Californians an advantage over
us of 25 cents a gallon on both sweet and dry wines, whereas under
existing laws they havO an advantage' over us only on sweet wines of
25 to 30 cents per gallon of sweet wine, and that is not fair.

We ask your honorable committee to either add our'amendment
submitted, or else strike out the Californians' amendment, and simply
enact the repeal of the free brandy act of 1890, and we will take up
the matter of securing a standard for our wines at some future time.

Mr. Tarpoy says sugar added after fermentation to sweeten the
wine will again produce brandy and no tax is paid. I correct that
statement that sugar added to dry wine to sweeten it never ferments,
because we add spirits to preserve it.

In Missouri we first make a complete and ripe dry wine, and later
turn this wine into a sweet wine by adding sugar and- spirits, upon
wich spirits we i)aY a tax of $1.10 per proof gallon. In California
the sweet grape juice under the internal-revenuo regulations may be
watered and sugared and allowed to partly ferment, and then be
fortified with sirits, upon which a tax oronly 3 cents per proof gallon
is I and s lalf fermented grape juce when watered, sugared,
and for4ified is called -pure wane, Furthermore, under tho same
regulations, tlio California wine-maker has tie option of completing
this Sugared and watered sweet wine by fortification, or he may omit
the' fortification and turn it into a dy wine; hence under tie law

6425-13-6
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the Californians may water and sugar their dry wines before fermenta-
tion, and still call same pure.

Mr. Bell said:
They take a ton offgmpes and make sweel wine out of it, then they take another ton

of grapeA and make brandy spirits out of it, then mix the two and produce a sweet
wine fortified.

I claim that they take a ton of grapes, add water at the crusher,
may add sugar to the crushed grapes in the vat, ferment down to 8
per cent on Ballings saccharometer, draw off the fluid, then add
water to the residue called pomace, and which poinace still contains
8 per cent sugar, both natural grape and added cane sugar, then lot
this stuff ferment and finally run it through the still to extract the
spirits, and these spirits from; the watered residue is what they use for
fortifying their sweet wines, and not pure grapo brandy, and I
understand always have done it, and in 1905 it was said that the
then Commissioner of Internal Revenue investigated the practice in
California of using for fortifying sweet wines, brandies that were not
in compliance with the law, and that th., lrw was thereupon in June,
1906, an ended to permit the use of brandy made from grapes or
TIEII I DF'Ii)i'E, ai Us Ii tfor fortifying.

I we or three of the large wine corporations in San Francisco prac-
tically control the entire wine industry in California, and practically
pay for the grape-s whatever tlivy please. In an effort t) improve
third situation, sionl of he leading grape growers started a winery
and( made wine out of their grapes. "[ite large corporations, some-
times referred to as the " t rust,' wagei a war on them lasting several
years. Both sides sold wines and brandies at times below cost in
an effort to break up the other, Port was sold as low as 12 cents per
gallon and brandy in bond at '2 onts per gallon. I consider it under
cost price in each case. All th. was madle possible by the 1890 free-
brandy :vct. In the meantime we in the East. were not making any
sales, as we ean not afford to take a hanid in stich a fight and sell under
cost of production.

The so-called " trust." finally put the othem out of business, and
Mr, Tavil told me that lie solit all his port wine to the large corpora-
tion at 10"cents per gallon this spring. The corporation is now selling
thi4 port wine at 371 cents a gallon; an advance, after competition
was destroyed, of 27J cents per gallon, and as the large corporations
will have on hand about 50,)000,000 gallons of sweet wine s by January
1 t 1914- and as it is )redicte( that sweet wines, owing to ths pending
bill, wifl advance to 60 cents per gallon, the import duty being 60
cents, therefore the large California corporations vill clean up on the
50,000,000 gallons a profit of about $25,000,000, and after that thy
needi not care what comes.

Considerable speculating is right now going on all over the States
in sweet wines.

It is not the poor grape grower that they are worrying about, but
it is the profits that they are after.

Mr. Hildroth says:
The Amercan Wine Association "framed up" the Underhill bill (if. U. 4982).

The American Wine Associntion 1i comoped of California wine makers and a few
New York State champagne makers, A\o do not belong to it. It is truly a "frame
uip." We were not consulted nor were other easterners. We are opposed to the
Underhill bill.
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Mr. Wotmore states that tile reason wiy the Californians add
more alcohol than is necessary to preserve the sugar is that th1e wino
gets cloudy if they do not brbg the alcoholic strength up to near
24 per cent, or some similar statement, and if they were permitted
to use a wine of less thai 4 por cent saccharine strength before
fortification, that then they could get along with a lower per cent of
alcohol.

He expresses himself at variance with facts.
(1) Port ine must be v per cent sugar strength when finished,

that being the standard sweetness, and 17 per cent to 18 per cent
alcoholic strength suffices to preserve it.

(2) The cloudiness is not caused by 17 per cent alcoholic strength,
as that is enough to preserve it; and a higher per cent, I have expe..
rienced, will not prevent cloudmiess when a wine is not wine, but is
half fermented grape juice, fortified to check the fermentation at a
time when the fermentatiop was in fullest progress, and they make
sweet wine that way ill California. That is not wine at all. That is
fortified grape juice partly fermented, and it is not surprising that it
should repeatedly turn cloudy, because it never had all opportunity
to ferment into at ripe and nature wine. If they would make their
sweet wines the only correct way as we (1o make same, they would
have no trouble witli cloudiness. We use a ripe diry wine aid'sweeten
and. fortify it up to 17 per cent or 18 per cent alcoholic strength, and
that sweet wine keeps clear always.

(3) It is true that sherry wine should be very dry and nutty, and
1 admit that, 4 per cent saccharine strength before fortification makes
it a little too sweet to suit many people. IHowever, it would open
the door to l)erimit the fraudulent use of the brandy in wines of such
low saccharine strength more so than now.

Rectifiers and patent-medicine manufacturers are now buying
fortified wines as dry and as strong in alcohol as it may be made and
use it in making their cordials and liquors, etc., and patent medicines,
and if the wine fortified contained still less sweetness, then the for-
tified wine could be used to still more purpos e in articles where
sweetness is not desired, and I understand that the Internal Revenue
Department ruled that patent-medicine manufacturers may use
fortified sweet wines in their medicines and escape the tax on the
spirits contained therein. However, I am not positive on this one
point.

I thank you for your kind attention.
0. G. STARK,

Representing Missouri Wine Growers.
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PROTEST AND BRIEF' OF TIE GRAPE GROWESs AND WINE MAKERS

OF TIE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AOAIN8T PROP0ED TAX UPON

GRAPE SPIRITS USHED IN FORTIFYING PURE SWEET WINES, AS

CONTAINED IN SENATE COMITTEE AMENDMENT (SEc. 254D TO

PENDING TARIFF BILL.

TU , RAPE INDUSTRY OF CAIiFORNIA.

AcrEage.

W ine grapes, exclusivcy ................................................ 168, 50
Iaisiin grapes ...................................................... - 110, 500

Table grapes ............................................................. 61,000

T otal ................. ........................................... 340, 000

About one-third of the raisin and table grapes go to the wineries
and distilleries. Thlis affords a market to t hegrowers of raisin and
table grapes for their by-products, the pure grape brandies obtained
thercfroiii being after ards used in the fortiliention of pure sweet
wines. Tie average vineyard contain less than 25 acres.

Produrtioi, 191e.
Oalloas.

Pure dry wines ....................................................... 24,000, 000

Pure sweet wines ..................................................... 17,797,718

Pure commercial grape brandy ......................................... 1, 700, 000

Total .......................................................... 43, 497,718

Amount grape l)randy used in making pure sweet wines, 4,648,842
gallons.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DRY AND SWEET WINES.

Pure DRY Wines are made by allowing all of the sugar in the pure

grape juice to fernment into alcohol, 2 degrees of sugar making I degree
of alcohol.

Pure SWEET wines are mado by arresting the fermentation through
the addition of pure grape brandy, which acts also-as a preservative.
NO PURE SWEET WINE CAN BE MADE ANY OTHER WAY, for the

simple reason that pure sweet wine contains nothing but the pure
juice of the grape.
Total investment in vineyards and wineries ................ . .......... $150,000,000
Number of families engaged in grapp growing ......................... 15, 000
Cost of producing 1 acre bearing vinc)...a........................... $300
Total pro(Iitli tii sweet wines in United States, 1912.. ..... gallons. 18, 547,718
Total production sweet wines, California, 1912 .................. .o .... 17, 797,718

Produced outide of Califoria ............................ do 760,000
Production pure s8weet. wines in California, 1890 .................... 1, 083, 274

Production pure sweet wines in California, 1012 ............ do 1... 797, 718

Increase under ol)eration 1890 sweet-wine la ............... do .... 10 714,444

This tremendous increase iii the production of pure sweet wines in
California was due to the 1890 law permittilg the use of pure grape

spirits, free; 'since 19000 a payment of 3 cents per proof gallon has

been paid on the brandy so used, to reimburse the Government for the

cost of supervision in the making of pure sweet, wine.
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THIS 3-CENT CHARGE IHAS NEVER BEEN REGARDED AS A TAX.

Under the provisions of the act of 1890 thes.3 pure sweet wines
can not contain more than 24 per cent alcohol, which is the dividing
line between winos and spirits, according to our tariff laws, as well as
the act of 1890. It logically follows titt inasmuch as these pure
sweet wines can not be classified as spirits, the wino maker is not
enjoying any special privilege, but to the contrary, he is working in
ha rmony with the wvise governmental policy that. encourages the
cultivation of the soil in small holdings and the production ofa pure
food product. • Nor can it be claimed that favoritism has beeni shown
to the California wine makers, for the provisions of the 1890 law are
equally open to all wvine growers in the United States.

The pure-wine law of 1890 was the first pure-food legislation in
America, and its fruits have more than justifed the ho-pes of its
advocates. In 23 years there has never been a criticism of this law,
nor emy material changes proposed; furthermore, it has served as a
model for other pureood enactments. Once onnul or interrupt the
good elffetts of this law, and the distinct line between pure wines and
counterfeit wines in this country willbo wiped out, to the irreparable
damage of the gripo growers and producers of sweet wines aind to the
certain injury of the consuniers ol wines.

COST OF POVWTVION, ETC.

Average cost, of producing I gallon )ure sweet vine, 20 cents.
This includes payment to grower of an average of $11 per ton for

his grapes.
Average selling price in bulk per gallon, 29j cents.
Incrette in cost of producing 1 gallon pure sweet wine under pres-

ent methods, which are the best, should a $1.10 tax on grape spirits
be imposed, 3(0 cents, bringing the original cost of producing a gallon
of )ure sweet Vine to 50 cents.

As an example of how the proposed tax will operate we submit
the following instance, which applies in the same ratio to every other
producer of -pure sweet wines in California: In 1912 the Bradford
Winery in Sacramento County, an independent concern owned and
operated by the Bradford Bros., who buy 10,000 tons of grapes
annually from neighboring firms, used 150,000 gallons of grape
spirits in the fortififcation of lpure sweet wines, paying 3 cents per
gallon to the Government, or $4,500. Iigured at $1.10 por proof
gallon this one firm would be taxed $165, 000..

It thus ,appear ti1hiatif the $1.10 tax be imposed the cost of pro-
duction wuifbe increased 150 per cent and the selling price 100 per
cont. It is the common people that are now consuming the Call-
fornia pure sweet wines, because the present price is within their
reach; but they can not afford to buy it at any material increase.
An increased tax means a decrease in the use of pure whines. The
market eani just about take care of the present production of grapes
in California, and a diminished market simply means that the grape
growers will not be able to sell their crops, either for wine or brandy
purposes. The grapes will be loft to rot onl the vines for a season
until the farmerhas time to pull up his vines, which pllling up will
impose a cost, of some $ 15 per acre.
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REVENUE.

Those who figure that the revenue received from the imposition of a
$1.10 tax upon grape brandies used in the fortification of pure sweet
wines will yield many millions of dollars are laboring under a serious
misapp))rehinsion, rf We ASSUME that the same amount of pure sweet
wines 'ill be made and marketed, and then further AsSUME that the
sailie amount of grape spirits will be so used, then of course it, resolves
itself into a matter of simple miltiplication; but unfortunately for
am, so1nd fiscal calculations there are too many " assumlpt ions"'here.
I 1the first place the sale of pure sweet, wine wifi fall offtremendously;
nobody can say exactly how much, but certainly it will not amount to
one-fourth of tile present consutiption. The present st'lidy market
that has been created for pure ('aliforia wines by vears of Mducatioll
and hard work will certaily beconle badly deu;lralized, and that
(4(litio1 will surely be further demoralized by the undoubted pro-
dct ion of sweet wiies (?) preserver by neutral'spirits, chemicals, and
wviat not. Secondly, tie man who makes it sweet wine, if compelled
to pay a tax on his spirits, is certainly going to do two things, 1. e., use
as li ttle alcohol as possible and buy ihat alcohol as elleall , as he can.
Ini doing this he can not be criticized, for the prudent, economical
management of his business will demand it.

Let us 1kow see how t his will worki out. Instead of arresting fer-
ientation at a point of high saccharine strength, ie will let tie fer-
leltation Iproceed until nearly all the natural grape sugar has been
converted into alcohol, for every degree of alcohol that he can el)tain
through the natural fermentation of the grape juice will save him just,
so much money in the purellase of taxed spirits. For example, tile
average amount of sugar in sweet wine grapes is 260, which is equiv-
alent to 130 of alcohol, if the juice be fermented dry. The amount of
alcohol in l)orts and other types of sweet wines ranges from 200 to 23*.
Under present methods the sweet. wines are fermented until about 7j0
alcohol is shown. To this wine is then a(l(led about. I2 grape spirits.
Taking advantage of the provisions of the pending Pomereno amend-
ment, the wine maker may add 200 sugar, anld thus be able to produce
150 of alcohol th1roti lh natural fermentation, leaving 16 per cent of
sugar for the taste of the consumer, lie can then rest content with
his 15* of alcohol and market his wine under the claim that it is a
pure sweet wine without adding a single irol) of taxed alcohol, sub-
stitt ing as a pleservative benzoate of soda or other permitted chem-
icals. But Sul)pose e does wish to raise the alcoholic strength of his
sweet wines to 200. This will req uirl him to add only 5 of taxed
alcohol, where henow uses 12A0 of gruipe brandy, thus cutting down,
thle amount of alcohol or brandy used 60 per cent., It follows that
oven if the total amount of sweet wines consumed can be maintained
at the l)rasent volume the above change of methods alone will reduce
the amount of spirits used 60 per cent, and therefore three-fifths of
the contemplated revenue must be deducted for this reason. If the
wine maker-is required to pay a tax on his alcohol, he will naturally
buy that which ii cheapest, The us of neutral alcohol is permitted
by the pending measure. This kind of alcohol can be made from
4"black strap," cannery refuse, )ineapple refuse from the Hawaiian
Islands, potatoes, and even from saWdust and shaings, and will be
obtainable by the California wine maker at the cost of from 8 to 10
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cents jper proof gallon. Pure gra )e brandy costs about 40 cents per
proof gallon vhen grapes are setling at $11 per ton. The use of
cheaper spirits will sp1 the destruetion of five-sLxths of tile brandy
making in California, thereby destroying the market for 137,500 tons
of grape4 annut ally. The use of untaxed pr eservatives will be I'toated
to' in preference to the use of taxed spirits, which further reliders it
problematical whether the Government, will obtain any, considerable
revenue front tax upon grape spirits used in the making of pure sweet
wines; but, whether the revenue be large or small it can not possibly
justify the w% wholesale destruction of the grape-growing industrV that
Is bound to follow the levy of any tax upon the grape spirits s; usel.

8UMIMARY.

1. The imposition of a tax on grape spirits used in fortifying )ureI
sweet wines will utterly (estroy Mnillions of dollas' worth of property
that is now devoted wholly to viticultural purposes ill California.

2. Te small grape grower will be hurt tile most, for he and his
family are entirely dependent upon the annual crop of his vineyard,
and it the wineries and distilleries call not take his grapes he will be
deprived of the sole market for his product.

3. It is the custom of the grape growers and the wine makers to
enter into contracts fori a term of years at fixed prices for grapes, and
the contracts now in force invariably provide that in the event of
adVel'se legislation tile wine maker, at his Opti9Ji, may cancel his
contract.

4. The iml)ositlon of a tax upon a u)tire sweet wine is in cOltra-.
vention of the announced policy of our Government, backed by
strong public sentiment, in favor of purity in foods, drugs, and
beverages of all kinds.

5. The imposition of such a tax will inevitably lead to the breaking
down of the barriers between pure wine and'its many imitations,
causing confusion and difficulty in securing t, pure article, and leading
to temlptations to market cheaper adultorated brands in the place
of genuine wines, thereby undermining the public health through
concealment and fraud prsicleod rilpon the consumer,

6. Ti imposiCion of tle proposed tax will not produce any mate-
rial increase of revenue. The claims of its proponents will not. be
realized, but worse than this the attelit to raise additional revenues
in this manner will bring lisaster to thousands of men and women of
high character and good citizenship, thrifty, patriotic, and tenl)erate,
who are-now engaged in various branches of the grape industry.

7, It, is contrary to our avowed policy of encouraging the intensive
cultivation of the soil il small holdings' and rendering the pursuits of
the soil profitable and inviting.

8. California's vineyards are of imported stocks, id that State
alone is able to givo tei people of this country a pure delectable wine
in competition with tho imported brands,0

0. A curtailment of the Market for sweet wines will result I an
overproduction of dry wines, and .such overproductiofn means that
tons of ihousads of tons of grap)es will not be worth marketing.

10. California's 1)resent viticulture is the result of a hndred years
of experimentation and development, and the work of a century
should not be nullified by the imposition of the proposed tax. It is
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the traditional policy of all governments to foster and upbuild this
industry.

11. A ton of rapes bin used for making the brandy that is now
reqirod to fortify the juice of a ton of sweet wine grapes, it is appar-
ent that a tax on such grape brandy will destroy the market for
five-sixths of the grapes that now go to the (istilleries. ,,%

12. The 15,000 heads of families who are now engaged in grape
culture and wine making in California earnestly protest against
taxing any of the interrelated branches of the grape industry.

lespctfully submitted.
M. F. TARPEY, Preeno, Cal.
TIEODOIIE A. Bmmia, San Praucisco, Cal.
L. W. JUILLIA), Santa Rosa, Cal.
LOUIS S. WETMORE, Stockton Cal
J. C. NEEDHTAM, Afodewto, (01.
J. A. BARLOTTI, is Angeles, Cal.
G. E. LAW ENCH, LodiH l.
L()018 IANDBEItOER, Bierkeley, Col.
P1EItEY K. BRADFORD, Sacramento Cal.
1EAfwA11) L. DA R(ZA, Elk Grove, zal.
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